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EUROPE AND EDUCATIONAL POLICIES
European cooperation in education and training has a recent history, rich of deep 
thoughts, innovative pushes, ambitious and urgent goals.

With the Maastricht Treaty1 which establishes the European Community, we 
generally identify the start-up period of an increasing attention towards educa-
tion which is considered for the first time closely linked to economy, employment 
and training. In particular the Articles 126 and 127 in a timely manner define the 
roles and areas of action of the productive states and the European Community.

As required by the Lisbon2 Treaty on the functioning of the EU, which covers 
specifically Articles 165 and 166 which refer to education, vocational training, 
youth and sport, the European Union plays in education a supporting role, coor-
dination and/or completion of national policies carried out by individual Mem-
ber States.

While the European Union performs a development action to education of 
quality and encourages cooperation among the various countries, the United 
States have the responsibility concerning the content of teaching and the organi-
zation of the school system.

Two main phases characterize the processes of change related to education 
and training in our country and in other European countries: the first going from 
Maastricht to 2000 and the second that goes from the Lisbon European Council 
in March 2000 to the strategy “Europe 2020”.

First Phase
In this first phase the European Commission has developed some important doc-
uments that are still useful today and represent a valuable contribution to the 
reflection on the quality of training in the various States of the European Com-
munity. Among these, there are the Delors Plan, the White Paper of Cresson, the 
Green Paper Education, Training and Research: The Obstacles to mobility.

The Delors Plan Growth, Competitiveness and Employment. The challenges and 
ways forward into the twenty-first century (1993) assigns an essential feature of im-
portance to education and training. The deep changes in society require to the in-
dividual a better availability to the understanding towards others and the world, 
the reciprocal understanding and acceptance of others. It also identifies learning 
for life one of the keys in the twenty-first century.

The White Paper Cresson - Teaching and Learning. Towards the Learning Society 
(1995), reaffirming the centrality of education, offers analysis and guidance on 
actions to be taken both at the level of individual states and at Community level 
for the future characterized by the learning society, in which we teach and learn 
and where each individual will be able to create his own qualifications. The doc-

1 Treaty on the European Union - Summary Maastricht Official Journal. C 191, 29/07/1992 p. 0001 - 0110.
2 Treaty on the European Union (consolidated version) - Treaty on the European Union (consolidated version)-

Lisbon, December 13th, 2007-Official Journal. C 326, 26/10/2012 p. 0001 0390.
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ument identifies three factors of change towards a learning society, the spread of 
information technology, the globalization of the economy, the development of 
scientific and technological knowledge and requires education and training to 
reinforce the personal development, social integration, the sharing of common 
values, the transmission of a cultural heritage, the development of the individual 
autonomy. As a result the basic skills in technology and social and communica-
tion skills, contact and organization are necessary in everyone’s life. An enor-
mous benefit for employment and mobility is ,then, detected in the knowledge 
of EU languages and the ability to adapt to different environments and cultures. 
It is important to encourage all those actions that are acquiring the European 
dimension and involving the awareness of being Europeans.

In 1996, the European Year of Education and Training throughout life is pub-
lished, the Green Paper on training and research: The obstacles to mobility. The 
document notes that, despite the Community programmes relating to education 
and training and research have contributed to the development of mobility in the 
community, there are many obstacles to the realization of the actual movement 
of trainees. It is necessary in order to facilitate the mobility to improve the social 
skills of people with learning communication, language skills and the develop-
ment of European citizenship.

In the same year the unesco report of the International Commission on Edu-
cation for the XXI Century - In education a treasure is published. The unesco report 
- J. Delors. It offers a deep contribution to the reflection on the phenomena that 
characterize the company and training systems, presents a series of deep consid-
erations about education considered a precious good able to achieve the ideals of 
peace, freedom and justice. In fact, it plays a key role in the personal and social 
development and promoting a harmonious form of human development, it is 
a powerful tool not only for personal growth, but also for the building of rela-
tionships between individuals, groups and nations. The Report defines the four 
pillars of education which should govern the educational reforms and the training 
curricula of teachers, which are: learning to know; learning to do; learn to be; learn to 
live together with others.

The document, identifying the twenty-first century tensions that are between 
opposites - global and local, universal and individual, tradition and modernity, 
spiritual and material - indicates suggestions for the future needs of a world with 
greater mutual understanding, with greater responsibility and greater solidarity, 
through the acceptance of the spiritual and cultural differences.

If education has the task of helping people to understand the world and the 
others, then education must be permanent and accessible to all. The Report, 
therefore, reveals that education for life, catching the opportunities offered by 
the company, could become the real key for the access to the twenty-first century.

It dates back to 1997, the document Learning in the Information Society. Action 
plan for a European education initiative, 1996-1998. The plan starts from the con-
sideration of the delay with which Europeans know, utilize and master the new 
information and communication tools. For this reason, it considers that in a so-
ciety increasingly based on knowledge and exchanges, Europeans should check the new 
information and communication tools from an early age. Such a delay could create 
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problems for the future of young and less young Europeans. With the purpose to 
avoid this, the plan proposes four lines of action: training systems and innovative 
educational contexts which are integrated with new technologies.

second Phase
With the Lisbon European Council in 2000 the second phase starts .It marks a 
sort of turning point with the previous period. It is very ambitious the stategic 
plan outlined. People are the main resource and should be the focal point of the Union’s 
policies. So reads the introductory paragraph of the contribution Education and 
training for living and working in the knowledge society, in the text of the Presidency 
conclusions of the Lisbon European Council in 2000. The solicitation to invest in 
people and develop an active and dynamic welfare state it is connected on the other 
hand in a decisive way to the knowledge of economy, in which Europe aspires 
to have the supremacy.The European Council indicates a range of goals that the 
European countries should focus in the future.

Among these objectives the new basic skills to provide through lifelong learn-
ing are defined: skills in information technology, foreign languages, technological cul-
ture, entrepreneurship and social skills, to be certified in accordance with decen-
tralized procedures. To achieve these objectives the Member States, within their 
powers, should activate a process of reform of school systems to offer learning and 
training opportunities tailored to target groups at different stages of life: youth, unem-
ployed adults and those in employment subject to the risk of seeing their skills overtaken 
by rapid changes. This approach chooses to consider three main areas of action, 
such as the development of local learning centres, the promotion of new basic skills, in 
particular in information technologies and more transparency in qualifications.

These aspects are also reaffirmed in the Education Memorandum on Lifelong Edu-
cation in 2000, a working document in which the European Commission, responds 
to the mandate assigned to it by the European Councils of Lisbon and Feira. The 
document, in pursuing the objective of giving the input to a European debate on a com-
prehensive strategy for implementing lifelong learning3 and training at individual and 
institutional levels, in all spheres of life, both public and private, highlights a new con-
cept of education and lifelong learning that is very important throughout the life 
of an individual and is the inspiring principle of supply and demand in different 
learning contexts that should favour social integration and equal opportunities.

The feeding culture, in fact, revolves around the centrality of the learner, learn-
ing and active citizenship, the functionality of all sectors formal, non-formal and 
informal that through the life wide learning, have part in the process of accultur-
ation and education. In particular six messages are mentioned - functional key to 
an open debate and to a desired depth. Closely linked to these key messages are 
the goals that explain the need in Europe for a complete and coherent strategy 
in the field of education and lifelong learning. The key messages of the Memo-
randum, articulated in objectives are: new basic skills for all, more investment in 
human resources, innovation in teaching and learning techniques, evaluation of 
learning outcomes, rethink the orientation. Considering expansion of the ”train-

3 cfr. Memorandum, p.10.
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ing available” an urgent necessity is registered for greater coordination in the ter-
ritory, the construction of a network system linking… the various types of learn-
ing: formal, non-formal and informal. It is important to underline, moreover, the 
need to enhance in any way the results of training achieved by each individual 
in formal settings, but also the skills acquired as part of the learning contexts 
not formal and informal. Other documents establish goals, strategies, timing 
and monitoring: among them we mention the decisions made by the Stockholm 
European Council, which indicates three strategic4objectives and the Barcelona5 
European Council which accepts the detailed work programme on the follow-up 
about the system objectives regarding education and training in Europe, this pro-
gramme was adopted by the Education Council on 14th February 2002. The Coun-
cil of Education Ministers in Brussels on 5thand 6th May, 2003, characterizes, then, 
five priority areas of intervention, defining the benchmarks, that is levels which 
should be achieved by 2010. In particular they are:
• decrease of early school dropping-out;
• increase of graduates in Maths, Science and Technology (increased at least 15% 

and at the same time reduction of the imbalance between the sexes);
• increase of young people who complete upper secondary education (at least 

85% of the population of twenty-two years old));
• decrease in the percentage of underages with poor reading ability (at least 20% 

compared to 2000);
• increasing the EU average participation in lifelong learning initiatives (at least 

up to 12% of the adult population of working age 25/64 years). 2004 is a very 
important year; it sees, in fact, widening to the east of countries such as Cy-
prus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Slovakia, Slovenia, Czech Re-
public and Hungary. It also represents a responsibility on the route of change 
both at national and EU level. In fact, the Brussels European Council6 in the 
annual report on the Lisbon strategy, recognizing that the Lisbon goals are am-
bitious, and despite the progress made up to that point, claims that we should 
give a strong acceleration in the pace of reform7 Therefore, the Interim Report 
Education and Training 2010.
The urgency of the Reforms for the success of the Lisbon strategy indicates 

three levers for the future action such as:
1. Concentrate the reforms and the investments in the key sectors:

- Mobilize the necessary resources;
- Reinforce the attractiveness of the teacher’s job and training.

2. Make lifelong learning a reality:
- put in place comprehensive, coherent and concerted stregies;
- focusing efforts on disadvantaged groups;

4 Stockholm European Council of 23rdand 24th March 2001 where it approved the report on strategic objectives 
in education and training, adopted by the Education Council on 12th February 2001.The strategic objectives 
are:- improve the quality and effectiveness of EU education and training systems;- facilitating the access of all to 
education and training systems;- opening up education and training systems to the wider world.

5 The Barcelona European Council on 15th and 16thMarch 2002 approved the detailed work programme on 
the follow-up of the objectives of education and training systems in Europe, the programme adopted by the 
Education Council on14th February 2002.

6 European Council on 25thand 26th March 2004.
7 Brussels European Council on 25th and 26th March 2004 - Presidency Conclusions. 
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- Starting from the references and the common European principles (key com-
petences, mobility, non-formal and informal learning, orientation, quality, 
credit transfer).

3. Building the Europe of education and training:
 - increasing mobility by removing obstacles;
 - promoting the European dimension in Education.
Closely linked to this Report in Italy is the Ministerial Directive n. 267 on 21st 

June 2004 Europe of education Development and promotion of the European dimension 
in Education. As national systems are called to cover a primary role in building a 
European area, the Directive, following the guidelines, can give a new input for 
effective and efficient implementation on the territory of the opportunities of-
fered by transnational cooperation. In particular, it indicates the need to define 
a common framework of interventions for the dissemination of the best effective 
coordination among people and activities, aimed at monitoring the experiences carried out, 
practices, the implementation of compensatory interventions on the territory. The Deci-
sion n. 2241/2004/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on a single 
Community framework for the transparency of qualifications and competences - 
Europass (15th December 2004). European citizens can exercise the right to geo-
graphical mobility only if the certificates issued in a member state are recognized 
in another. The adoption of a common European framework for certification finds 
its justification in the guidelines of the Lisbon Council which sustains that a real 
European union with its socio-economic development of individual nations cannot 
exists if the mobility of people, workers and students cannot be guaranteed. The 
Decision therefore establishes a single Community framework for achieving the 
transparency of qualifications and competences by establishing a personal, coor-
dinated portfolio of documents, known as Europass, which citizens can use on a 
voluntary basis. The Europass, a set of documents used by citizens to communicate 
and present their qualifications and skills acquired over time, allows you to build 
your own curriculum and to promote accountability of the manufacturer’s own 
self-development8. The Europass portfolio of documents, also called “European 
devices for transparency”, are: Europass CV, Europass Language Passport, Euro-
pass - Mobility, Europass Certificate Supplement, Europass Diploma Supplement.

In 2005, the Brussels European Council9 endorsed the re-launch of the Lisbon 
Strategy proposed by the Commission in President Barroso’s Communication 
Working together for growth and jobs. The relaunch of the Lisbon strategy, focusing10 on 
Knowledge, Innovation ,Mankind and learning throughout life. The following 
European Council in Brussels11 ratified the integrated guidelines proposed by 
the Commission in the document on April (12/04/2005) which push to adapt the 
education and training systems by increasing and ensuring the attractiveness, 
openness and high quality, improving the definition and transparency of qualifi-
cations, their effective recognition and the validation of non-formal and informal 
training.

8 Isfol, Apprendimento di competenze strategiche. L’innovazione dei processi formativi nella società della 
conoscenza, Franco Angeli, Milano 2004, p. 17.

9 Brussels European Council on 21st and 22nd March 2005.
10 Communication from President Barroso on 02.02.
11 Brussels European Council on 16th and 17th June 2005.
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In Spring 2006 the joint Council-Commission report on modernizing educa-
tion and training. A vital contribution to prosperity to the cohesion of development. 
Summarizing the progress made towards modernizing education and training 
systems in Europe called, the report shows the situation recorded by the Euro-
pean Union:
- about 11% of adults aged between 25 and 64 take part in lifelong learning. This 

represents progress compared to 2000, although there are considerable varia-
tions from country to country;

- almost 15% of young people leave school early, reflecting only slight progress 
towards the predetermined reference parameter of 10%, that the European 
Union must achieve by 2010;

- almost 20% of 15 year olds continue to have serious difficulty in reading, with-
out any improvement from 2000 to today with respect to the predetermined 
reference parameter by the EU, proposing to reduce this share by one fifth;

- about 77% of young people aged 18 to 24 year olds conclude upper secondary 
education. We are still far from the EU benchmark of 85%, despite good prog-
ress in some countries.
It always dates back to 2006 the Communication from the Commission to the 

Council and the European Parliament Efficiency and equity in European educa-
tion and training systems.12 The Communication argues that the school systems 
will have to be both efficient and equitable to meet the challenges presented by 
globalization, demography, by rapid changes, from the ICT technology revolution.

It sustains, moreover, that the combination efficiency/equity must be consid-
ered in a long-term and is complementary to policies in the related sectors. 

Among the strategies to be adopted on efficiency and equity plan it is necessary 
that European countries adopt policies aimed at reinforcing early education and 
facing disadvantage at an early age. The pre-primary education is defined as an 
effective means to establish the basis for further learning, preventing school drop-
out, increasing equity of outcomes and overall skill levels. Regarding primary and 
secondary education school systems should ensure basic education and key skills. 
It is said that according to most research the Early tracking of students create differ-
ences among the educational levels which are subsequent to social environment. It 
identifies the most important factors for efficiency and equity in the quality, experi-
ence and motivation of teachers and the types of pedagogy they use.

Therefore it is necessary to give priority to improve teacher quality and re-
cruitment procedures in disadvantaged areas, and to design autonomy and ac-
countability systems which avoid inequity.

Higher Education is presented as a key sector of the economy and society based 
on knowledge, and precisely because it is able to promote excellence, should be 
modernized. It should offer a more differentiated range of provision and incen-
tives to satisfy increasingly different social and economic needs.

The Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council on key 
competences for lifelong learning (18th December 2006) sets out clearly the key 
skills that a European citizen should master in order to be able to live their life, 

12 Brussels 8/09/2006.
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adapting to the continuous changes which characterize the contemporary society.
The definition of the key competences framework pursues the aim to identify 

those necessary and indispensable skills for personal development, for active cit-
izenship, social cohesion, basic learning to be pursued during the whole of life.

The skills, defined by Recommendation a combination of knowledge, skills 
and attitudes appropriate to the context, remains a debated subject of study and 
discussion in the current conceptual overview related to the field of education.

The eight key competences outlined are: communication in the mother tongue, 
communication in foreign languages, competence in Maths and basic competences in Sci-
ence and Technology, digital competence, learning to learn, social and civic competences, 
spirit of initiative and entrepreneurship, cultural awareness and expression.

The specific skills both social and civic ones have the same dignity and equal 
importance as these can contribute to the design and implementation of a suc-
cessful life in a society of knowledge. 

As the framework says , the member states must work to ensure that nation-
al education systems allow an education and initial training that these young 
people pursue key skills needed for life and at the same time we must ensure 
access to those that for educational disadvantages determined by personal, so-
cial, cultural or economic circumstances, they need particular support to fulfill 
their educational potential : examples of such groups include people with low basic 
skills, in particular with low literacy, young people who leave school early, the long-term 
unemployed and those returning to work after a long absence, the elderly, migrants and 
people with disabilities13. 

Each country must esteem to coherent choices with the reform processes un-
dertaken at national level and in connection with future European objectives of 
education and training. Coherently with the address defined in the Recommen-
dation mentioned above ,it is possible to register the current trend by European 
countries to define their own basic education curricula focusing on skills rather 
than knowledge14. 2007 marks another expansion to the East of the EU with the 
inclusion of Romania and Bulgaria. Also in 2007 the ministerial guidelines are 
enacted in Italy15. More schools in Europe and more Europe in the school, which in 
continuity with the 2004 directive, outlining a strategy of cooperation with the 
representative in Italy of the European Commission and the European Parlia-
ment and local institutions in order to spread the European dimension in schools 
as natural setting of strategic comparison, territorial and operational planning 
efforts through a series of political and institutional strategies. On 31st January 
2008 in Brussels with the Council and Joint Commission16 the progress and the 
most significant difficulties in reforms in education and training systems are pre-
sented. So in that occasion the most important sectors in which it is best to invest 
are indicated. They are: raising the level of competences; the lifelong learning 
strategies; the knowledge triangle (education, research and innovation).
13 Recommendation of the European Parliament and of the Council on 18th December 2006 - Attached.
14 Eurydice Italian Unit (eds), More and more expertise in European Curricula in www. agenziascuola.it/ July 6th, 

2008.
15 The guidelines issued by note dated June 21st , 2007 “More schools in Europe, more Europe in the school.”
16 Joint Communication of the Council and the Commission- Draft 2008 joint progress report of the Council and 

the Commission on the implementation of the work program “Education and Training 2010”-”Delivering life-
long learning for knowledge, creativity and innovation”.
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The National qualifications frameworks, related to the European Framework 
Creating Qualifications for Lifelong Learning, are in the process of elaboration in 
most countries. Also Validation of systems of non-formal and informal are aris-
ing. Pre-primary Education Importance is recognized in Europe. 

The Higher Education Modernization is essential in the triangle of knowledge 
for the Lisbon Strategy.

The sectors where progress remains insufficient are reported: Learning Imple-
mentation throughout the lifetime; basic skills for all; education and training of 
teachers; attractiveness, quality and relevance of Education and Vocational Train-
ing Transnational mobility. Prospects for the future are clarified above all concern-
ing the learning Implementation Throughout their lifetime17 to achieve efficiency 
and equity; Innovation and creativity: Education as a key element of the Triangle. 
In July 2008, the Communication Improving competences for the 21st century18,-
says that we must intensify the reform process that is involving in various Europe-
an countries the school systems because young people have more necessity than 
in the past, the necessary skills to live and work in the current globalized society. 
Although we register an abundance of innovative practices in the various school 
systems, the Commission intends to continue to facilitate greater dissemination of 
experience and good practices that represent in their diversity a real wealth and 
at the same time to play a leading role in cooperation to meet common challenges. 

The document also indicates the relative priorities concerning three sectors of 
action such as: concentration on skills, high-quality education for all students, 
teachers and school staff. We must continue, that is, to invest in skills. School 
curricula should promote a unitary approach to learning and focus on teaching 
of skills. 

It is necessary to pay attention to the learning environment if, more flexible, 
would encourage the development of their basic skills because it engages stu-
dents who should become able to plan their own learning. It is important to im-
prove the initial and continuing education both to the basic skills and to those of 
high quality and excellence. So the transversal skills and particularly learning to 
learn are fundamental.

In December 2008, the Communication New Skills for New Jobs19, starting from 
the crisis in global financial markets, states strongly that upgrading skills is crit-
ically important for the short-term recovery and growth and productivity in Eu-
rope over the long term.

It is necessary that education systems, education and training of the various 
countries should ask about future European needs and produce new skills to 
respond to the nature of the new jobs, essential to avoid that there is a waste of 
human and financial resources.

Also affirming that the forecasts could be fallacious , nevertheless we have to 
think of many skills and many jobs that appear common to European citizens in 

17  Improving the knowledge base, Sustainable Financing, Raising skill levels, Tackling disadvantages, socioeco-
nomic, Using the potential of migrants, High quality teaching.

18  Communication COM (2008) 425 final.
19  Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and 

Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, “New skills for new jobs. Anticipating and matching labor 
market and skills needs “, Brussels, 16/12/2008, COM (2008) 868def.
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2020 and to activate an effective way of disseminating information on the skills 
and future job requirements.

It is assumed that the demand trends could encourage a growing demand for 
highly skilled and flexible workforce […] with transversal key competences, such 
as problem-solving skills, analytical skills, self-management and communica-
tion skills, linguistic skills and related, more generally, to non-routine activities. 
The Commission Communication “Key competences for a changing world”20 re-
calls the need of education and training systems to become more open and ready 
to the needs of citizens and the labor market needs and in general to the needs 
of the current society. Starting from the synthesis of the various countries on na-
tional strategies for learning the attention is brought on the implementation of 
the 2006 Recommendation on key competences. Despite a widespread tendency 
towards teaching and learning based on skills, it is stated that the only change of 
curricula may not be enough, the school should give more explicit responsibility 
to students and their future learning. But the teaching quality is closely linked to 
teacher training. The assessment is the other lever that can contribute to the effec-
tiveness of learning. The Report urges the full implementation of key competenc-
es. Therefore, we must intensify efforts to raise such as the level of reading skills, 
as well as those transversal key skills, to develop lifelong learning strategies also 
involving sectors which are different to those of education.

Approaching the appointment fixed by in the Lisbon strategy, in May 2009 the 
Council conclusions21 define an updated strategic framework for European cooperation 
in education and training until 2020 (ET 2020)22. That document encourages and 
looks forward to provide the necessary means to allow all citizens in a position 
to realize their full potential and ensuring sustainable economic prosperity and 
employability.

The Europe 2020 Strategy, adopted by the European Union on 17th 2010 in or-
der to end the crisis and prepare EU economy for the next decade, redefines some 
goals to achieve in the coming years:
• increase to 75% the employment rate for people aged between 20 and 64 years;
• investing 3% of gross domestic product (GDP) in research and development;
• reduce carbon emissions to 20% (and 30% if the conditions allow this), 20% in-

crease in the share of renewable energy and increase energy efficiency by 20%;
• reduce the drop -out rate to less than 10% and increasing to 40% the rate of 

young graduates;
• reduce by 20 million the number of people at risk of poverty.

The Strategy also presents the so-called flagship initiatives that guide and cat-
alyze progress in the Reference decade 2010-2020:

- the Innovation Union: for the research and innovation;
- youth on the move to improve the education systems;
- a European Digital Agenda: the spread of the Internet;
- an efficient Europe under the resources;
- an industrial policy for the globalization era;

20  The Commision Communication on 25th November 2009.
21  The Council conclusions on 12th May 2009.
22  [Official Journal C 119, 28.5.2009].
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- an Agenda for new skills and new jobs;
-  the European platform against poverty to guarantee social and territorial 

cohesion.
Rethinking Education: Investing in skills for better socio-economic outcomes23 is the 

title of the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, 
the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee 
of the Regions that in 2012 intends to reform the educational systems in the EU to 
try to respond as well to the ever increasing demand for higher-level skills and to 
reduce unemployment. Three sets of measures such as quality, accessibility and 
financing are defined. The planned reforms are: to improve the levels of basic 
skills; promote apprenticeships; encourage entrepreneurial skills; to improve the 
knowledge of foreign languages.

Investing in education and training - a response to Rethinking Education: Invest-
ing in skills for better socio-economic outcomes24 is the title of the European Union 
Council conclusions ( February 2013). The document underlines the central role 
assigned to education and training, driving force for growth and competitiveness 
in the annual growth for 2013, the key role of investment in human capital to face 
and prevent unemployment and prepare a job-rich recovery. The document in-
vites the Member States to give priority to investment in education and training, 
to introduce reforms to enhance the efficiency of education and training systems, 
and global levels of skills, connecting more closely with each other the world 
of work and that of education; to promote excellence; to improve the results of 
the young high-abandonment; to introduce measures to develop skills and soft 
skills, such as described in the 2006 Recommendation on key competences for 
lifelong learning, from early education to higher education through the use of 
innovative pedagogical approaches and focused on the student; to review and 
strengthen the professional profile of the teaching profession (including teachers, 
school leaders and teacher trainers), providing consistent systems and equipped 
with adequate resources for the recruitment, selection, initial training, early ca-
reer support and development permanent professional teaching staff on the basis 
of skills; to optimize learning with the support of ICT.

The joint Report by the Council and the Commission on the implementation 
of the strategic framework for European cooperation in education and training 
(ET 2020) New priorities for European cooperation in education and training25 (2015/C 
417/04) notes that Europe faces a number of urgent and complex tasks such as : 
unemployment, economic recovery, creation of new jobs, migration, violence pre-
vention, but also take into account the long-term issues, such as the aging popu-
lation, the adjustment to the digital age and competition in the global economy 
based on knowledge. It is taken the basic concept of Yunker in his inauguration 
speech: “A good standard of education and training contributes to promote a sus-
tained economic growth as well as sustainable development, it allows research 
and development, innovation, productivity and competitiveness”. The four stra-
tegic objectives of ET 2020 Framework, set by the Board in 2009 are confirmed: 

23  Strasbourg,20/11/2012, COM(2012) 669 final.
24  Brussels, 1st February 2013(07.02), 5698/13; EDUC 21, SOC 48.
25  Official Journal of UE 15/12/2015.
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to make sure that lifelong learning and mobility become a reality; to improve 
the quality and effectiveness of education and training, promoting equity social 
cohesion and active citizenship; to encourage creativity and innovation, includ-
ing entrepreneurship, at all levels of education and training. Then the Working 
Groups ET 2020 are articulated following the priority sectors in concrete issues. 
The countries choose, according to the national priorities, sectors and issues in 
which they wish to make a substantial contribution in terms of work and collab-
oration. After the adoption of new priorities for European cooperation in educa-
tion and training in 2015 (ET 2020), to help to achieve these priorities it is, there-
fore, established a new generation of ET 2020 working groups. These priorities 
are reflected in the recent adoption of the Political documents of Commission.

The New Skills Agenda for Europe26 (10th June 2016) is in line with the first pri-
ority of ET 2020” knowledge, skills and high-quality skills.” It wants to improve 
the quality of skills and competencies, with a specific focus on their relevance for 
the job market. a number of actions on the agenda are related to education, in-
cluding the review of 2006 Recommendation of the Council on key competences 
for lifelong learning, the modernization of higher education and a review of the 
European Qualifications Framework; a revision of the Framework and the Euro-
pass abrogation of Decision 2241/2004/EC it is also suggested.

The Commission invites Member States, social partners, industry and oth-
er stakeholders to work together to improve the quality and relevance of skills 
training, to make more visible and comparable skills, to improve intelligence ca-
pabilities and information for a better career choices. The Commission proposes 
10 actions to be taken within the next two years.

It must be admitted to the European Union the extraordinary determination 
that has characterized and is influencing educational policies to pursue so ambi-
tious objectives.

In order to build the European dimension of Education and the renewal of 
educational systems, the EU has in fact profused an uncommon commitment: it 
has promoted, coordinated and supported a complex and articulated action with 
the use of diversified working devices and planning. Just think of the amount 
of documents created: work programmes, the European Council and European 
Commission reports, white papers and green papers, consultations and connect-
ed reports, establishment of working groups. These are all tools that have helped 
and help the different countries to reflect, to promote their internal reform pol-
icies, to support existing good practices and to compare them with those of other 
European countries and not.

THE UE PROGRAMMES
FOR COOPERATION AND EDUCATION
The European educational projects (PEE) represent in Europe an important ex-
pression of the new phase of educational and training policies which arose with 
the Maastricht Treaty. At the same time they represent a strategic tool to bring out 
the sense of European citizenship, to introduce the changes in the educational 

26  Brussels,10/06/2016 COM (2016)381 final.
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systems and to activate the process of internalization and cooperation in schools.
These projects concern different programmes which are followed over time 

and starting from Socrates, Leonardo da Vinci, Youth for Europe and Tempus, 
they are initiatives of study, research, training and internship abroad through the 
actions of collaboration and exchanges among people from different countries.

The EU programmes are considered valuable tools to support and favour the 
cooperation in education, training and youth both inside and outside the UE and 
above all to involve in the experience millions of people in all these countries. 
The programmes are also open to candidate countries and have an important role 
with a view to their accession to the UE. They reached their conclusive phase at 
the end of 2006.

In the Document: ”The Future Development of the UE Programmes in the 
Field of Education, Training and Youth after 2006”27 Vivianne Reading explains, 
in the preface, the importance of the launch of a consultation on their to involve 
people on several keys questions - thirteen- about the future actions to carry out 
within three programmes which took place in 2006. 

socrates
The Socrates Programme raised and contributed to the development of education 
and training of quality and to create an European area for education. It consists 
of two phases: the first phase28 which goes from 1st January 1995 to 31st December 
1999 and the second phase29 from 2000 to 2006.

The programme has several objectives such as:
• reinforce the European dimension at all levels and facilitate a wide transna-

tional access to the educational resources in Europe promoting at the same 
time opportunities throughout all fields of education;

• promote a quantitative and qualitative improvement in knowledge of lan-
guages spoken in EU especially those which are less used and taught;

• promote the collaboration and mobility, in particular:
a. stimulating exchanges among educational institutes;
b. encouraging the open and distance learning;
c. introducing improvements in the recognition of diplomas and periods of 

study;
d. increasing the exchange of information and removing all kind of obstacles;
e. increasing the innovations in the development of educational practices and 

material together with other common problems regarding educational pol-
icy areas.

The activities of the Socrates Programme are different and include : the trans-
national mobility of people, the transnational cooperation and strategic partner-
ships for the development of innovation, the understanding among different cul-
tures, the exchange of good practices, the promotion of the language skills, the 
use of technologies.

27  General Directorate of the European Commission of Education and Culture, Brussels, November 2002.
28  Decision 95/819 / EC of 14th March 1995 establishing the Community action programme “Socrates.”As amend-

ed by Decision 98/576 / EC of 23rd February 1998 the European Parliament and Council.
29  Decision no. 253/2000 / EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24th January 2000 establishing the 

second phase of the Community action programme in the field of education “Socrates.
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LiFeLong Learning Programme
The LLP – lifelong learning30 developed his action from 2007 to 2013, it brings to-
gether in a sort of a single container, replacing, the previous Socrates and Leonardo 
Programmes, active from 1995 to 2006. This programme pursues the aim of con-
tributing through lifelong learning, to the development of the Community as an advanced 
society based on knowledge, with sustainable economic development, more jobs and 
greater social cohesion guaranteeing environmental protection, as provided by the 
Lisbon Strategy. It promotes activities and exchanges, cooperation and mobility 
between education and training systems, strengthening and complementing the 
actions undertaken by Member States. It comprises four sectoral programmes which 
conserve the names of the previous actions of “the Socrates and Leonardo pro-
grammes”, a Transversal Programme that ensures coordination among the various 
areas and the Jean Monnet programme to support teaching, research and reflection 
in the field of European integration and key European institutions.

erasmus+ Programme
The recent Europe 2020 strategy for a smart, sustainable and inclusive growth is 
the continuation and revitalization of the strategy adopted in 2000. The three pri-
orities related to the growth has been translated into five key objectives that the 
EU aims to achieve by 2020. To ensure an inclusive growth through the targets 
fixed by the Europe 2020 strategy, the EU has mobilized policies for education 
and training. The multiannual financial framework (MFF) 2014-2020 sustains 
the implementation of sectoral policies through the financial programme that 
contributes to the achievement of objectives of strengthening with regard to the 
economic, social and territorial cohesion. For what concerns the 2014-20 budget 
regarding the intelligent grown, Erasmus+ is the current Programme for Educa-
tion, Training, Youth and Sport: it is presented in 2013 and from 1st January 2014, 
it replaces and integrates the Lifelong Learning Program (LLP) for the coming 
years until to 31st December 2020.

The recent Erasmus+ programme31 takes its name from the famous well-known 
Erasmus32 action that allowed millions of college students to stay for periods of 
study in another European university, and this year celebrates thirty years. The 
addition of the “PLUS” indicates that the program also includes other actions of 
study, training , research and internships. The Erasmus+ Programme raises to 
face the multiple challenges of our time: to fight rising levels of unemployment, 
to promote the development of social capital among young people, to encourage 
the participation of young people in democratic life of Europe. One of its pur-
poses is “to have a positive and sustainable impact on policy and practice in education, 

30  The Programme of Community action in the field of Lifelong learning is established by the European Parlia-
ment and the Council Decision. (see OJ L327)

31  The Commission Regulation (EU) No 1288/2013 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUN-
CIL of 11th December 2013 establishing “Erasmus +”: the Union programme for education, training, youth and 
sport and repealing Decisions No . 1719/2006/EC, n. 1720/2006/EC and n. 1298/2008/EC; EU Official Journal 
L347/ 50; 20/12/2013.

32  ERASMUS stands for European Region Action Scheme for the Mobility of College Students, student mobility 
programme of the European Union, which was officially founded on February 24th 1987. Since 1987 a total of 
college students involved in Europe have passed the three and a half million. Italy contributed to this record for 
10%. Our country, in fact, together with Spain, Germany and France, is the one that has the largest number of 
students departing to various destinations in Europe.
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training, youth and sport. This systemic impact should be achieved through the various 
actions and activities of the programme designed to promote institutional reforms and 
innovations at the system level. Individual projects for which the financial support is 
requested shouldn’t have a systemic impact. It is the cumulative result of these projects 
which should contribute to the achievement of a systemic impact”. The programme 
assumes a strong international flavour to improve the quality of education in 
achieving the wider objectives of the ET2020 strategy and strengthen the Union’s 
attractiveness as a place of learning, and to foster the understanding among peo-
ple and to contribute to sustainable development of higher education in partner 
countries, as well as to their economic and social development more generally, 
promoting “mobility of talent” through mobility initiatives.

The programme combines and integrates all financing mechanisms im-
plemented by the European Union until 2013: the Lifelong Learning Programme 
(Comenius, Erasmus, Leonardo da Vinci, Grundtvig) Youth in Action; five interna-
tional cooperation programmes (Erasmus Mundus, Tempus, Alfa, Edulink and the 
bilateral cooperation programme with industrialized countries). It also includes 
the Jean Monnet activities and includes for the first time Sport support. So the 
integrated programme facilitates the general vision of the opportunities and the 
access to the available grants, promotes synergies among different sectors and 
provide for new people belonging to the working world and civil society, and 
encourages new forms of cooperation. This programme was thought to give con-
crete answers to the several problems33 which are present in the current socio-eco-
nomic context through opportunities of study and training, work experiences or 
volunteering experiences abroad. The quality and relevance of the organizations 
and the European systems of education, training and supporting young people 
are increased through the improvement of teaching and learning methods, new 
programmes and professional development of teachers and young leaders and 
through a major cooperation between the world of education and training and 
the world of work to face the real necessity in term of developing of the human 
and “social capital“ in Europe and elsewhere. The budget of 14,7 billion euros 
for the period 2014-2020 represents an increase of 40% compared to the previous 
planning. For the first time the Programme foresees fundings not only to univer-
sities and training institutes, but also to innovative partnerships, the so called 
“alliance of knowledge” and “alliances of the sector abilities” which constitute 
synergies between the world of work and the world of education to support and 
stimulate the creation of new programmes and qualifications.

In the field of sport the programme focuses on transnational projects to support 
the amateur sports, to face problems related to doping, violence and racism and 
promote the equality of gender, social inclusion and physical activity for all.

Regarding learning and training the Actions provided are: Action 1 which con-
sists in experiences of learning and training in another country through the mo-
bility and Action 2 which supports collaborations in the field of innovation and 
exchange of Good Practices through strategic partnerships.

33  Nearly 6 million of young Europeans are unemployed, with levels in some countries exceed 50%. At the same 
time there are over 2 million job vacancies and a third of employers note difficulties in recruiting staff with the 
required qualifications. It demonstrates the existence of important skills gap in Europe.
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Strategic partnerships in education time, training, and Youth want to pursue 
several goals such as:
- to improve the quality of education offered;
- to favour the offer and the assessment of key skills;
- to promote the adoption of innovative practices regarding education and 

training, to promote interregional and international cooperation;
- to improve the ability of organizations of being active in education;
- to increase the participation of training;
- to favour the process of internalization of training systems and educating com-

munities.
The policies of orientation and investment in education are in Erasmus pro-

gramme an ambitious tool and an extraordinary strategy that finalizes the sev-
eral phases of life of a partnership - study, design, planning, sharing, mobility, 
exchange of good practices, elaboration of intellectual outputs, monitoring and 
dissemination - to improve teaching and learning, to broaden the horizons of 
pupils, teachers and all school staff, to offer useful opportunities for professional 
development, to practise the opening to innovation, to orient to Europe and en-
hance the human and cultural resources of the territory, to reinforce agreements 
and collaborations and create new partnerships.

This Programme as other tools of cooperation offered by the UE should be con-
sidered as a way to invest in the co-construction of identities of local territories 
and rediscovery and development of communities. Using these instruments the 
people involved are obliged to follow complex and articulated procedures pro-
vided by the different announcements according to a “European model”34 which 
is influencing in a positive way the policies of organizations and communities. 
At the same time the possibility of building partnerships at international level 
promotes various changes within the organizations involved for what concerns 
processes and ways of communication and sharing of choices and decisions, ac-
tivities of cooperation among local and remote territories, aimed to influence the 
quality of the organizational, educational and training relationships. Catching 
the opportunities offered by the UE, to become active participants and promotors 
of change and development isn’t easy. 

The important thing is to believe in it and try it!
It is possible To Change life, to open your mind.35

THE EUROPEAN STRATEGIC PROJECT KA2 “FLIP & MOVIE”
The Erasmus+ “Flip&Movie” project (2015-2017), funded by the European Union, 
concerned a strategic partnership among the schools of Croatia, Italy, Latvia, Slo-
vakia and Spain.

context
The project started with an analysis of the phenomenon of poor reading compre-
hension that fifteen year olds have when they read. The problem was discussed 
more times at national and international level, the crisis of literacy, in fact, could 

34  A. Pichierri, La regolazione dei sistemi locali. Attori, strategie, strutture, Bologna, Il Mulino, 2002.
35  The Launching of the slogan of Erasmus Plus Programme.
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jeopardize the social and economic functioning of society and our democracy. 
So the European Commission tried to solve this problem by investing in sector 
studies, promoting communication actions and campaigns, and activating the 
establishment of working groups.

“Teaching reading in Europe: context, policies, practices”36 is the title of a 
study that, carried out by the Eurydice network and published by the European 
Commission, reviewed policies and practices related to teaching of reading in 
the European countries. Reading is one of the primary means of learning and at 
the same time it is a skill practised in cross-formal education, non-formal and 
informal learning in a continuous process that accompanies the various phases 
of an individual’s life.

Therefore the improvement of reading skills was one of the first objectives of the 
work program “Education and Training” that the Commission launched in 2002 
and to this objective a priority was reassigned for the period 2010-2020.The mem-
ber States tried to reduce the percentage of fifteen year olds with poor reading 
skills bringing it to no more than 15% by the end of decade .

In November 2010 the Council Ministers invited the Commission to establish 
a group of EU experts on literacy37 to examine the most efficient methods suitable 
to promote reading skills throughout life.

“Flip&Movie” Project arose, from the awareness of the necessity of a language 
literacy in the mother tongue and in the foreign languages to favour the com-
municative competences which enclose the textual, discursive, pragmatic, soci-
olinguistic and strategic competence consistent with the principles of an active 
citizenship and the ET 2020 objectives. Besides this project wanted to develop 
in pupils media literacy: the acquisition of knowledge, skills and competences 
necessary to use and understand the media, a critical literacy which implies the 
capacity of analysis, evaluation and critical reflection.

This is a project which left the classical teaching path to open to partner schools 
in the first place, but also indirectly to the local communities where the schools are 
placed, made of networks, contacts, families and institutions. The aim of the proj-
ect was to be open to the internalization and modernization of school. Through 
the use of new technologies in teaching, “Flip&Movie” favoured the recovery 
and consolidation, in the learning phase of the basic skills which are necessary 
for the comprehension and the real application of teaching for competences. This 
Project represented the continuation and improvement of the European Come-
nius Regio “Leg@mi di parole” project that, coordinated by the Regional Educa-
tion Office of Abruzzo in 2011-2013 biennium, involved the European regions of 
Abruzzo and Girona in Catalonia in the production of three volumes38 with the 
adhesion to the campaign ”Europe loves Reading”39 promoted by the European 
Commissioner of Learning Androula Vassiliu.

36 Eurydice, Teaching Reading in Europe: Contexts, Policies and Practices, (European Commission, eacea), 2011.
37 http://ec.europa.eu/education/literay, is available “Act now” the report of the High Level Expert Group on 

Literacy, Luxembourg 2012
38 Leg@mi di parole. I racconti, ed. Gulliver, Vasto, 2013; Narrazioni di Leg@mi di parole - Esperienza di un progetto euroeo, 

ed. Gulliver, Vasto, 2013; La leggenda di San Giorgio e il drago, ed. Gulliver, Vasto, 2013.
39 Raising awareness of the problem of literacy in Europe and promotion of recreational reading (2012).
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PartnershiP
The partnership was really built through the sharing of a project which had clear 
aims within the institutional network of the schools with European project ex-
periences, active with the eTwinning Action and with a common interest for the 
theme. The Coordinator country was the ”Istituto Comprensivo Pescara 8” the 
other partner schools were Osnovna Škola Bartula Kašića Zadar di Zadar (Cro-
atia), Základná škola s materskou školou Želiarska di Košice (Slovakia), Dau-
gavpils 3 Vidusskola di Daugavpils (Latvia), Instituto de Educación Secundaria 
Palomares a Palomares del Río (Spain), schools with international experiences 
and open to innovation and cooperation.

aims
The partnership of the project shared common aims and the same topics such as:
1. development of the language literacy as a strategy to prevent school dropout;
2. development of a lifelong learning dimension through the integration of lan-

guages and knowledge of formal and non formal education;
3. promotion of practices and exchanges of good practices so that everyone can 

acquire the fundamental skills necessary to exercise the right of citizenship;
4. encouragement of creativity and innovation also through the active and aware 

use of digital competences;
5. creation of real and virtual mobility opportunities for pupils in order to im-

prove communication through the knowledge of the mother tongue and at 
least of one EU language and to practise the cooperation through the sharing 
and the exchange of good practices for learners with special needs;

6. multilinguism as one of the priorities of the European project and as a power-
ful symbol of the European Union to be united in diversity.
Within these objectives a great importance was given to the crisis of literacy, it 

was and will continue to be a common problem of all member countries. We tried 
to create an activity aimed at creating a more literate environment. It means that 
books and other reading material are available at home, in schools, libraries and 
elsewhere, on paper and online support to improve teaching quality, through train-
ing meetings, to increase participation and inclusion in the learning of reading and 
writing bridging the gaps: socio-economic; immigration; digital and gender.

actions
The strategic projects are complex tasks that require a significant planning and a 
continuous and careful reformulation of the project to share within a heteroge-
neous consortium of partners with different cultural institutional and education-
al experiences. The management of the coordinator during all the steps of the 
project usually represents a real challenge from the point of view of communica-
tion, administration, interculturalism and cooperation.

 There were a lot of activities that characterized the project: the training and the 
exchange of practices and teaching success strategies through common and pupil 
exchange workshops, realization of training and innovative educational courses, 
the creation of a logo and a web space project, the creation of two intellectual out-
puts such as a training kit “Be Happy 2 Read & Write” and an educational game 
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to invent stories: ”Story-Inventor”. The ideation, the realization and the dissemina-
tion of the project represented an extraordinary opportunity of research, training 
and exchange of innovative practices for the development of language and digital 
skills for teachers, for pupils and for the entire community of the Istituto Compren-
sivo Pescara 8 - “Buozzi “and “Via del Concilio” Kindergarten, “Borgomarino” and 
“Dante Alighieri” Primary Schools and “Tinozzi” Middle School. The schools were 
involved in the two year project in an integrated way and so it was for the other 
partner schools that were rooted in their territories and educating communities.

mobiLities
They were made of four transnational meetings planned at the beginning of the 
project, two annuities. During these meetings, decisions were taken, procedures 
and ways of communication were agreed. 

The Kick Off Meeting was carried out in Croatia from 19th to 23rd October 2015 
so that the partners involved met and presented their schools and communities 
through power point presentations, videos, publications and so on. During these 
meeting the “work calendar” was shared together with the mobilities of the first 
year; in particular the times for the creation of the logo and the announcement of 
the competition to select the logo were decided , then by mutual agreement the cri-
teria for the selection of pupils involved in the mobilities were chosen. The criteria 
were: age, behaviour, grades and attendance. After this the “work plan” for the re-
alization of the intellectual output “Be Happy 2 Read & Write“ was presented. Sev-
eral arrangements were made to participate, with short videos ,to the event on 20th 
November ”the World Day of Children’s rights” that was organized in collabora-
tion with the Association Kiwanis at the Council Room in the City Hall of Pescara.

 In the second transnational meeting, held from 16th to 20th May 2016 in Kosice 
in Slovakia, all delegations presented the activities in their communities and in 
particular the seminars held in each territory, just like the one that the ”Istituto 
Comprensivo Pescara 8“ organized in the Tinozzi Room at the Province Offices in 
Pescara on 9th May 2016. The partners shared at what point the outputs were. 

The numbers of mobilities carried out in Italy were slightly increased because 
the partners requested more pupils to attend the meetings. The partners were then 
involved in the event “Eras+mums” which was held at the hall of the culture of 
the town Ťahanovce: connecting the name of the programme to the anniversary of 
Mother’s Day.

In the third meeting the delegations, met in Daugavpils in Latvia from 26th to 30th 

September 2016, they carried out a restructuring of the activities scheduled for the 
second year. The partners took part in an interesting event “Teaching Excellence 
Awards” held in the Palace of Culture of the town.

In the final meeting the delegations met in Italy and participated in the events 
and seminars held at the University of Chieti and at Circus theatre on 23rd and 24th 
May 2017. As the project ended in coincidence with the celebrations of the 60th an-
niversary of the Treaty of Rome and the 30 years of Erasmus, these demonstrations 
were strongly influenced by such events.

Besides these meetings the planned mobilities were carried out and they in-
volved teachers and pupils in training workshops:
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- In the 1st Short-term Joint Staff Training Event held in Zadar, (Croatia) from 23rd 
to 27th November 2015, training activities related to reading techniques and cre-
ative writing and Digital Storytelling were carried out. During the laboratories 
we shared innovative educational courses and good practices.

- In the 2nd Short-term Joint Staff Training Event that took place in Spain from 4th 
to 8th April 2016, in the town of Palomares del Rio (Sevilla) at the IES Palomares 
School, training activities were organized for the teachers who participated in 
workshops on dramatization, expressive reading, dancing and acting.

- In the 3rd Short-term Joint Staff Training Event that took place in Pescara (Italy) 
from 24th to 28th October 2017 teachers followed training sessions on “Flipped 
classroom techniques and New media literacy”.

- In the 1st Short-term Exchanges of Groups of Pupils held in Spain from 4th to 8th 
April 2016, the groups of pupils belonging to the partnership made up a Europe-
an class communicating in English and actively participating in the workshops, 
meetings, cultural visits and meetings with experts.

- In the 2nd Short-term Exchanges of Groups of Pupils held in Pescara (Italy) from 
24th to 28th October 2017, the groups of pupils belonging to the partnership 
made up a European class communicating in English and actively participating 
in workshops on “Flipped classroom”, ”Book in progress”, “Making movies”, 
meetings, cultural visits and meetings with experts.
In the 3rd Short-term Exchanges of Groups of Pupils held in Zadar (Croatia) from 

24th to 28th April 2017, the European class worked on ”digital storytelling” and “cre-
ative writing” with the use of digital tools and tablet.

We can say that during all the phases of the project it was possible to notice 
a gradual and widespread degree of interest, participation and sharing among 
all schools and a positive and sustainable impact achieved through the different 
planned activities and even through the activities which were considered neces-
sary in order to promote a greater involvement.

The international dimension of the entire project in which the partner schools 
involved were the real protagonists gave value to ”the training available” of the 
schools; all that was also possible thanks to the creation of the so-called European 
class made up of the best pupils present in each of the involved classes and these 
pupils, supported by their families, lived a unique experience.

The pupils started reading and creative writing through workshops in English, 
reading competitions, workshops in presence during the mobility and remote in 
their schools, the five Headteachers and the teachers of the five schools had the op-
portunity to work in a transnational framework, taking part in training workshops 
and seminars organized through a rich correspondence of emails, WhatsApp and 
Skype Meeting messages. They participated with the school communities in a 
fruitful exchange of ideas, educational experiences, insights and reflections in a 
professional and cooperative climate.

In Italy the Project availed itself of the collaboration of the University “G.d’An-
nunzio” of Chieti-Pescara in particular of the scientific advice of Ilaria Filograsso, 
Professor of Literature for Children.

The sinergy between school and University allowed to carry out in the two year 
period 2015-2017 some teacher training meetings to develop common paths in or-
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der to reflect on the themes of the Project, the paths were useful for the realization 
of the output and its dissemination which consisted of two important moments:

- An International Seminar entitled “Building up readers in Europe. Flip Stories 
& Share Movies” which took place on 23rd May at 03:30 p.m. at the Audito-
rium of the Rectorate of the University “G. d’Annunzio” of Chieti-Pescara. 
It recorded a great participation of a competent and qualified audience who 
showed a high level of appreciation for it.

- The Meeting-Concert “Building up readers in Europe. Flip Stories & Share 
Movies” which took place at Circus theatre in Pescara with the participation of 
a lot of people who had the opportunity to find about Erasmus+ Programme 
and the results of “Flip & Movie” Project.

During the event the video “Europe inside” was shown40. It sensitises the sense 
of belonging to Europe on the occasion of the 60th Anniversary of the Treaties of 
Rome and the 30 Years of Erasmus. 

The cast, made up of the pupils attending the Istituto Comprensivo Pescara 8 
involved in the mobilities abroad, retraced some phases of our Project. The video 
can be used for the spread of specifities of the Erasmus + Programme.

We can’t say that the “planning path” was simple and without critical issues and 
difficulty, it was hard because at the same time in Italy we had to face the numer-
ous innovations introduced by the School Reform Law. Anyway this project was 
unique and very interesting for the energy put in by a lot of people and entities, 
public and private who invested a lot of themselves with dedication and passion 
in the activities to promote “reading”. The local and remote team worked so much 
involving in a gradual and widespread way all the teachers who worked on an 
“integrated school project”.

Most of the classes, from the Kindergarten to the Middle School, shared activ-
ities, works, reworkings of stories, presentations of works, devoted attention and 
time to the teaching proposals, showing appreciation for the extraordinary oppor-
tunity of enrichment that the project offered.

A lot of actions put in place, but it may not be enough! It is necessary to go on 
with a common commitment of dissemination and appreciation of the process in 
which schools and communities were protagonists of the change in order to build 
competent readers and aware European citizens.

40  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCwEiK8Fndc&feature=youtu.be
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THE RIGHT TO QUALITY LITERACY
AS A COMMUNITY PEDAGOGICAL CHALLENGE
In March 2016, the European Literacy Policy Network (elinet) published the Eu-
ropean Declaration of the Right to Literacy, recalling the emergency framework al-
ready outlined by other recent European documents and briefly defining the elev-
en essential conditions for obtaining the acquisition of Basic literacy skills: among 
these, the active involvement of families and all educational institutions, the pro-
motion of reading for pleasure, the accessibility and quality of libraries, the im-
portance of digital skills and timely and early intervention for children and young 
people with special educational needs.

The Flip & Movie project, in line with the indications of the European surveys 
and guidelines published in recent years (in particular the iea pirls 2006 and oecd 
pisa 2009 surveys), stems from the awareness of the complexity and multiplicity of 
factors - social, political, cultural and economical - which the pedagogical challenge 
of training readers must take into account: the need for family literacy promoted 
responsibly by parents and caregivers, institutional educational investment in ear-
ly childhood, continuous training of specialized and competent teachers, the pres-
ence of updated and technologically equipped school and public libraries, and a 
national educational policy along with the strategies put in place by each territory 
and the human resources of each single school.

The stakes for one European child aged 15 out of 5 and for 55 million adults 
below the basic level of literacy skills are very high: the risk of poverty and social 
exclusion, the future chance to find a job, cultural and social participation oppor-
tunities, lifelong learning and personal growth, and the exercising of active citi-
zenship. The 2016 Declaration intends to show that with the proper support of the 
territory, in a context of co-responsibility, children and young people can develop 
excellent literacy skills and find their place within society.

Indeed, the indications of recent European documents emphasize the impor-
tance of the closeness between different institutions called upon to work in a coor-
dinated way: the promotion of books and a reading culture, apart from a concept 
linked to the event and to the exceptional nature of episodic interventions, is one 
of the founding instruments of the cultural promotion of territories, which needs 
integrated skills and professionalism.

As clarified by the 2012 Final Report on Literatism, drawn up by a group of eleven 
high-level experts nominated by the European Commission, a “literate” context is 
one that recognizes the importance of language and supports the development of 
the literacy for all people, no matter of what age or socio-cultural background. It all 
starts with motivation. The first goal of a literary environment is to enhance moti-
vation for reading and writing with pleasure. This requires that reading culture be 
cultivated, enhancing the visibility and accessibility of different paper and digital 
materials, and promoting reading in all its forms through a multitude of resourc-
es and offline and online media. The document repeatedly states that ‘the ability 
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to read the world’ is an indispensable prerequisite for individual and collective 
well-being, and literacy for all is a minimum goal to be achieved for each advanced 
country. A goal which is even more urgent for today’s information society because, 
on the one hand, digitalization involves an increasingly more widespread use of 
the written word in social, civic and economic interaction, and on the other, the 
increase in mobility and migratory phenomena produce an evolution towards a 
multilingual society that requires increasingly more sound capacities to combine 
a wide range of cultural and linguistic scenarios. The concept of literacy is deeply 
interlinked with different dimensions, tied to computing, digital, and social skills. 
Research has recently highlighted the many implications that the term refers to 
- cognitive, affective, socio-cultural, creative and aesthetic: a faceted approach is 
inevitable, and is in fact linked to the levels defined in the oecd pisa (Program 
for International Student Assessment). While the primary goal remains the widest 
possible spread of basic literacy (pisa level 1), a starting point for functional litera-
cy, enabling every European citizen to interact effectively in society and within the 
family, at home and at school, it is undeniable that the ambition of a quality literacy 
project, especially in educational contexts, is the acquisition of multiple literacy 
(pisa 3 level): the ability that is to use reading and writing to produce, understand, 
interpret and critically evaluate multimodal texts, allowing access to the demand 
for continuous literacy, the subject of lifelong learning.

Teachers need a profound knowledge of reading and literacy processes, strate-
gies for dealing with reading difficulties, and the ability, in particular, to use a mix 
of approaches to cater to the specific needs of individual pupils, stimulating their 
ability and motivation to read and write, transmitting interest and passion.

The school system should create a positive work environment: the countries 
with the highest levels of literacy not only have at disposal talented and well-
trained teachers, but also teachers capable of taking key decisions on what to 
teach, how to teach it and what materials to use. This independence does not 
mean specializing in one or two didactic strategies, but in using a broad spec-
trum of integrated approaches based on the needs of individual pupils. As Lina 
Grossi pointed out when she commented the report entitled Teachin reading in Eu-
rope. Contexts, Policies and Practices published in 2011 by the executive agency for 
education, audio-visual and culture (eacea P9 Eurydice)1, it is a question of over-
coming the univocal method in presenting disciplinary contents, integrating in 
particular the classroom taught lesson, still the most widespread form of sharing 
knowledge, with other types of intervention, able to stimulate the acquisition of 
specific skills, such as, for example, those tied to understanding the written text 
in its various forms, while at the same time stimulating, in every pupil, cognitive 
potential according to the forms most congenial to him/her, through a variety 
of stimuli (interactive lesson, small-group activity, etc.). The tendency to vary 

1 L. Grossi, Gli approcci all’insegnamento della lettura. Note a margine di uno studio di Eurydice, 14 September 2011, 
http://www.agenziascuola.it/content/index.php?action=read&id=1693&graduatorie=0.
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the stimuli and use a multiplicity of languages and methods is consistent with a 
school that aims at developing skills and is part of a line of intervention which 
can be identified in teaching to learn.

Teachers therefore need a school environment where continuous training is pro-
moted. The data of the 2006 survey Progress in International Reading Literacy Studies 
(pirls) indicate how attention to teaching to read during initial teacher training is 
correlated to a successful methodology in teaching to read and to greater partici-
pation in professional updating. According to the data of the Teaching and Learning 
International Survey (talis) of the oecd, however, the most common forms of pro-
fessional development for reading, writing and literature teachers are short cours-
es, seminars or conferences. In these circumstances, the identification of the right 
teaching approach is left entirely to the responsibility of the individual teacher and 
results can vary considerably depending on individual skills and initiative.

Teachers instead cannot act on their own. They must be able to network, get out of 
the groove and cooperate with other educational agencies, avoiding arid table plan-
ning and substituting it with new initiatives in what are often crystallized contexts. 

The most precious interlocutor for a teacher is the library. The function of the 
library in our culture has changed from the “prehistoric” one of preserving and 
placing at disposal a heritage of books of various kinds, to the more dynamic and 
problematic one of making better known and promoting literature. Of course, 
school libraries as well must become an integral part of promotion activities, con-
stituting, within schools, accessible places, well-furnished and designed: “libraries 
conceived for research but also for listening to a story, watching a film together 
with classmates, listening to music or taking a book on loan. The presence of facili-
ties of this kind in all schools would enable the public library to make better use of 
its duties, preferring initiatives in non-school hours and strengthening the habit to 
experience the library as a right and opportunity for individual growth”.2

Educating to read does not therefore simply mean having pupils read or letting 
pupils read but rather providing and planning chances of encounter with books, 
and specific activities, organizing areas suitable for achieving goals, reflecting on 
the critical situations that come to light from staged initiatives, linking up and in-
teracting with families and other educational agencies: an intentional, systematic 
and organic educational-didactic project, able to involve adults – parents, teachers, 
operators – right from the very first months of the child’s life, so as to build an ap-
titude that ought to transform into stable interest and accompany him/her for the 
rest of his/her life.

THE IMPORTANCE OF EARLY EDUCATION
The role of the school, to be acted out in synergy with families, is central even be-
fore the instrumental teaching of reading and writing skills.

The development of oral language in small children is most important for their 
future acquisition of reading skills. Research shows that the promotion of pho-
nemic and phonetic awareness at an early age, before any systematic teaching to 
read, is crucial for all subsequent learning. Most major European school curricula 

2  A. Agnoli, Biblioteca per ragazzi, Milano, Editrice Bibliografica, 1999, page 64.
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include learning goals or didactic contents at pre-primary level in order to develop 
initial skills. Today we know that the linguistic production of children who have 
regular experience with books is more complex and articulated: in particular, a 
knowledge of specific literature by parents and reading in a home environment 
represent a powerful vocabulary acquisition tool for the pre-reading child and a 
prediction factor as regards the acquisition of reading instrumentality3. The so-
cial-emotional quality of parent-child interaction during reading sessions, along 
with the variety and richness of the vocabulary used represent a major stimulus for 
the development of literacy, which comprises, besides an increases in lexicon, also 
the construction of basic knowledge and the ability to make interferences, to link 
objects and actions and past and present experiences4.

The factors tied to interaction contexts which, at home and at school, ought to 
trigger child play in a pleasant and stimulating atmosphere, not only represent a 
sound starting point for reading, but are also decisive as regards literacy results, 
bringing into play the acquisition of adequate strategies for the management of 
the reading moment which ought to belong to the workshop of the adult – parent 
or teacher – in a perspective of profitable interrelation, in the practice of reading, 
between emotional dimension and development of literacy5. 

Presentation in a motivated environment, the level of involvement of the parent, 
the preference for dialogic reading, which facilitates the precocious internalization 
of the outline of the stories and the construction of a mature narrative skill, increase 
learning and language-use opportunities, including in children of low social-eco-
nomic background6. The adult therefore represents a model of interaction with the 
text, and initiates the child to a form of interaction with it, presenting him/her with 
a framework of habits and thoughts whereby to tackle the text, which the child 
learns in an informal way.

 In an infants’ school, reading an illustrated picture book is a complicated pro-
cess, a cooperative negotiation of the meaning tied to the sense given to it by the 
group which listens, by the bond perceived between the figures and between the 
figures and the text, by the links identified between the illustrations and the life 
experience of the child and his/her knowledge. But it is beyond doubt that the pre-
ferred reading style of a teacher can orient, precisely like that of a mother, internal-
ization and decoding processes of pupils, with consequent differentiated literacy 
outcomes. In this respect, it is easy to understand that the text-to-life interactions 
of teachers, aimed at linking and applying the texts to children’s lives, revealing 
possible meanings and personal resonances, can make the book a precious tool 
for children’s use, to structure the experience of the world and life, and develop 

3  Cf. G. Petter, La narrativa a scuola. Il lavoro sul testo e l’incontro con l’autore, Trento, Erickson, 2007.
4  S. H. Landry, K. E. Smith, The influence of parenting on emerging literacy skills, in D. K. Dickinson, S. B. Neuman 

(edited by), Handbook of early literacy research, vol. 2, Guilford, New York 2006, pages 135-148. To confirm the influ-
ence of the quality of the adult-child relationship on literacy, scientific evidence shows that children with secure 
attachment are more skilful when it comes to language skills and as regards interaction with literary material 
compared to insecure children. Cf. C. Barbiero, Lettura al bambino e attaccamento, “Quaderni Acp”, 12 (2005), 5, 
pages 206-209.

5  Cfr. R. Cardarello, Figure e narrazioni nella prima infanzia, in E. Catarsi (edited by), Lettura e narrazione nell’asilo 
nido, Bergamo, Edizioni Junior, 2001; Id., Leggere prima di leggere. Infanzia e cultura scritta, Florence, La Nuova 
Italia, 1989; Id., Libri e bambini, La prima formazione del lettore, Florence, La Nuova Italia, 1995.

6  Cf. P. Causa, S. Manetti, Evidenze degli effetti della promozione della lettura nelle cure primarie, “Quaderni acp”, vol. 
X, 6, 2003, pages. 42-46; P. Causa, La lettura ad alta voce. Lo sviluppo delle competenze che costituiscono la capacità di 
leggere, «Medico e bambino», 9, 2002, pages 611-616.
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their psychological and social learning. In the perspective of emergent literacy and in 
particular the development of the child’s vocabulary, the research of Dickinson and 
Smith (1994)7 has examined the conduction of reading sessions of 25 infants’ school 
classes and identified three important models of interaction: co-constructive, ana-
lytic and interactive, distinguished by higher quality and quantity of exchanges 
between teacher and children, by comments and open questions of high cognitive 
level, didactic-interactional8, based on text re-evocations of a more mechanical type, 
on closed questions and on interventions of an organization type essentially tied 
to class management, performance-oriented, in which the discussion of analytic type 
is concentrated before and after the story, for the reconstruction of the plot and the 
determination of understanding, including through comments and connections of 
the events with the experiences of pupils. Although, in the case of empirical checks, 
it is not always easy to clearly distinguish between one style and another, research 
showed that teachers often opt for a type of non-conscious interaction, depending 
on the book genre, for example, or familiarity with a story, while more information 
on the effects of verbal behaviour on early literacy components could more effec-
tively direct their choices in response to the variables of the situation, the age of the 
children and the goals set.

The benefits of a particular reading style in fact can be assessed in relation to the 
specific literacy skills to be developed, but also to the different initial levels of the 
children, inasmuch as, as Whitehurst points out, the gradual adaptation to the greater 
linguistic skills of the child (starting with the level of skill acquired by the child) is 
a decisive factor for a dialogue which is not artificial or stereotyped: only in these 
conditions is the adult role one of mediator and initiator of child communication9.

As the 2011 Eurydice document on teaching methodologies goes to show, since 
early childhood it is necessary to emphasize all the dimensions of the literacy con-
cept, which includes cognitive aspects of reading (e.g., word decoding and text 
comprehension) and aspects which have to do with motivation and with engage-
ment in written production. Research shows just how much involvement in read-
ing contributes to the acquisition of reading skills, to be activated early through 
different strategies: collaborative learning based on texts, offering varied reading 
materials, allowing children to read what they prefer, visits to places where people 
value books, lists of authors, and flexible literary works that help to select books in 
line with the skills and inclinations of young readers.

TRAINING THE STRATEGIC READER: 
THE PLEASURE OF UNDERSTANDING 
All the countries involved in the Flip&Movie project set learning goals for reading 
comprehension both in primary schools and in lower secondary schools. This re-
flects the general recommendations of research on the need to teach comprehension 
strategies at all ages. The importance is also emphasized of basing this teaching on 

7  D. K. Dickinson, M. W. Smith, Long-term effects of pre-school teachers’ book reading on low-income childrens’ vocabulary 
and story comprehension, «Reading research quarterly», 29 (1994), 2, pages 105-122.

8  D. K. Dickinson, M. W. Smith, Long-term effects of pre-school teachers’ book reading on low-income childrens’ vocabulary 
and story comprehension, «Reading research quarterly», 29 (1994), 2, pages 105-122.

9  Cfr. Whitehurst G. J., Lonigan C. J, Emergent literacy: development from prereaders to readers, in Neuman, Dickinson 
(edited by), Handbook of early literacy research, vol. 1, pages 11-29.
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a set of methodologies from which students will draw in trying to understand and 
remember the texts. However, according to the 2011 Eurydice Survey, only about a 
third of countries suggests or requires primary school teachers to teach five or six 
key strategies to improve pupil comprehension skills. The strategies already men-
tioned less frequently than others at primary level (i.e., the use of prior knowledge, 
self-monitoring and visual representations), as well as the metacognitive dimen-
sion in reading comprehension (i.e., self-examination of own reading processes by 
pupils) become rarer at lower secondary level. Self-monitoring comprehension and 
metacognitive dimension are, however, key aspects in training independent and 
highly competent readers.

The adult, in this direction, represents a precious model of interaction with the 
text, and initiates the child into forms of questioning and cognitive processing of 
the signs, starting with the images in play-books, proposing to them a framework 
of habits and thoughts through which to address the text, which the child infor-
mally learns and interiorizes. Mediation methods are relevant from the point of 
view of mind training and of the attentive, cognitive and cultural dispositions of 
the young reader.

After the first years of development of basic reading skills, pupils need to con-
solidate skills so they can ‘read to learn’, further developing the ability to recognize 
words, increasing reading fluency and the speed with which they read coherent 
texts. Pupils who fail to make progress in acquiring these basic reading skills can 
encounter many difficulties in reaching the ultimate reading goals: understanding 
what they read and use reading as a learning tool.

The development of a knowledge of vocabulary is a major factor in learning to 
read. From pupils with a good vocabulary, improved reading and comprehension 
can be expected; pupils without determinate words in their vocabulary might not 
understand them when they appear in a written text. Research has shown the im-
portance of vocabulary and its links with reading comprehension. For example, 
some studies have shown that a vocabulary well developed in nursery school is 
an effective predictor of reading comprehension in the central years of primary 
school10; oral vocabulary at the end of the first year of primary school is a signif-
icant predictor of reading comprehension after ten years11; and vocabulary gaps 
widen in the first classes; in other words, pupils who start school with a restricted 
vocabulary tend to lose ground over time compared to their peers, who have be-
gun with a rich vocabulary12.

According to the rand reading study group (2002)13, reading comprehension 
should already be part of reading teaching aimed at beginner readers and not only 
a central element of teaching at post-primary level, after the readers have already 
amply learned to master word recognition skills. In particular, education in the 

10  H. S. Scarborough, Early identification of children at risk for reading disabilities: Phonological awareness and some other 
promising predictors, in B.K. Shapiro, P.J. Accardo and A.J. Capute, eds. Specific reading disability: A view of the spec-
trum. Timonium, York Press, 1998, pages 75-119.

11  A. E. Cunningham, and K. E. Stanovich, K.E., Early reading acquisition and its relation to reading experience and ability 
10 years later. “Developmental Psychology”, 33, 1997, pages 934-45.

12  A. Biemiller, and N. Slonim, Estimating root word vocabulary growth in normative and advantaged populations: Evidence 
for a common sequence of vocabulary acquisition, “Journal of Educational Psychology”, 93, 2001 pages 498- 520.

13  RAND (Reading Study Group), Reading for understanding: Towards an R&D program in reading comprehension. Santa 
Monica, RAND, 2002.
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fields of oral language, vocabulary and listening comprehension should start in 
pre-primary school and continue through primary school. As has been seen, in fact, 
social interaction and participation in literate communities – at home and in the 
classroom and in communities and a more ample social-cultural context – strength-
en pupil motivation and help them form their identity as readers. The reading ex-
pert, Richard Vacca describes the transition from the status of fluent reader to that 
of strategic reader, «the reader who knows how to trigger the knowledge he/she 
already has, before, during and after reading; who knows how to decide what is 
more important in a text; who knows how to synthesize information, make deduc-
tions during and after reading, ask questions, self-examines and corrects him/her-
self.14» How does this transition occur? Michael Pressley15, education psychologist, 
sustains that the two most important contributions to comprehension fluidity are 
the explicit suggestions of the teacher as regards the main types of contents and 
the child’s desire to read. Dialogue with teachers helps the child to ask essential 
questions which lead to the core of what he/she reads. The child’s motivation to 
read reflects his/her desire to plunge him/herself into the “life of reading”. Com-
prehension stems from all the cognitive, linguistic, emotional, social and didactic 
factors of his/her previous development, and Proust’s divine pleasure to plunge 
into reading prompts him/her to continue. 

As appears from the meta-analysis of studies on teaching strategies of the Na-
tional Reading Panel16, among the strategies for improving reading comprehension 
must be mentioned cooperative learning, comprehension monitoring, the use of 
graphic and semantic organizers, the acquisition of story structure and dialogue 
with teachers for an immediate feedback on the crucial aspects of texts.

Moreover, the National Reading Panel has observed that many of these strategies 
are more effective when they are used as part of a multiple-strategy method. The 
combined use of different strategies can lead to more effective learning, to better 
transmission of learning, to better memory and to better understanding in general. 

Recent European research shows the benefits of reciprocal teaching in the read-
ing comprehension of pupils of primary and secondary schools. Pupils with a 
range of different skills can benefit from collaborative learning, which can have 
particularly positive effects on readers with difficulties. One example of collab-
orative learning programme is the PALS, i.e. Peer-Assisted Learning Strategies17 in 
which pupils work in pairs, reading in turn in a loud voice the one to the other and 
engaging in summary and prediction activities18.

Equipping pupils with meta-cognitive instruments not only helps them to im-
prove their reading comprehension, but also to build up confidence in themselves 
as readers, which in turn can increase their ‘motivation’ to read. A teaching activity 
which combines cognition and motivation can therefore optimize reading results. 

14  R. Vacca, From efficient decoders to strategic readers, in “Reading and Writing in the Content Area”, 60 (2002), 3, 
pages 6-11.

15  M. Pressley, Reading instruction that works: the case for balanced teaching, Guilford, New York, 2002.
16  National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, Report of the National Reading Panel. Teaching children to 

read: An evidence-based assessment of the scientific research literature on reading and its implications for reading instruction. 
Reports of the subgroups (NIH Publication No. 00-4769), Washington, DC, U.S. Government Printing Office, 2000.

17 D. Fuchs, D. and L. S. Fuchs, Peer-assisted learning strategies in reading: Extensions for Kindergarten, first gradeand high 
school, “Remedial & Special Education”, 22, 2001, pages 15-21.

18  N. Spörer, J. Brunstein, and U. Kieschke, U., Improving students’ reading comprehension skills: Effects of strategy 
instruction and reciprocal teaching, “Learning & Instruction”, 19(3), 2009, pages 272-86.
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An approach which contemplates strengthening motivation through the use of 
cognitive strategies is that exemplified by the Concept Orientated Reading Instruction 
(cori). The cori aims at creating ‘committed’ readers intrinsically motivated to 
build knowledge through a multitude of texts, and which manage to apply cogni-
tive reading comprehension strategies.19

The recent European project “adore – Teaching Struggling Adolescent Read-
ers. A Comparative Study of Good Practices in European Countries”, has further 
examined reading teaching for adolescent readers in difficulty in eleven European 
Countries20. The study concluded that for these pupils, some of the major reading 
obstacles are to be found in the already-mentioned areas: reading comprehension, 
metacognitive skills, use of reading strategies and motivation to read. 

LITERACY AND READING IN THE DIGITAL AGE
The textual habitat by which we are influenced and which we ourselves produce 
already began undergoing significant changes at the end of the 20th century: while 
many fundamentals of traditional literacy based on language remain necessary, 
they no longer appear enough to develop the literacy practices that characterize 
the era of continuously-evolving information of the new millennium. We know 
that many children are already critically and functionally involved in traditional 
and electronic texts according to procedures which they often do not experiment at 
the time of starting school.

In the twenty-first century, the notion of literacy ought to be reconverted – says 
Unsworth21 – into a plurality of literacies. Since emerging technologies continue to 
influence the social construction of these multiple literacies, becoming literate beings 
is a more appropriate notion than being literate, because it points to a dynamic and 
inexhaustible process. The multiliteracy notion not only alludes to the possibilities 
offered by computers but also to the growing role of images, both in electronic 
and conventional formats, as well as pointing to the necessary distinction between 
reproduction and critically reflexive literacy practices. Not a set of cognitive skills 
given once and for all, therefore, not a simple functional literacy for the acquisition 
of techniques and languages, but a process that implies analysis, assessment and 
critical reflection skills. To become effective inter-actors in emerging multi-liter-
acies, pupils must understand how the resources of language, image and digital 
communication can be developed independently and in their interaction to build 
different types of meaning. This means developing skills relating to the different 
systems of meaning construction – linguistic, visual and digital22. 

G. Kress23 underscores how this growing tendency towards multimodality inevi-
tably changes the way we teach to build texts, and expresses the hope of a transition 
from “verbocentric” teaching, which privileges the written word, so that seeing and 

19  J. T. Guthrie, et al., Does concept oriented reading instruction increase strategy use and conceptual learning from text? 
“Journal of Educational Psychology”, 90(2), 1998, pages 261-78.

20  C. Garbe, K. Holle, and S. Weinhold, ADORE project: Teaching adolescent struggling readers. A comparative study of 
good practices in European countries. Scientific report, Lueneburg, Germany, University of Lueneburg 2009.

21  L. Unsworth L. Teaching multiliteracies across the curriculum: changing context of text and image in classroom practice. 
Buckingam, Open University Press, 2001.

22  New London Group, A Pedagogy of Multiliteracies: Designing Social Futures, in Cope, B., Kalantzis, M., 
Multiliteracies: Literacy Learning and the Design of Social Futures (pages 9-38). London, Routledge, 2000.

23  G. Kress, Literacy in the New Media Age, London and New York, Routledge, 2003.
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saying are practically homogeneous, to the teaching of a broader ability to design 
and interpret texts, defined as design literacy, seen as a basic expressive skill of the 
modern era. In the age of books, of writing, and of printing, the choice of the mode, 
understood as a culturally and socially recognized resource for representation and 
communication, was not in question: books were printed and could be accompa-
nied to a different extent by images. The relationship between modes and the medi-
um - writing and the book, painting and the surface to be painted - was then almost 
invisible, thanks to the naturalness of a timeworn and consolidated convention. In 
the current communication context, instead, every aspect of textual construction is 
subject to a choice, relating not only to content, but also to the modal delivery of the 
message and to the site of appearance (book, screen, web site or cdrom etc.).

It is therefore clear that reading multimodal texts represents a complex process and 
requires the construction of a much more articulate vocabulary for the communication 
of ideas, which calls on young people to be equally prepared for reading and writing 
through images, texts, sounds and simulations. The skills traditionally acquired at 
school, therefore, the ability to search, scour sources, and carry out a critical analysis 
of texts, accompany other required skills such as manual dexterity, ability to decide 
strategically, and again, the assignment of differentiated attention to information com-
ing through different modes, a constant assessment of what is in the foreground, etc.

Participatory culture is emerging as culture gradually absorbs - and reacts - to 
the explosion of new media technologies that make it possible for the average con-
sumer to carry out activities such as filing, commenting, appropriating and rewrit-
ing media content in new and powerful ways. This echoes the new cultural and 
economic process characterized, altogether, by the production and consumption of 
the media which has emerged after the advent of interactive digital content plat-
forms. These have in fact increased the likelihood of users choosing and to some 
extent controlling digital media by enabling them to participate in the creation of 
new content and new media formats (YouTube, Wikipedia). In this context, the 
participatory and converging digital media have transformed the old passive au-
dience into active prosumers (producers and consumers).

The school and the family should therefore find convergence points between 
informal and formal learning moments and promote the skills and cultural knowl-
edge needed to use New Media, preventing new forms of digital divide.

New media skills include both traditional skills, evolved through printing media 
culture, and the latest skills relating to mass media and digital media. New digital 
cultures provide support mechanisms that help young people improve their core 
skills as readers and writers. Alongside basic skills however, new research skills are 
required: not only technical skills, but critical media comprehension skills, which 
can be educated through the enhancement of new media literacies, social skills and 
cultural skills (play, performance, transmedia navigation, collective intelligence, 
distributed knowledge, judgement, etc.), all of which the subject of special focus 
by the scholar Henry Jenkins. This careful reflection by Jenkins and the MIT on 
the social skills and knowledge required to access the context of contemporary 
communication in an aware and critical way has led to the creation – experimental 
and subject of open debate, above all to the feedback of schools – of a participatory 
reading model A theatre show, Moby Dick, then and now, and a publication, Reading in 
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a participatory culture24, the upshot of a collaborative work which saw the synergy 
of various skills, including those of pupils, were the result of the assessment of the 
new expressive and communication modes used by those who, once thought of as 
more or less passive audiences in mass communication culture, now appear as the 
protagonists of current participatory culture.

The traditional terms of today’s debate around reading are, therefore, over-
turned: we no longer ask ourselves what effects, positive or negative, the emer-
gence of digital technologies have produced on children’s reading skills, but rath-
er how we can use the skills and mental patterns being acquired by the younger 
generations through digital technologies to enhance their involvement in reading 
and in the interpretation of traditional texts. The goal, therefore, is to overcome a 
traditional approach to schooling, which sees reading as an individual act, aimed 
solely at understanding the author’s intent, and writing as a separate act aimed at 
demonstrating the mastery of interpretations accredited by official criticism, where 
“canonical” texts are generally proposed as rigid and isolated organisms which 
can only be understood with the guidance of an expert teacher able to offer him/
herself as a reading model for the apprentice.

The participatory reading model proposed by MIT experimentation is, in fact, 
part of the assertion that readers are also, inevitably, writers, and that the author’s 
intent must be defined to a broader extent, so as to consider the writer in conver-
sation with a wider collaborative culture: reading is an umbrella term for a wide 
range of creative and collaborative practices, a social construction activity of mean-
ing, and literary works should be understood as fluid texts, existing in multiple 
versions and reflecting conversations, debates and interpretations which are both 
historical and contemporary. In the same way, therefore, teachers and students be-
come apprentices and experts alike.

Creative expression, critical engagement and intellectual work are therefore 
conceived as part of an exchange, a dialogue that involves different prophecies, 
interpretations, points of view, which assigns to the term literacy a broader mean-
ing, including strategies for reading, thinking, criticizing, and creating together. 
To conclude, traditional literacy skills remain essential, a prerequisite for the new 
media literacies being promoted by the project, in an attempt to propose strategies 
that promote the acquiring by children of reading skills through the media. But the 
ultimate goal is above all to make them think of themselves as persons capable of 
becoming authors, capable of leaving traces, of giving their own cultural contri-
bution, aware of the ethical and aesthetic implications of appropriation. And this 
is the result of a work not only of classical reading, but of rewriting, remaking, 
and critical comparison with currently available multimodal expressive resourc-
es. Moreover, if we are unable today to consider as literate, in a traditional sense, 
whosoever can read and not write, so we must not consider as literate to the media 
those who are merely consumers, albeit critical, but have not mastered the skills for 
producing media content and, in turn, making it circulate.

24  Cf. Henry Jenkins and Wyn Kelley Edit., Reading in a Participatory Culture: Remixing Moby-Dick in the English 
Classroom, Teachers College Press and National Writing Project, 2013.
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IDEAS FOR A COMMON REFLECTION 
The concern and thought of the partners involved in the project led to the aware-
ness about the close connection between reading and writing and how they cannot 
be merely considered techniques, nor simple competences; whilst international 
data prove that one in every 5 adults and one in every 5 fifteen-year-old boy don’t 
possess those relevant reading skills, as required for actively working in our soci-
ety. 

Therefore, it appears necessary making a common effort, on a European level, 
to raise literacy levels and to improve those skills which strongly affect our social, 
human and economic activities.

In contemporary Europe, beyond a simplistic intellectual demand, it is essential 
to develop reading and writing transversal competences, since the labour market 
increasingly requires literacy skills. Moreover, digitalisation is an essential element 
for social and civic participation. Additionally, the average age of the population 
is increasing, and the literacy skills, which now include digital ones, need to be 
updated, also in the light of complex migratory phenomena that push towards 
multilingualism and the combination of different languages and cultures. It is a 
paradox the gap occurring between the growing importance of reading and writ-
ing in our digitized world and the difficulty of our competences in keeping up with 
these developments. Investing energies and resources for literacy development, a 
natural and essential need for every man, is the only way to ensure the economic 
and social growth of EU citizens, as cultural, social and economic plans are closely 
dependent.

Obviously, school plays a decisive role in the development of reading and writ-
ing skills, but ascribing the whole responsibility of the process to school would be 
reductive. In fact, there are various factors which, at a formal and informal level 
throughout life, contribute to the development of literacy skills. The process of lit-
eracy development can be solicited through the creation of partnerships between 
the school world and local authorities, by sharing political choices and long-term 
intervention strategies shared by EU governments and destined to citizens of all 
ages and, in particular, those of the less literate bracket, from an increasingly inter-
national point of view.

At the end of this work, the partners involved agree that the best opportunities 
for promoting and improving expressive reading and creative writing are those 
that actively involve pupils, affecting significantly everyone’s motivation, and that 
such skills must be developed throughout all life.

FAMILY AND SCHOOL: AN INDISSOLUBLE UNION
The partners of the various countries believe that the school is a basic training 
agency, essential to the development of the pleasure of reading and writing; they 
are also convinced that children should be brought close to reading before school-
ing, in their family environment. In this context, and starting from the age of three, 
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in kindergartens, through reading aloud and using illustrated albi, the child finds 
that listening to story-reading leads on to emotions, thoughts, feelings, and delight. 
Through the magic of reading aloud, the child finds that those signs he still can 
not decode are “people” who speak, “distant and unknown” places, “events” that 
happen, and all this responds to one’s primary need.

Therefore, in the development of taste and habit of reading, parents’ systematic 
reading is crucial because, by doing so, they will propose emotional contexts to 
their children, that no television narrative can ever give. Continuity in reading, 
as demonstrated by common reflection, is an important proactive element that 
achieves meaningful results which, on the contrary, would not be achieved if the 
experience was episodic.

The knowledge of children’s and teenage books by parents and their reading 
in the home environment is also a powerful tool for enriching the vocabulary and 
a prediction factor relative to the acquisition of instrumentalities and, later, of an 
autonomous reading taste. It is evident that, through reading, children can enrich 
such lexical, syntactic and creative skills that allow a better understanding and 
greater textual production abilities.

By listening to read or narrated stories, presented in an abstract and decontestu-
al language, the child will have more ease in the formation of early reasonings and 
early concepts.

Loud reading, therefore, is a very important experience for the child’s devel-
opment and will occur with him throughout his training course, throughout his 
whole life and, as such, be developed through various channels.

It is no longer possible to think of suddenly turning oneself into literacy experts, 
while teachers need to get used to metacognitive reflection, which allows to focus 
on the various processes that can be activated, so that the students may develop ap-
propriate perceptions and attitudes to reading and writing, depending on the pur-
pose for which we read and on the level of understanding we are going to achieve. 
The teacher’s metacognitive approach emphasizes the role of personal awareness 
in developing effective strategies for reading and understanding the text.

It is also essential to involve children in the choice of stories and books to read, 
while teachers, as continuously requested by the EU, need to be updated, both by 
reading the most valid texts from publishing and through sharing good practices 
and strategies.

TEENAGERS, DISTRACTED READERS?
One of the most worrying aspects of the relationship with reading is undoubtedly 
what concerns the transition from childhood to adolescence, when interest in read-
ing decreases to benefit from activities that can be more easily enjoyed and “used 
and thrown”; partner schools believe that it would be appropriate to involve the 
children in stimulating and collective reading activities, which, at least at an early 
stage, participate in “feeling part of a peer group”; it would be good finding a way 
to attract distracted readers. In this regard, school can do a lot because it is a place 
where children spend a lot of time developing and strengthening their relation-
ships and their relational life. Therefore, the teachers involved in the Project have 
come to the conclusion that the goal of developing the taste of reading for its own 
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sake is not reachable by checking whether pupils have effectively read a given 
book. So, they find it unnecessary and even counterproductive to use reviews and 
movie cards, which are often copied directly from digital media.

All partners believe that reading aloud is a tool for approaching both preado-
lescent and adolescent about reading; moreover, as we are easily able to see about 
the children of Kindergarten and Primary School, as evidenced in particular by 
the contributions of Croatia and Latvia, there are numerous proposals and initia-
tives of reading aloud, which are drastically reduced for older boys, from eleven 
years on. Therefore, the teachers involved in the project agree that the initiatives of 
reading aloud, festivals, competitions for pupils of Secondary School I and II grade 
should be implemented, so that listening to stories may foster not only the devel-
opment of the taste of reading, but also the return to orality and the development 
of lexical skills. Teachers, as they have seen through specific projects, believe that 
good practices, if centered on the reader, are transferable and usable both by pre-
school children and by school children, so they should be socialized in different 
schooling levels and ages as a useful means of encouraging an educational conti-
nuity relationship between a school order and the next one.

It is also necessary, as stressed by the partner schools, that the proposed book 
be always adapted to the real ability of the kid to read, that the children be free 
to choose according to their own interests, that a free circulation of printed paper 
be fostered at home (not only books, but also newspapers and comics, in order to 
attract curiosity), that moments of encounter with authors, librarians and book-
keepers be favoured, that passions were shared with the kids, that opportunities 
of collaboration between teachers and parents be created in order to determine 
common strategies. It is also important that the passage from the comic book to the 
book be gradual, since reading an entire book is demanding and, in the eyes of an 
inexperienced or reluctant reader, a book is less exciting than a comic, a movie or 
a video game. Teachers agree that attention should also be paid to how the book 
presents itself: the character dimension, the length of the chapters, whether it is 
illustrated or not, the quality of the paper. In the wake of the different experiences, 
the teachers have noted that it would be opportune limiting the comments about 
whether the kid has read a given book or not, in order to avoid any loss of interest 
in books and pointing to the self-esteem and the positive image the child / boy 
needs to have of himself as a reader.

GENDER GAP: IS READING A FEMALE ACTIVITY?
Another element found by all the partners involved is the gender gap among the 
readers: in general, girls read much more than boys. The Istat report of 2016 on the 
production and reading of books in Italy confirms that the female population is 
more likely to read from six years of age, an attitude which is most acutely influ-
enced by the beginning of adolescence, both about school-based reading and about 
the leisure time one. In the countries involved in the Project, the same data and 
recent analysis, entitled “How well are American students learning?” conducted 
by the Brown Center of Brookings Education Policy, alsoconfirmed the gender gap 
in reading and pointed out that this trend is global. The reasons are probably differ-
ent: according to some scholars there may be biological reasons why the sexes are 
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structured and motivated differently in literacy and cultural terms, so families tend 
to direct boys, unlike girls, towards non-literary activities, such as sports. In order 
to bridge this gap, cultural models could be changed, promoting reading as activ-
ities addressed to the same extent on both sexes. Since boys need more concrete 
activities and readings, partner school teachers propose to play role-playing games 
that actually show what is narrated by a story, and to organise group works that, 
through schoolmates’ feed-back, could help students to be interested in reading.

From a common reflection, it emerged that males prefer informative books to 
short-stories, which girls like most, instead. It would be a mistake to think that only 
those who read narrative books are true readers; the motto could be “everything 
will be fine, provided that you read”, since following tastes and personal interests 
help to enrich the lexical skills, to develop knowledge and imagination, to know 
the world and current events. Moreover, around 85% of children’s authors are 
women, you can find a lot of books about babysitters and love stories, much less 
on subjects that boys may like, such as comics, fantasy, biographies of sports idols 
and of charismatic characters. Often, teenagers are fond of humorous book-tricks, 
linked to successful television broadcasts, when they are transmitted. Only after 
the age of 20 males open to the narrative, especially to detective stories.

Even the relationship with classic novels is controversial: boys only buy them 
because they are urged by their teachers, it seems that they appreciate them only 
after they are twenty-five years old.

In general, we can say that girls read more because they feel it is an important 
activity for development and growth, whereas boys, especially teenagers, read less 
because according to them, reading is a boring activity. They prefer, for example, 
other activities, such as video games.

READING ENVIRONMENTS
From a revision of work and good practices for the development of reading and 
writing skills, a single common denominator has been identified by partner 
schools: literacy requires environments where finding books and reading materials 
can be very easy. Colorful and cheerful school libraries, even set in unusual places, 
are fundamental. The practice of public reading, of contests and reading awards 
is not less functional for the purpose of developing reading pleasure, throughout 
all years of schooling: situations where the kids accept to be engaged and where 
it is possible to increase the levels of participation and inclusion of those who, at 
socio-economic, gender and digital levels, are disadvantaged. On the other hand, 
project partners agree that teachers should be adequately trained in literacy and 
digital skills, in order to raise the level of teaching literacy abilities. Publishers, 
moreover, should provide the most diverse digital reading environments, in order 
to allow a greater use of ICTs aimed not only at entertainment, but above all at 
learning.

From different experiences, a need to develop literacy and writing skills through-
out life emerges, as well as those elements that can guarantee personal success both 
in a social field and as communication and socialization means. That is exactly 
the reason why teachers have pointed out what, in their opinion, good practice to 
achieve this goal needs to be.
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These are structured teaching procedures that, together with others, more in-
formal, can have a positive impact on the development of motivation to read and 
write and to develop the pleasure of reading for its own sake.

TRADITION AND INNOVATION
In the common reflection about children and adolescents’ literacy process, it emerged 
that various training agencies, present in different territories, should support fami-
lies in spreading a culture of reading as a form of leisure and learning; furthermore, 
everyone considers it essential to improve the quality of education already from 
early childhood, to ensure early screening of any literacy problems that will enable 
the necessary support actions to be initiated, stimulate cooperation between edu-
cational institutions and the creation and diffusion of programs of books exchang-
ing. In addition, it is essential to ensure that study programs and teaching methods 
focus on motivation to read and write through various, engaging and stimulating 
books through ICT tools, both at school and at home, using resources and specific 
programs for parents and for disadvantaged students. Suggestive is the figure of the 
“literacing” teacher, aware of his responsibilities and capable of promoting reading 
and writing as skills to be developed at all stages of schooling and life.

Throughout various reading and writing experiences, teachers are convinced of 
the utility of relating traditional criteria and innovation, therefore reflection should 
also focus on the fundamental role of tools and methodological strategies in order 
to develop competences and significant skills, in particular the so-called “active” 
ones, such as Cooperative Learning. This strategy allows students to work togeth-
er in small groups, in such a way as to make them feel co-responsible for the path 
towards the achievement of common goals. Other useful strategies are “posing 
problems” and “problem solving”, whereby the pupil has to deal with problematic 
situations, and the EAS (situated learning episodes), which uses and integrates 
multimedia languages   together with paper and digital resources, into a modu-
lar and flexible logic that enables an effective didactic innovation. The validity of 
digital storytelling is powerfully emerging: a methodology that provides for an 
integrated use of narration and digital technologies, and allows stories to be told 
with the help of computers, cameras, camcorders in order to obtain multimedia 
products of various sizes. These outputs are publishable on the web, and have a 
length which might vary between two and five minutes and, however, never more 
than ten minutes. Digital storytelling is the creation of multimodal stories with the 
support of interactive technologies: apps and websites, tablets, computers, LIMs 
and  collaborative online environments.

It integrates a plurality of languages and increases the motivation of students, so 
it is a very important tool for the approach to the open dimension of narrative and 
enhancing language and social skills. Nowadays, digital applications are widely 
used by adults and teenagers because they are user-friendly, allowing those who 
use them to participate in the culture-building process. According to Pier Cesare 
Rivoltella, school can use such tools to implement “assembly and removal of cul-
tural objects” and to stimulate reflection about the role that every individual can 
have in the network, as a user. Digital Storytelling (DST) can be used by the teacher 
during the EAS operating phase: the underlying teaching activity is that of appli-
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cation, practice, learning by doing. This methodology, nowadays used in various 
contexts (schools, museums, companies), was born for a precise social aim: helping 
people to share their experiences through the media.

As Robin argues in his 2006 study, DST allows some narrative and transversal 
skills to be improved. These skills are: documenting stories, formulating one’s own 
point of view with valid arguments, managing project goals, learning how to use 
digital tools, software and free WEB 2.0 resources, deciding the best way to pres-
ent a story, finding proper subcects to interview, working in groups, and knowing 
how to distribute roles, learning to make decisions in order to overcome obstacles, 
acquiring the ability to critically analyze your own and others’ work.

Those involved in the project are convinced that, in order to stimulate reading, 
it is possible to take advantage of all available means, thus digital may also be 
considered a fundamental resource in our daily lives: we write and read digital 
email, sms, blogs and websites. We inform ourselves about what’s happening in 
the world by surfing the net, meet friends on social networks, listen to music in dig-
ital format, take photos with our mobile phones. Even in classrooms, the use of old 
slate chalkboard is increasingly threatened by the use of interactive whiteboard. It 
was unavoidable that the “revolution” would also invest the book by modifying 
not only our reading habits, but also the potentialities of writing and publishing. 
Currently digital migration involves the most cunning and curious readers who 
are already used at buying on the net; this explains the success of the Kindle, the 
digital book reader created by the world’s largest online bookstore, Amazon.

For a few years, e-books, that can be read through reading devices, and software 
interfaces that allow an easy reading of content, made their entry into the market 
of fiction and because of their peculiarities, can represent, especially in the eyes of 
younger or lazy readers, a catchy way for travelling with fantasy and venturing 
into the world of storytelling.

From a cognitive point of view, e-books, especially if enriched by multimedia 
content, have very interesting features: for example, it is possible to search for oc-
currences of words in different texts, besides, writers can use the link mechanism to 
establish calls and envisage hypertextual reading paths; the reader can build new 
connections in all the texts that will leave a trace and that can be enriched. Several 
software also allow us not only to place many traditional books on digital media, 
but to index their contents and to group our digital content in broader perspec-
tives. Also with regard to creative writing, besides classical reworking and text op-
erations (completions, parody, free writing), it is interesting, as pointed out by the 
teachers involved in the project, the use of mental maps, rewriting exercises with 
different languages and using Apps for creating digital stories and video games.

GOOD PRACTICES
Reading comparatively national projects and good practices put in place by the 
schools involved in the Project reveals a substantial unit of ideas and intentions, 
starting from the awareness of the role of reading and the pressing need of its re-
covery, and of the necessity to “build” a competent reader and implement the use 
of new technologies.

Even about the main reading promotion tools, there is some homogeneity in 
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both general policies and good practice, apart from differences arising from the 
diverse contexts in which the schools involved in the project are operating.

From the analysis of the contributions of the five partner schools, some common 
cores emerged:
• the centrality of reading and writing throughout the whole educational path, as 

keys to access to culture and knowledge, with a view to lifelong learning and to 
the struggle against a relapse into illiteracy;

• the need to act on motivation for reading, even through the use of digital re-
sources;

• the creation and improvement of school libraries;
• the relationship with the after-school environment and the territory.

Here is a detailed analysis of the proposals and of the local and national initia-
tives carried out by all the countries involved in the project.

IN SPAIN: LIBRARIES AND TERRITORY
For the Spanish partner school, these below are the guidelines on which focusing 
the attention of the institution and the individual teacher:
1. the creation of school libraries supported and run by working groups;
2. the planning of an annual reading project as an integral part of the school’s 

educational offer plan and with a double purpose: promoting love for read-
ing, getting non-readers or weak readers into experienced readers and improv-
ing learning in general, since developing reading strategies means to enhance 
knowledge and skills in all subjects.

Therefore, the reading project must be planned and shared by all disciplines and 
departments:
3. the creation of continuous relationships of cooperation with the territory;
4. the use of  digital resources;
5. the need to adopt a mainly functional and communicative approach.

The school library, essential in any long-term strategy for literacy, education and 
information literacy, is a vehicle and mediator in the reading project.

The group of teachers in charge of the library, in agreement with the various 
departments, promotes all initiatives that can encourage reading, also by looking 
into the proposals of the territory. Events that are not directly related to the reading 
and writing should also be taken into account, like a speech written to celebrate a 
historical event may be an opportunity to reflect on the language “in situation”. 
The reading project must include activities on different types of texts written for 
different purposes. The growing difficulty of the texts used should increase the 
reading autonomy proportionally.

The school library must offer a wide range of proposals, from classics to comics, 
from scientific literature to childhood and pre-teen fiction books. In addition, every 
year the team plans a number of initiatives to be considered as “structural” in the 
context of library: for example, setting up some bulletin boards to present “The 
Book of the Week”, which can be the latest publication or a classic to be revisited, 
or to let the pupils talk about their favourite reading, to show drawings, tips and 
reviews. Also a “Box of tips” where students leave hints for the team, can be found 
in a library.
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Other interesting initiatives include the “Book Fair”, an annual event to present 
the latest publications and the “Borrowing Board”, which plans the borrowing of 
some books. Some activities aimed at encouraging reading are being organized on 
special occasions such as contests or events on reading aloud to celebrate the “Book 
Day” or “Day of Andalusia”. Finally, the school library keeps close contacts with 
libraries in the territory. As for the planning of workshops, the Spanish partner 
points out those ones where innovative methodologies have been used with a very 
positive impact on pupils:
- Handwritten copy of a literary work with illustrations: it is an activity for young-

er students aiming at the knowledge of the most representative authors;
- Creating “chained” short stories: that is an activity that promotes literary cre-

ativity and helps improve skills in writing. The teacher proposes a sentence in-
cipit for short stories and students must continue them for the next day. The best 
of these stories is then chosen, whose last sentence will become the first one for 
the next short story: that’s why they are called “chained”;

- Poetry reading: it is a common practice in Spanish schools, to teach students Span-
ish and Andalusian poets through poetry readings. The poems written by the stu-
dents are also read and some collections of these original works are published and 
officially presented in the school library on the occasion of the “Book Day”;

- Making of videos on classical literary works;
- Dramatizations of classic literary works;
- “Creative Space” laboratory: a creative writing laboratory that ends with the 

publication of a digital book;
- “Print at school” Lab: this activity is promoted by the Press Association of Se-

ville, as an approach to reading newspapers. It’s a two-day workshop, two hours 
a day. It represents the first contact of the students with the written press, thanks 
to the cooperation with professional journalists.
As for the use of new technologies to promote reading, a good practice expe-

rienced by Spanish partners consists in creating a section devoted to reading on 
the school website or blog, where to communicate events, national and local ini-
tiatives, post videos and photos, find useful information and links for advice and 
exchange of views.

The Palomares del Río School has a strong tradition of contacts with the cultural 
institutions in the territory. The Regional Committee, in cooperation with the City 
Council, promotes every year the project “The love of reading”, which is attended 
by many schools in Seville and which offers a wide range of activities, including 
reading books, meeting with authors, theatre performances. For this year’s edition, 
students from lower secondary school will read the graphic novel “Al sur de la 
Alameda” and then will meet the Chilean author Lola Larra.

Frequent are the contacts with the libraries, also with the Provincial Library “In-
fanta Elena” and with the historical “Library of the Faculty of Philology” in Seville, 
which organizes visits and seminars on reading and the world of books in general.

IN SLOVAKIA: COMPREHENSION AND INTERPRETATION
The language education at Primary School Želiarska 4, Košice has many common 
points with other European countries, its different and unique features can be 
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followed here. The Slovak partner focuses on the fundamental importance of the 
methodological strategies to be adopted in an effective and meaningful didactic 
practice. 

The added value in a didactic practice is the involvement of metacognition, 
reason why the emphasis should be placed on the procedures to be activated in 
reading and understanding the texts rather than on the content. Hence the reading 
comprehension strategies which include three steps: first, students use their prior 
knowledge to think about the topic; secondly, they look for information, and third-
ly, they discover and acquire new information/they compare known information 
with gained information and share. 

Reading comprehension is the foundation for next creative interpretation of the 
text, it can be reached by various methods and strategies. One of the modern strate-
gies to foster a deeper understanding of the text is the “Interactive notating system 
for effective reading and thinking”, which includes initial brainstorming and the 
next text reading with the use of four symbols labelling the reading passage as 
“known”, “new”, “known differently”, “interest to be more well-known”.

Slovak colleagues also emphasize the potential of new technologies for effective 
teaching, including digital storytelling among the best practices. Its strength lies 
in integrating text, graphics, audio, images and videos around a chosen theme. A 
digital story may be a personal story, a fantastic story, a piece of drama or simply 
a way of communicating some information creatively or providing instructions by 
using a plurality of languages.

Regarding creative writing, besides revisiting texts (fill-in activities, parodies) 
or free writing, it is interesting to use mind maps. A mind map does not arise from 
the connection between external concepts, as in the conceptual map, but from stim-
ulating ideas in the mind itself and letting one’s mind roam in its own paths. The 
tools to be used in this field should encourage creative action, stimulate unusual 
ideas, suggest new combinations and alternative views.

A good practice concerning in particular primary school is the creation of an 
own school subject called: “Learn from fairy tales”. The child, in the first four years 
of primary school, discovers the world through the fairy tale, its outlines, its values.

Also in the best practices proposed by the Slovak partner, lessons, events, festi-
vals, projects or Nights at school are held in the school library aimed at fostering 
reading and writing. 

March is the month of books when reading is more emphasized in Slovakia for 
example whole classes visit libraries to learn how the library works, for loud read-
ing, they participate in various discussions and author readings. They visit the li-
brary for children and teens, the “State Scientific Library” in Košice and the school 
library. The school organizes book exchange for pupils and reading marathons.

As for the training of teachers, Slovak teachers cooperate with experts in the 
field of modern teaching methods, from the following organizations: “Oxford Uni-
versity Press” in Slovakia, “University of Pavol Jozef Šafárik” in Košice. 

Reading comprehension and writing are also part of other school events such 
as the “European Day of Languages”, the “Earth Day” or the “Water Day”. Pupils 
visit theatre performances in the mother tongue and in English to develop vocab-
ulary and creativity.
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IN CROATIA: TECHNOLOGY AND MOTIVATION 
The fundamental role of metacognition and the need to implement best practices 
to enhance skills is clearly relevant to Croatian partners, in line with what is rec-
ommended by the European Union’s report “Promoting Reading in the Digital Envi-
ronment”. The manual identifies reading, and above all deep reading, as “the acts 
of decoding, interpreting and valuing fiction and non-fiction books, processes in 
which cognition and emotion play a role”. The text focuses on the notion of access: 
access to the works, of fiction or non-fiction, excluding texts used to study and the 
academic texts; access of the citizens to the books, and particularly by people with 
problems in reading, by people with lower levels of instruction, by people who are 
learning a second language, such as immigrants, linguistic minorities. 

Good readers set up precise strategies to anticipate, understand, and interpret 
the text. These strategies must be proposed to pupils, and especially to pupils with 
special educational needs, in order to monitor understanding step by step: to iden-
tify what is the difficulty and where to encounter it, to repeat the complex passage 
in their own words, to “travel” into the text to make connections and inferences, 
to use graphic and semantic organizers. In a narrative text, for example, ordering 
events in a “storyboard” or in a “story map” might facilitate the understanding; for 
each type of text, adopting understanding strategies, such as asking questions and 
synthesizing, may be effective. 

Also Croatian teachers, in their reflection on good practices, underline the grow-
ing role of digital technologies in education. Being literate today is not limited to 
traditional literacy but reflects the needs of students living and learning in a digital 
world. Computer technologies require the user to have new literacy and skills: i.e 
digital literacy, refers to the skills needed to use computers adequately; visual lit-
eracy, probably the oldest literacy form, dates back to interpreting cave drawing 
and has evolved to competently decoding and comprehending the icons on the 
toolbar, navigating the Web, and encoding images in multimedia projects; media 
literacy refers to the skills needed to access, evaluate and create messages in writ-
ten and oral language, graphics and moving images, and audio and music; finally, 
information literacy, that is the ability to find, evaluate, analyze and synthesize 
information.

Creating digital stories is therefore a good practice, effective to the extent that 
students employ old and new literacies. A digital story is a multimedia text con-
sisting of images complemented by a narrated soundtrack to tell a story or pres-
ent a documentary. Creating digital stories acts as a motivator for students, thus 
they remain engaged throughout the project. In addition, digital stories provide 
an alternative conduit of expression for those students who have problems with 
traditional text. Using this multimedia approach in class helps students find voice, 
confidence, and free expression in writing. Using Apps in classroom can also mo-
tivate students and encourage them to improve reading and writing with playful 
activities such as the creation of crosswords, comic strips and digital puzzles such 
as flashcards, quizzes, and memory games. The Croatian school often organizes 
meetings with authors. This is a great opportunity to share their love and knowl-
edge of the written word with students. Poets, novelists, storytellers, teen and 
children fiction writers are periodically invited. The creative energy sparked by 
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these first-hand encounters with writers enables students to live an unforgettable 
experience. The Croatian school also underlines the fundamental role of cooper-
ation with its territory, primarily between schools and libraries. Continuous and 
profitable cooperation is planned with the City Library and the University of Zara, 
which organize numerous educational workshops (creating comics, meetings with 
authors, book presentations). For the Croatian school, events such as the “LiDraNo 
Festival” and the Novigrad “School of Creativity” offer important opportunities 
for promoting reading and writing. The “LiDraNo Festival” is the “Festival of Cre-
ativity, Fantasy and Talent”; it is the festival of literature, theatre and journalism for 
children and teens, for primary and secondary school students from the Republic 
of Croatia. The National Agency for Education brings together the most successful 
and talented students of primary and secondary schools coming from all Croatian 
counties. Children and teens, through their songs and stories, with newspaper ar-
ticles, theatrical productions and performances, illustrate their worldview and let 
their imagination and creativity run free. Children’s “School of Creativity” is locat-
ed in the Primary School “Rivarella” of Novigrad. For twenty-six years, this event 
has brought together talented students and their teachers for a week by involving 
them in expressive workshops, including the one dedicated to writing and liter-
ature. There are also numerous literary contests, some dedicated to regional lan-
guage and dialect. Competitions are organized by schools, cultural organizations 
and cultural institutions of the area, such as:
- State Literary Competition in Slavonski Brod which is held in Slavonski Brod, the 

hometown of  the famous Croatian writer, Ivana Brlić Mažuranić. 
- The Most Beautiful Letter;
- Nazor and Us; 
- Goran’s Spring; 
- Josip Pupačić and Me;
- My First picture book;
- Echoes; 
- Sfera.

IN LATVIA: CREATIVITY AND COOPERATION 
Before dealing with the subject on good practices, Latvian colleagues offer an over-
view of some experiences to promote reading in some countries in Northern Europe 
- Russia, Finland, the Scandinavian countries and the Netherlands - whose com-
mon denominator is sharing books, exchanging information, advice, judgments, 
through the organization of exhibitions, quizzes on books read, dramatizations, the 
creation of literary clubs such as “the Small Reading Academy” (according to the 
Russian experience, after reading a book, students create board games on its plot, 
build small models featuring the landscapes and environments, draw maps or  the 
characters’ travel routes and so on.

The theoretical reference to the “tell me” approach, theorized by Adain Cham-
bers1 clearly lies at the basis of these experiences: when talking about one’s readings 
to others, virtuous mechanisms and reinforcements are set in motion developing 

1 Cfr. Chambers, A., Il lettore infinito. Educare alla lettura tra ragioni ed emozioni, Modena, Equilibri, 2015.
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and spreading the habit of reading. Above all else, it is significant the Russian ex-
perience “Give the book another life!”, which can be arranged either as a class hour, 
or as a wider project throughout the school, and requires students prepare reviews 
or comments on books read (digitally savvy students  can also make a “Gallery” of 
pictures) to present the books to the pupils of the other classes; another interesting 
experience  is the Dutch “Backpack of Travelling Books” in which a backpack, con-
taining the books of different genres, travels from class to class. 

An international experience is instead the creative writing project proposed on 
the web for young writers:  www.nanowrimo.org (National Writing Month) or-
ganizes each year, from the first to the 30th of November, a contest for those who 
want to try to write a novel in thirty days, providing support and resources. There 
are two sections, the one reserved for adult writers, and the one reserved for teen-
agers from the age of 13, that is the “Young Writers Program”, where students 
can be enrolled under parent permission or parental responsibility. Teachers can 
also enroll and use the materials in their classes. This experience opens a window 
onto web writing - consider, for example, the fan fiction phenomenon – and the 
reflection on the increasingly prevalent presence of social networking in the lives 
of young people, that awaits in the near future parents, teachers and educators. 

Another project mentioned by the Latvian partner is “The European Picture 
Book Collection II”, a Comenius project that aims at creating a collection of picture 
books with accompanying teaching material, from all the Member States.  

Teaching with the new technologies enables to build a complete, interactive 
and user-friendly database to make all project results available online. This project 
is a continuation of the original “European Picture Book Collection” (EPBC) that 
was created by European scholars, teachers and educators. By reading the visual 
narrations of at least one picture book for each member state, the first EPBC was 
designed to help both teachers and children learning languages, literature and cul-
ture of their European neighbours. The books are produced in paper form and in 
digital format. Ebook are accompanied by interactive online activities on creative 
writing. Thanks to this project, more than 60 illustrated books from all EU Member 
States have been produced. 

Intercultural dialogue is at the heart of the EPBC II Project: the participants read 
various illustrated books of the collection in a comparative manner, identifying 
both cultural, linguistic, literary and pictorial affinities and differences, thus learn-
ing to appreciate the meaning and value of diversity. It is therefore a broad-based 
project based on a particular form of book, the illustrated book. The picture book 
- the tale accompanying the images - is a real language with its specific narrative 
modes, not yet analyzed properly, although in our time reading images has become 
crucial. This project highlights how in pedagogical reflection and didactic practice 
of European teachers there is the awareness of the importance and expressive po-
tentials of this form of narration, which especially in the first childhood finds a 
privileged recipient, but which does not limit itself in terms of issues, experiments 
and target audience.

Good practices aimed at stimulating reading offer a wide range of activities in-
volving single classes, parallel classes, classes of different grades, school and ex-
traschool. Some of them, also at pre-school, see the children sitting in a circle and 
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making hypotheses about the story which is conveyed by an illustrated book, or 
standing up, clapping, turning right round whenever a character or a word, as 
previously agreed, is being called during the reading, viewing on IWB images ac-
companying read aloud stories. 

The potential offered by family involvement cannot be overlooked, but it is es-
sential to bring children closer to books and reading: in the “Parents’ reading” proj-
ect, parents or grandparents or other reference adults read children’s books aloud 
once a week at school. There are also a number of activities aimed at giving a pos-
itive reading reinforcement, such as creating a reading card where you can record 
the readings you have done and getting a gift when a certain number of stamps 
for each book read is collected. Other proposed activities include the involvement 
of children of different vertical classes: 4th grade students read to 1st graders and 
so on, or the older children create posters, playbills or videos to be shown to the 
youngest in order to recommend books. 

Another proposal concerns the possibility for one class or several classes to cre-
ate a website where kids can report their favorite books, or post written texts and 
drawings. For the creation of free websites, it is recommended the website www.
webs.com which offers a set of templates to be customized; the procedure is ex-
plained by a step-by-step tutorial in a simple and intuitive way, also for those who 
do not have specific skills.

Besides the need to promote the use of new technologies, Latvian schools em-
phasize the importance of shaping a motivated and interested reader. Reading en-
hances the reader’s understanding of the world, encourages critical thinking and 
creativity, enriches the emotional world and promotes the formation of a responsi-
ble personality. The proposal aims at creating a “Reader’s Folder” with worksheets 
that help pupils reflect on the text but also on their own activity, to express one’s 
feelings and preferences, to “continue” the book in a personal way, in a kind of cog-
nitive and emotional autobiography of their “journey” within the text. In addition, 
their contribution is enhanced with a reference to reading as a vehicle for wellness 
and opportunity of personal growth. Some books, at different stages of life, can 
support our psychophysical balance by addressing issues that not only enrich our 
cultural background but affect the emotional sphere of children, adolescents and 
adults: the fear of abandonment, the loss of a loved one, loneliness, family conflicts, 
the sense of inadequacy. Reading can be proposed to children and teenagers also to 
help them recovering from negative events and feelings.

As far as extracurricular collaboration is concerned, Latvian partner suggests 
various activities with libraries on the territory for laboratories, meetings with au-
thors, reading, membership in competitions organized by national and interna-
tional associations. The proposal of “Thematic Activities in the Library” is very 
interesting:  the teacher can contact the city or district library and communicate the 
subject of an activity that he/she is doing in a class or in a section of kindergarten 
school, after that the librarian searches for relevant materials and prepares a pow-
er point adapting to the age of the pupils. The collaboration between school and 
library continues also in summer with the project “A nice summer at the library”: 
children and teenagers are invited to spend a bit of their leisure time significantly, 
in other words, going to the library. A national campaign for the promotion of read-
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ing is “The Children’s Jury”, organized by the “Children’s Literature Center” of the 
National Library of Latvia. The Latvian National Library (LNB) has a collection of 
over four million units and, among the various activities, promotes this project ev-
ery year since 2001. This year the final event took place on March 11, eight hundred 
“experts” among children, young people and adults, representatives of libraries 
and schools of all regions of the country have chosen their favorite authors and 
illustrators. On April 2nd, on the occasion of the birthday of Hans Christian Ander-
sen, the Latvian school celebrates the “International Children’s Book Day”, while 
every year children aged from five to fifteen participate in the poetry competition 
organized by the “Ascendum” and the “Latvian Children’s Literature Center”. Pe-
riodically, there are also courses and training and updating seminars organized for 
teachers of the Latvian school.

Concerning good writing practice, according to the Gianni Rodari’s theory, the 
reflection of Latvian teachers focuses on creative writing, applied to both narrative 
and poetic text. There are many activities planned for the primary school that can 
also be spent in the first degree of secondary school: revisited fairy tales, fairy tales, 
fairy tale salad, stories in which the main character is an edible object, a dear child 
favourite game; to write stories with a musical background, to write stories for a 
particular reader, to write starting with an “if-sentence” clause, ”and if…”, to write 
in collaboration with others in a reading  relay. All these activities aim at educating 
the imagination through creativity combined with logic; children are free to invent 
and find solutions always in relation to a fixed outline. There are different activities 
such as the “conceptual map-web”, the “train of history”, writing following a pre-or-
ganized phrase structure, creative writing from images, writing a story for a specific 
reader, “Cinquain”, Writing “Haiku” and “Kamishibai”. The “conceptual map of 
webs” is a map that the teacher enriches with concepts while students express their 
ideas on the subject by finding the links; the creative writing technique “The Train 
of History”, aimed at pupils of the first two classes of primary school, consists in 
drawing a train with three wagons corresponding to the incipit, the central part and 
the end. Each child is invited to fill the wagons with his story. “Cinquain” is a poetic 
writing technique: the students write five verse poems on a topic following a very 
precise pattern: on the first line they write the argument using one word, on the sec-
ond line two adjectives referring to the word above mentioned, on the third line they 
write three verbs describing the actions, on the fourth line a sentence of four words 
in which the “poet” describes his feelings towards the subject, on the fifth and last 
line a synonym for the word of the first line. The “Haiku” writing consists in com-
posing three-lines poem: in the first verse must be used words that together form five 
syllables, in the second verse seven syllables, in the third verse five syllables again. 
The “Kamishibai” or “paper theatre” is a story-telling activity through images: it 
originates from Japanese culture and travelling narrators, who moved from village 
to village telling stories with banners of illustrated cards.

In contrast to the showing of images, the “Kamishibai” allows the narrator to 
keep visual contact with the listeners throughout the story.

As examples of good practices, Latvian partners propose two projects by scholar 
Malu Sciamarelli, a teacher, teacher-trainer and writer, a member of “Iatelf” (Inter-
national Association of English Language Teachers as a Foreign Language). The 
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first project is inspired by Dale Hubert’s “The Flat Stanley Project”, the “flat child” 
who, being able to travel safely in an envelope, has become the pretext for cultur-
al exchanges between different countries and regions. Flat Stanley can experience 
incredible adventures, know famous people, visit distant nations and cities, and 
today is the longest-ever web literacy project. The project of Malu Sciamarelli is 
called “Flat Brownie” and involves several classes. The starting point is a story that 
is read in class to children. The referent teacher of the project asks his class to draw 
the Brownie mascot, to paste it on cardboard and cut it. Closed in an envelope the 
mascot is sent to another class along with comments or questions about history 
and characters. The receiving class answers the questions and adds comments and 
make other questions. Teachers document all the activities with a diary, a poster 
or a blog. At the end of the project all the stories are being read for the whole 
group are read. It is also possible to organize exchanges with other classes in other 
schools, or ask students to get their parents permission to send the envelope with 
the paper puppet to other countries. The second project proposes a creative writ-
ing laboratory based on sensory experience. Children go outdoors, for example 
in a garden, after having made a mascot with the cardboard. In the garden each 
student is invited to use the five senses to describe their sensations. Then the chil-
dren are asked to describe what their mascot could see, hear or smell. Later in the 
classroom, pupils try to write a story based on their experience using their mascot 
as the protagonist. A good teaching practice could also involve the use of different 
languages, a story can in fact be created using comic strips. 

Writing comics is a way to channel the children’s creativity and promote their 
expression in images and words. It is an engaging way of teaching synthetic writ-
ing and an extraordinary form of storytelling, which can help to develop love for 
reading in children and teens. There are many ways to create comics, from pencil 
to ink, from digital pens to blocks. If you decide to use technology, you can find 
many free online sites, for example: www.stripgenerator.com, www.toondoo.com, 
www.bitstrips.com.

IN ITALY: EDUCATIONAL CONTINUITY AND TRAINING
As far as the Italian partner’s contribution is concerned, first of all, attention is to 
be paid to kids aged three to five because it is essential to lay the foundations of the 
“competent” future reader. There are different graded activities depending on the 
school year that promote the spontaneous approach to the book considered like an 
object, but also, the reflection on stories and texts through various languages. For 
three-year-olds, the first thing to do is to create a dedicated setting, a structured read-
ing corner, with carpets, colorful pillows, drawing walls, background music and of 
course a lot of books to become familiar with them using the five senses. Teachers 
involve children in loud readings, animated and dramatic readings of texts and im-
ages, using the potential of the picture book and children’s art books, graphic-pic-
torial re-elaborations of the stories. In the following two years, reading must be ex-
perienced in different environments and contexts, and also with the involvement of 
different people not only with the referring teachers. Using stimulating questions, 
guided conversations and keyword research, children are initiated to understand 
the text, reflect on the message and make inferences. Story dramatization activities 

http://www.stripgenerator.com
http://www.toondoo.com
http://www.bitstrips.com
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in small groups and new and more complex versions are proposed to invent stories, 
such as sequencing or creating cards (environments, characters, actions). Concerning 
following school years  and good practices related to writing, Italian teachers agree 
with project partners and highlight the role of creative writing by referring, like Lat-
vian colleagues do, to Gianni Rodari’s fundamental experience, and they also un-
derline the importance of digital resources. The proposals range from creative writ-
ing workshops (where pupils are called to express their creativity with reworking, 
parody, inventing different endings, fantastic worlds and characters, acting stories, 
reverse, using cards) to “Kamishibai”, or  “The story in a suitcase” (a didactic practice 
also indicated by Latvian teachers), this one is an original and effective instrument 
for animated reading, a Japanese-based image theatre used by songwriters, to the 
creation of ateliers where “Hand-made books” are created realized using different 
materials, but also pop-ups made by children and teenagers with the help of teach-
ers, artists, craftsmen (including parents), united by the passion for the “craft book”, 
intended as an artistic object and at the same time a narrative vehicle. 

The use of “Digital Storytelling” in teaching practice has still to be developed 
while other practices are consolidating when students use Apps and software to 
create posters videos, power point presentations, brochures that complete the tra-
ditional paper products.

Italian teachers point to the growing widespread distribution of literary sites 
and blogs, including the Italian website promoter of “social reading”, www.twl-
etteratura.org, a new way of reading and disseminating literature through the re-
writing activity supported by Twitter. The readers’ community chooses a book, 
reads it and comments on a chapter at a time following a shared calendar, then 
rewrites it using the Betwyll or Twitter app through paraphrases, variations, and 
free interpretations. It is obviously a tool that could also be spent in teaching, com-
bining reading, writing, and technology with an eye-catching look. For example, 
from 13rd March to 29th April, it is possible to join a Creative Commons curriculum 
for primary schools dedicated to the novel “The Eye of Wolf” by Daniel Pennac: 
every week will be dedicated to a chapter of the book that will be commented on 
Twitter with 140 character messages, then games and activities will be proposed in 
the classroom to analyze the book. For its potential, TwLetteratura is one of the 15 
good practices documented by the European Union’s “Promoting Reading in the 
Digital Environment” manual and written by the Expert Group on Digital Litera-
ture of the Member States. The Italian teachers, like the teachers from other coun-
tries involved in the project, underline the importance of the activities that can be 
carried out in a group because they promote the active participation of all, includ-
ing pupils who have some difficulties.

To promote reading, the Italian teachers have underlined the value of the follow-
ing initiatives:
• creating reading spaces such as the class library and the school library, which 

offer the ability to integrate different expressive languages that convey the idea 
of the “social” importance of reading;

• organization of visits to libraries, bookshops, newspaper editorials, publishing 
houses present in the territory;

• meetings with authors, illustrators and cartoonists;
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• use of playful or iconic mediators for reading activities;
• activities for the promotion of reading aloud;
• organization of events and readings involving the participation of families;
• animated readings with external collaborations;
• book-to-book transactions (book-to-book, between book and theater, between 

book and comic book);
• creating a “Reading Award” at the end of contests and expressive reading com-

petitions;
• events for special occasions (“World Day of the Book”, “Day of Memory”, “In-

ternational Day of the Book for Children”);
• teacher training with the support of the University and Associations;
• participation in national reading promotion campaigns.
Good practices that relate specifically to the pre-adolescents aged from 11 to 13, 
propose activities on various types of texts and languages:
• reading aloud of narrative texts chosen by the teacher during the school year 

based on themes to be carried out. Pupils read the text autonomously, write a 
written review, discuss in class with the teacher and classmates about the mes-
sages contained in the text;

• reading of book excerpts offered by the teacher and / or chosen by themselves. 
Students confront each other with expressive reading and give voice to their 
personal motivated opinions;

• guided reading by the teacher of contemporary narrative texts. The pupils listen, 
share the subject of the text, discuss it with each other (perhaps in small groups), 
prepare relevant and significant questions for the interview with the author of 
the book;

• reading books that are in of the class library, made up by the pupils themselves 
who brought books already read. This type of activity allows to enhance the 
taste for reading, compare personal tastes to literary genres, enrich cultural her-
itage by listening to others, stimulate the less interested pupils;

• reading the same book in a set time (usually two weeks), in class and at home. The 
pupils are protagonists in assuming responsibility keeping to the set time. More-
over they read in a different setting from the classroom, preferably in the library;

• vision of a movie based on a book. The students read the text in the required 
time, discuss in class the topic, the author’s style of expression, the role of the 
characters in reference to the protagonist, the epilogue of the tale. After the vi-
sion of the film, it is possible to make comparisons with the book and between 
the different author’s and director’s choices;

• reading competitions: activities to be carried out between parallel classes - 
through reading aloud of excerpts, pupils perform expressive reading in front 
of a wider audience than the classroom - enhance individual attention, enhances 
listening, creates motivating opportunities for shy students, refines the ability to 
express personal and critical judgment;

• reading newspaper articles: the teacher reads articles in the classroom about cur-
rent events that enrich information about a topic, pupils listen to and discuss 
the content, rewrite the article with the Wh- information, reuse the news in new 
contexts;
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• creation of a Reading Club: at the beginning of the school year, teachers of same 
school year classes agree to devote twenty minutes each month to this activi-
ty. The students of different classes read books and prepare short presentations 
and/or reviews, so in small delegations they go to other classes to talk about 
their readings and give advice. On a class notice board they record the books 
read during the year and post drawings, thoughts, personal opinions and com-
ments. Instead of a physical notice board, it is possible to use a padlet  (virtual 
notice board).
In October and May the school’s library also promotes the participation of the 

school to some traditional events. The Cepell, The Center for Book and Reading, in 
cooperation with The Italian minister for education - Miur - and the Conference of 
Regions and Autonomous Provinces and the anci (Italian National Association), 
with the patronage of the Italian Commission for unesco, organize two national 
campaigns for the promotion of reading, “Libriamoci” and “Il Maggio dei libri”, 
with the aim of emphasizing the social value of reading in personal, cultural and 
civil growth. In October, all schools are invited to plan events to promote reading 
aloud and also to include the 16 initiatives in the web database, to create an archive 
of ideas and good practices. The site is plenty with news and suggestions, for those 
who want to exchange ideas and opinions, it is also possible to use social networks 
and recently an app has also been created. With “The May of Books”, from April 
23rd (unesco Day as “World Book Day”) to May 23, schools of every degree, local 
authorities, libraries, bookshops and associations are invited to promote initiatives 
in the community, focusing on a final event with books exchange. This campaign 
has been called “The May of The Books”, the name of this month has been chosen 
because in Italian popular tradition May is linked to the festivals for the awakening 
of nature, and there is also a symbolic reference to the idea of growth, of maturation 
but also of joy and pleasure. And these ideas want to be conveyed to the reading. 
Another strong aspect that should be underlined is the social and affective value of 
the book, which is not a superfluous or useless object, but a true companion of life 
and, often it becomes the best medium to tell about oneself and at the same time 
communicate with other people. In October and May, therefore, in all classes of 
the school, in the library, in the assembly hall, are organized reading aloud events, 
competitions, reading and meeting with authors. Further information can be found 
at www.libriamociascuola.it and www.ilmaggiodeilibri.it. Regarding to the collab-
oration with the community the school every year is involved in events such as the 
#FLA Pescara Festival, an event that in November involves the whole city with 
meetings with writers as well as music, theater, journalism, reading, poetry and 
comic book (www.pescarafestival.it). This year, the primary school of the Institute 
participated in animated reading workshops of works taken by Roald Dahl, on the 
occasion of one hundred years after the birth of the great writer. In January, the 
“Authors at School” initiative was launched, promoted by the Association Amico 
Medico under the patronage of the Municipality of Pescara. The project aims to de-
velop the pleasure of reading and creative writing, promoting the encounter with 
writers and poets whose publications deal with the world of teenagers. Teachers 
organized follow-ups before each meeting in all the classes involved in the event. 
Then during the meeting the students make an interview to the author to have ex-

http://www.ilmaggiodeilibri.it
http://www.pescarafestival.it
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planations and insights about the topics covered. During each school year there are 
about four meetings. Regarding to the teachers’ training the collaboration with the 
University has to be considered very important and productive (locally a fruitful 
common project has been developed through training initiatives and agreements 
between “G. d’Annunzio” University of Chieti and the Comprehensive Institute 
Pescara 8) like the partnership with local and national cultural associations. For ex-
ample, the “Hamelin” association has organized a cycle of meetings with teachers 
at the Pescara Provincial Library on Childhood and Adolescent Literature, updat-
ing the current editorial landscape and suggesting reading paths for children and 
preadolescents. Created in Bologna in 1996, “Hamelin” is a cultural association 
that links cultural promotion and pedagogical vocation, working in particular with 
children and teenagers through literature, comics, illustration and cinema. In the 
center of its activities there are stories, considered a means of survival, growth and 
discovery of reality. The association was born from the conviction that reading is 
a fundamental act that leads to a search for meaning, self and the world around 
us; it organizes reading paths and cartoon workshops for schools, conferences and 
refresher courses for teachers, librarians and parents, exhibitions and educational 
projects. It also cares for the national promotion project of reading “Xanadu. Com-
munity of stubborn readers”, the magazine “Hamelin. Pedagogical Figures Stories” 
and “BilBolbul International Cartoon Festival”. “Xanadu Community of Stubborn 
Readers” is a project for kids based on books, comics, music and cinema, born in 
Bologna in 2004 and later expanded in the following years. It is aimed at students 
of Italian secondary schools, it also offers a special section for third year middle 
school students, linking middle and high schools, schools, towns, and neighbor-
hood libraries in a cultural pathway that connects different forms of art and writing 
stories. It has the aim to put in communication thoughts and reflections of children 
aged 13 to 16 throughout Italy. As part of the promotion of reading, Italy has seen 
a considerable growth in recent years of fairs, festivals, exhibitions, shows, salons 
and so on. For this reasons Italy holds the European prize for the largest number 
of festivals. Among the several events we can point to the “Andersen Prize”, the 
most important Italian prize awarded every year that promote reading and culture 
for children, Children’s Book Fair in Bologna, dedicated to children’s publishing, 
and the “Salone del Libro” in Turin, which call on staff, but also educators, teach-
ers, librarians, students, and ordinary citizens. All these events represent a very 
important training opportunities for teachers and reflection on the various issues 
related to the world of the book. How will the book of the future be? 

It is very difficult to answer, but by now the school world wants to throw a 
bridge between tradition and innovation, between literature and media.
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INNOVATIVE BEST PRACTICES
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WHAT KIND OF INNOVATION?
EMERGING ASPECTS FROM GOOD PRACTICES
Francesca Acerbo

During the two years of the Project, the various themes, related to literacy and tex-
tual literacy1 in the complex contemporary reality, were reviewed and deepened 
by the partner schools and the reflection on didactic practices brought to light 
strengths and criticalities. Among the latter ones there are teachers’ training and 
self-update, the need to deal more effectively with “weak” preadolescents and 
to share, in a more systematic way, the best practices, which remain sometimes 
confined in the classroom. In this regard, this chapter focuses on those experienc-
es whose main goal is to experiment innovative practices, where “innovation” 
does not mean searching for “special effects” or the “new” at any cost, but more 
relevant methods, more appropriate to the learning style of each single pupil, to 
give more effective answers to the challenges the school is faced with: how to mo-
tivate reading. How can we make our students feel welcome and valued? How to 
develop the skills required in a complex, constantly evolving society. 

In the experiences carried out during the project (from those for preschool 
children up to those thought for thirteen to fourteen years old pupils) there are 
some of the nuclei around which the most innovative elements are condensed: 
the choice of methodological strategies such as cooperative learning and flipped 
classroom, the use of workshops and inclusive didactics, the choice of continu-
ity as a resource, the planning of training courses that integrate paper, digital 
and iconic, often in circle, from reading to writing, from paper book to its digital 
transposition, from “silent book” to “written book”, the use of new technologies, 
the opening to the territory.

A best practice that combines several of these aspects is the one outlined in the 
workshop for preschool children “Legg... io” (Italy), where the polysemy of the 
title refers both to the individual “responsibility” of the story (I read) and to the 
“mediator”, an object (bookstand) that connotes the act of reading as important 
and ritual activity. The activity takes place once a week: children freely choose 
the book to read, if they read in pairs they decide the turns; using a bookstand, 
the child reads the pages of the book building his/her story by attributing mean-
ing to the images. Reading, free from the text even when it is present, becomes 
interpretation, free creative expression, evocation, re-work. In this experience, 
reading is given back to children with its dimension of “plot construction”, “oral 
storytelling” prior to the acquisition of its being instrument, as infinite creation 
of stories, of stories that change already written stories, stories spreading from 
others, which develop in parallel or intersect one another.

At the same time, the child usually socializes the reading experience he/she 

1 See H. Jenkins, Confronting the challenges of participatory culture: media education for the 21st century, MIT Press, 
Cambridge, MA, 2009
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lived in silence, experiencing the power of speech as a vehicle for thoughts, ideas, 
emotions. At the end of the project, parents join their children in a meeting where 
they retrace their experience: a precious opportunity to foster dialogue and in-
volve families in the project. Best practices such as “Silent Books” and “Book in 
Progress” (Italy) for older children and young students put together written text 
and images, design and manual skills.

“Silent book” is an open class workshop with the collaboration of the Pro-
vincial Library, where some silent book masterpieces are read, a silent book is 
borrowed and at school, children work on the interpretation and collaborative 
construction of a story. In a second phase, starting from a story, children make 
a “silent book”. In this way, a range of expressive resources, besides the purely 
verbal ones, is activated in children, and the universal language of images and 
the methodological strategies used favor active listening and participation, of-
fering a few possibilities also to children with language disorders, with attention 
deficit, or children from different cultures. In the “Book in progress” workshop, 
older students design and realize a prototype of illustrated book, starting from 
the reading and analysis of the most popular versions of Little Red Riding Hood. 
It was carried out from the European class during the students’ mobility from 
partner countries to Italy, with the help of an external expert. After analyzing the 
texts, with colors, recycled materials, fabrics, cards, the pupils made silent books, 
where they re-elaborated the story, expressing their own emotions through 
shapes and colors and negotiating proposals and solutions within the group.

Obviously, the theoretical references are the studies and literature that devel-
oped around the illustrated book, which spread in Italy in the late 1960s with the 
publication of classics that revolutionized children publishing, and around the 
silent book, which has been the subject of editorial and didactic research over the 
last twenty years. Even today, the best production of illustrated books contrasts 
with a certain kind of literature for children and young people that is moralizing, 
didascalic, stereotyped, reassuring, or ignorant of narrative metaphors to say ev-
erything about everything.

The Picture book, in which the images are not simple “extra material” but tell 
themselves the story, is an open work that involves the reader in the construction 
of sense. Such potential make it not exclusively related to early childhood. See, 
for example, the twelve best picture books selected last year by the New York 
Times2. The charm of the images can fascinate children, teenagers, young people, 
adults, motivating them to read: think of comic books, graphic novels, genres 
that, from the didactic point of view, are good to attract evenyoung boys, who are 
often less willing to read than same age girls. The best practice “Make a comic” 
(Croatia) is about the creation of comics from a written text.

The best practice “Creative writing lab” (Italy) put, in a functional way, cre-
ative writing into a broader path that includes iconic rendering, translation into 

2  http://www.ilpost.it/2016/11/15/migliori-libri-illustrati-bambini-2016/
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English, use of digital, production of a picture book with recycled materials and 
the dramatic reading of the stories produced in both languages. Creative writ-
ing, proposed in most of the best practices, no longer is an occasional secondary 
activity, but becomes a constant mode to approach the writing and analysis of 
narrative and poetic texts. (see, for example, the best practices “Creative poetry 
workshop” “Poetry and prose recitation competition” (Latvia) and the best prac-
tices of the Italian parner “Jasmine”, “Inventastorie” and “Lettoringioco”).

Experiences whose strength is in the collaboration with the territory are “La 
grande guerra raccontata ai ragazzi” and “I’ll Take Care of You” (Italy), “Read-
ing club (Slovakia), “Let’s draw with Shakespeare” (Croatia), in which Primary 
school pupils made cards with drawings and sentences copying Shakespeare’s 
style in a workshop with the students of the English Department of Zadar Uni-
versity. In the first one, pupils of the lower secondary school participated in ini-
tiatives promoted by the Faculty of Letters of the University of Chieti and, at the 
end of a workshop in creative reading and writing, they tested their own skills by 
designing and producing brochures to invite hypothetical peers to a history sem-
inar. The second experience starts from a local life situation (a visit to the Center 
for the Conservation of Cetaceans and Sea Turtles in the Adriatic) to get to the 
European context: through the formulation of a problem that must be solved us-
ing the storytelling. Pupils, divided into groups, made up fantastic stories about 
the sea turtles “putting themselves in their shoes”, built a “gametable”, made a 
paper book and a digital book. Finally, on the web, they discovered the European 
dimension of the problem and on the eTwinning platform, as E-turtle ambassa-
dors, they shared information and tales with other children. 

The use of the eTwinning platform is an innovative element that also character-
izes another experience, “Nel bosco delle Storie” (Italy), a workshop that emerged 
as eTwinning project, involving preschool and primary school children as readers 
and pupils of the lower secondary school in the role of writers. The eTwinning 
platform, a tool to create electronic twinning3, a meeting space of professional 
growth for European teachers (today Italy is ranked second in Europe per number 
of etwinners), is a great opportunity for innovation, combining the European di-
mension with the use of new technologies. The main goal is to develop networking 
among schools and professional update of teachers, with particular attention to 
collaborative teaching and use of digital. Today the platform is increasingly used 
also for projects among national schools and the number of projects on literature 
and development of language skills is increasing (see last year’s list of Italian proj-
ects that got the Quality Label)4. It can also be a valuable resource to explore new 
social reading experiences, with the advantage of giving pupils and teachers situ-
ations rich of opportunities (posting messages, comments, photos, videos, using 
chat and Skype) being protected at the same time. The eTwinning projects can ef-
fectively contribute to the development of pupils’ key competences as they are 
supported by an interactive learning environment that fosters cooperative and 
multidisciplinary learning, the development of digital skills using tools or external 

3 Cfr. Manuale al buon uso. Una guida pratica per iniziare a lavorare con i gemellaggi elettronici, Unità nazionale 
eTwinning c/o Agenzia nazionale Erasmus+ Indire, Firenze, 2016.

4 http://etwinning.indire.it/progetti-vincitori-dei-certificati-qualita-nazionali-2016/
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tools such as instant messaging, video conference, blogs, voice mail on the web.
Another common element in the practices we are examining is the use of dig-

ital resources5. In the experience of the Spanish partner’s school, “The video as 
a didactic resource, YouTube in the class”, the use of videos is proposed as an 
educational resource that students can autonomously manage as a mean of ex-
pression, self-learning and support. 

In “Storie dell’altro mondo” (Italy), the path from the read aloud workshop 
to the creative writing one, ends with the experimentation of a simple form of 
self-publishing: the creation of an eBook. They work on a narrative genre, Sci-
ence fiction, which in general has a marginal role in the curriculum but, for its 
characteristics, can motivate to read those who are not strong readers, moreover, 
it could offer a multiplicity of possible paths uexploiting the links with science, 
technology, environmental education, active and digital citizenship. 

The goal is to promote cross-disciplinary skills in children and young people 
to be part of an increasingly participatory culture: the ability to experience the 
world in terms of problem solving, as a challenge to complexity, to test and ques-
tion hypotheses, negotiating through cultural differences, sharing knowledge in 
wider and wider contexts, putting together often fragmentary information to cre-
ate a coherent picture of the world around us6.

5 For an up-to-date overview of the relationship between education and technology, visit
 http: // www. edudemic.com/ 
6 See H. Jenkins, op.cit
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To motivate creative reading in children who are 4 to 5 years old, a workshop could 
be made up selecting an author of children’s stories, also in connection with na-
tional and local events related to the territory. The workshop title is “Upside down 
Stories” because during the activity classic stories are revisited and reinterpreted 
changing the plot and adding new scenarios. Children are thus involved because 
they already know very well the original stories and can play with words seeing, 
performed “on stage”, an upside down story. Even the characters play different 
roles, usually the good becomes the wicked and vice versa.

CONTEXT
The work in the school library can be focused setting up a cozy and well-structured 
space. Soft carpets and cushions can be scattered on the floor, around large cubes of 
colored cardboard with books of all sizes on top. In the background there is a large 
poster with the image of a child dressed like a diver in the “sea” of reading. A lot 
of small fishes and water flowers surround him. There is music, magic items are 
pulled out of a large suitcase, images of the enchanted forest work as background 
on the interactive whiteboard and the characters of the story are puppets. The idea 
is a journey in the music, books and words through the fairy tale, to explore the 
mechanisms of the fantasy invention and narrative.

 Explicative sheet  A 01

 

UPSIDE DOWN STORIES 
Monica Bernabeo

Kindergarten’s School Library, Via del Concilio.
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SETTING
Before starting, the teacher plays an engaging music that can make them dive 
into the fantastic world of the fairy tale, after that the storytelling, which may 
concern various topics, begins. It is possible to read and listen to all kinds of fan-
tastic or realistic fairy tales and then interact with the children. The storytelling 
can take place in small and large groups, depending on the usability of the story. 
For example, it would be better to read a fairy tale in a large group and then get 
the children involved with the teacher in small groups. The rule is: respect and 
follow the magical formulas that bring into the animated process.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
There are various methodological strategies developed for the success of the 
workshop: from expressive reading to dialogue, from book animation to pup-
petry. These methods offer the young readers the opportunity to feel like they are 
stepping into a new world where they can move following different rules.

TOOLS AND
INSTRUMENTS
The means and instruments 
available are books, pup-
pets, the body, voice mod-
ulation, images and then 
music, computer and the 
interactive whiteboard.

TIMES
The duration of the work-
shop is about 1 hour.

COLLABORATION
The workshop was carried 
out with the collaboration 
of a cultural association 
which promotes “reading” 
on the territory.

ACTIVITIES
After playing the right mu-
sic, the teacher introduces 
the story to the children, 
reading it in an unusual 
way. Starting from the cho-
sen story, transformations 
to the plot will be intro-
duced reversing the roles of 

Animated reading.

Using puppets and interactive whiteboard, in order to watch 
background images and to listen to music.
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the main character, the antagonist and the other main characters. The characters 
will be played by puppets. A large suitcase containing books, magic items and 
disguises will support the teacher’s work, which, in this way, has the opportunity 
to get the children involved in the experience. During the activities the teacher’s 
actions will lead the children in an interactive journey during which they will 
have the opportunity to make their considerations. 
At the end the teachers and the children will produce a paper game to allow 
the kids to retrace all the stages of the educational-didactic path recovering the 
various elements of the stories. At the end of the activity they can color the game 
with crayons. 
The experience can be shared in groups of children of the same age from different 
classes, also in the presence of parents, making it an open class on “know how to 
learn reading.” 
The animated reading is both narrative, design and dramatization of stories se-
lected according to the audience age. The key issue is the choice of the text that 
must be carefully considered according to the knowledge and prerequisites of 
each child. Particular attention should be paid to the choice of the language reg-
ister and to the importance 
of the re-invention of tradi-
tional materials to stimu-
late creativity and alterna-
tive points of view.

REFERENCES
Beneventi, P., Introduzione alla storia del teatro ragazzi, Firenze, Usher, 1994.
Cecchi, M., Tognolini B., Filastrocche e canzoni della Melevisione, (adattamento della Filastrocca di Tonio 
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Dahl, R., Versi Perversi, 1982, Ed. Jonathan Cape, illustratore Quentin Blake, genere Children’s poetry, 

Satira.
Detti, E., Il piacere di leggere, Roma, La Nuova Italia, 1987.
Donato, I., (a cura di), Manuale di didattica teatrale, Catania, Edizioni Greco, 2000.
Infante, C., Imparare giocando: interattività tra teatro e ipermedia, Torino, Bollati-Boringhieri, 2000.
Lorenzoni, F., Martinelli, M., Saltatori di muri: la narrazione orale come educazione alla convivenza, Espe-

rienze interculturali di incontro tra stranieri e italiani nella scuola e nel teatro, Cesena, Macro edizioni, 
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Rodari, G., Grammatica della fantasia, Introduzione all’arte di inventare storie, Torino, 1973, Einaudi.
Tognolini, B., Merletti, V.R., Leggimi forte. Accompagnare i bambini nel grande universo della lettura, Fi-
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A moment of interaction, involving the pupils.
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The laboratory consists in activities of expressive reading, rehash, creative writing 
and a final dramatization. It also provides a first technological approach, through 
selecting images, choosing the soundtrack in order to make a PPT.
The aim of the laboratory is to develop in children the “love” of reading and writ-
ing; the latter are presented to the students as a creative process, a way to express: 
themselves, their relationships with family and friends, their fears and emotions. 
The writing strengthens the imagination, it is a creative force that encourages spon-
taneity and wonder; the writing allows to transform students’ limits in opportuni-
ties. Put on paper fantasy - or using a computer’s keyboard - is a privileged way 
to understand the neighbouring world, to be aware of reality and discover new 
things. Not only listening and reading are useful to pupils but also writing.
On the other hand, the dramatic fiction is an instrument to communicate and de-
velop memory and focusing skills. Creativity and fantasy form an intermediate 
area between the external reality and the feelings, a place where it is possible to 
manage the complexity of the world, the latter is reduces to a format that should 
be easier to control.  Imagination should be enhanced because it allows children 
to reach many learning objectives such as: to develop creativity, to be motivated 
to learn, metacognition, self-consciousness, to be able to listen to themselves and 
others, the ability of attention and concentration.

OBJECTIVES OF KINDERGARTEN
To develop the “love” of learning and set free the imagination, to enhance commu-
nication skills and self-confidence, develop creative thinking and familiarize with 
emotions.

OBJECTIVES OF PRIMARY SCHOOL
To set free imagination and develop divergent thoughts, to improve observation 
and focusing skills. To know themselves, to learn to consider other’s point of view. 
To develop welcoming attitudes to “others” (cross-culture). To enhance writing 
skills and deepen grammar and syntax knowledges.

SYNTHETIC DESCRIPTION
First module focuses on reading and listening. Pupils listen to stories read by their 
teacher and they show their feeling both drawing or telling them. The aim of the 

Explicative sheet  A 02

JASMINE
Listening, reading, inventing, writing, playing

Alessandra Perrozzi
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task is to make children aware that a story doesn’t have the same meaning for 
everyone and that not all of them have the same feelings and thoughts about the 
same story. Reading or listening to the story, children are actively immerged in it. 
Children cooperate, they revoke the story through words and thoughts. It’s not the 
writer, but the reader who gives interpretation to the story using his/her values. 
The second module is characterized by the writing. Teachers propose inputs to 
make children develop fantasy characters, settings and situations. Every child or 
group of children, will decide what type of language to use: iconic, plastic or body.
The third module is based on dramatization; children and teacher rehash the story 
in a dialogical way and students perform it.

CONTEXT
The didactic workshop is run with children attending the last year of Kindergarten 
and pupils attending the first year of Primary School on the occasion of Erasmus+ 
Project KA2 “Flip & Movie”. The input is given by Latvian tale “Jasmine”.

SETTING
The atmosphere during the laboratory is informal and relaxed, children have the 
opportunity to live real or fantastic experiences that give them the chance to find 
suitable words. Children should not be hindered by the embarrassment of messy 
writing or misspelled words; to accomplish the creative process, children have to 
feel totally free and accepted by the others.
The activities start in their classrooms and take place in the common rooms of pri-
mary and kindergarten such as library, ICT room and gym.
The positive relational atmosphere is based on the fact that most of pupils knew the 
teachers before and attended the same kindergarten.
The organization of children is in groups, those are heterogeneous, formed by chil-
dren that have different skills and abilities that work together to solve a common 
problem. Social framework is crucial in the development of a person. The purpose 
is to involve children to cooperate with others instead of working one against the 
other. 

Children listening to a fairy-tale read by the teachers in the school library…
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METHODOLOGICAL
STRATEGIES
The work aim is to approach children’ 
“whole” experience, to break the wall 
between verbal and not verbal lan-
guages. In the name of a person’s 
“unit”, the attention is given to both 
cognitive and emotional processes; 
with the awareness that verbal and 
digital languages allow to establish 
logic relationships, whereas analog-
ic and not verbal languages allow 
to establish emotional and affective 
relationships. During the experience 
these two levels are never disjoint, because starting from children’ body, dreams 
and wishes they understand the world and give a meaning to the word “knowl-
edge”. Therefore, the approach to the experience is to integrate verbal, visual, cor-
poreal, musical and multimedial, ludic and manual language.
The methodology is interactive: pupils’ actions are constantly developed and stim-
ulated by the brainstorming. At first, the whole experience pattern, starts individu-
ally and then teachers divide children in cooperative groups, where the “working 
together” skills are highlighted: 
• the ability of handling the personal activity inside a group;
• the ability of finding solutions and answers to specific issues (problem solving);
• listening skills;
• interactive skills and share with the rest of the group several decisions.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
Photos, videos, tablet, smartphone, LIM, crepe paper, coloured fabric, drawing pa-
pers, wall charts, cardboard, glue, brushes, colours.

TIMES twice a week meetings while the teachers work together.

ACTIVITIES
The practical didactics provides an experience of continuity with 5 years old 

                 …and in the kindergarten’s section

Creative reworking of the short story’s
final part, in small groups Realization of scenographies…
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children and first year of primary 
school ones. Teachers of the two 
different schools agree the didac-
tic development, in order to have 
differentiated activities among 
children of different age. The aim 
of the project is to dramatize the 
story “Jasmine”. In kindergar-
ten, the work gives to children a 
sense of school community and 
strengthens social, linguistic, cre-
ative and citizenship skills. Chil-
dren are provided with the best 
conditions to choose solutions to 
realise costumes and scenery; they 
socialise to agree choices, roles 
and rules.
The activities start with the teach-
er reading some traditional tales 
of the partner countries of the Eu-
ropean project Erasmus + “Flip& 
Movie”. After the listening of the 
tales, children choose the Latvian 
folktale “Jasmine”.
The teacher presents to the pupils 

the title of the tale, pupils will listen to it. Teacher stimulates children’ creativity, 
which is a basic element for the cognitive development and tool of divergent think-
ing; in addition, teacher proposes brainstorming activity, the latter makes children 
think about characters and content of the story. Several previsions are reached.
The teacher reads the story with expressive tone, highlighting the most important 
points, emphasizing the words that suggest sensitive and emotional images.
The relevant moments are highlighted, giving a different rhythm to the reading: de-
creasing and increasing velocity according to the sentences, so children are aware 
that punctuation is helpful to the story rhythm. The purpose is to read the story 
in an emphasized way different from “interpretation”. After the reading, teacher 
makes questions to stimulate the children about the truth of the story, characters 
behaviours and the meaning of the story. Students express their own opinions and 
reflections.
To create a link between different subjects the teacher decides to listen classic mu-
sic such as: “Waltz of the flowers’ by Tchaikovsky and “Spring” by Vivaldi. The 
pupils are divided in small heterogeneous groups to re-work, in a creative way, on 
the story and to create an ending different from the original one, introducing new 
characters (butterflies, child,…)
Children compare the rehashed stories noticing common elements and different 
ones. Therefore, pupils will understand that each story is a different “interpre-
tation’, no one of them is wrong or right, hence, between “a beginning and an 

Realization of scenographies…
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ending” there are several possible patterns. They make a comparison among the 
favourite endings and after that, each group produces a drawing with the chosen 
conclusion.
Children and teachers make billboards with both text and images; they are ex-
posed in a temporary exhibition. Thanks to the documentation of the project chil-
dren can share their experiences and invest them in an effective and improved 
“education act”.
The next step is the collective writing of a screenplay, children from kindergarten 
and primary school will perform it. Dialogues are written and characters are allo-
cated to students, costumes are made together in “open group class” and laborato-
ries, the scenery is composed of paint-
ed cardboard, the scenes are played 
many times.
A soundtrack is accompanied to the 
performance, the teacher proposes 
again, the listening of the previous 

songs, then she asks the students what song is the most suitable to be the soundtrack 
for the performance; the whole class decides for “Spring” by Vivaldi. The dramati-
zation is performed at the end of the year, during the event “Spring Festival”, set in 
the school with the rest of the teachers, headmistress and parents.
To document the entire experience, a power point presentation is carried out: stu-
dents decide the photos taken during the project to be inserted in the power point. 
Photos are saved in a PC’s folder linked to the LIM, pupils divided into couple, 
pick the pictures they like most and they make slides with them, also adding cap-
tions. Before starting the presentation, teachers begin a survey about the style of the 
power point, its size and background colours. Everyone agrees that the best back-
ground colours are the muted ones that highlight texts and photos. Every students’ 
couple decides whether it is better to use just one colour or two and if it is better 
to add shadows or not. Then children decide animations, according to their taste, 
choosing whether or not it is good an automatic animation or one with a mouse 
click, keeping in mind the narrative needs.

                 … and stage costumes, in cooperative work.
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Final dramatization for families.

FINAL PRODUCTS
• Revised story
• Dramatization
• Power point
• Trailer

EVENTS
Performance, at the end of the school 
year, shared with teachers, headmis-
tress and families.
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Explicative sheet  A 03

 
STORYTELLING:
I’LL TAKE CARE OF YOU
Elvira Miniello

SYNTHETIC DESCRIPTION
The project is included in the educative proposal of service learning (I. Fiorin) 
that combines learning and service processes to the local community in a unique 
project in which participants deal with daily life challenges in order to improve 
it. Doing so, children are revealed as protagonists of research and solution of a 
need/problem to deal with. They “take care of” activated experience on and from 
the territory, re-disseminate museum-lab offerings using the potentialities of cre-
ative writing as storytelling.
Specifically, the mentioned project took off from the visit made by pupils of a 
class at Cetaceans and Sea Turtles Rescue Centre (in their city), where they ob-
served the rehabilitation of injured or sick sea turtles. The need of a reaction to 
sea turtles in danger from this experience came up. The pupils internalize respect 
towards this marine fauna in danger of extinction in our seas, raising awareness 
among all citizens of their own country, via storytelling.
Transferability: Despite the specific topics on sea turtles, activated labs on cre-
ative writing, expressive and animate reading, can be employed in other contexts 
and continuity experiences among various orders and degrees of School, collab-
oration among school, territorial resources and European schools (E-twinning 
platform). 

CONTEXT
The project is addressed to 
pupils of primary school 
second class within Eras-
mus+ “Flip & Movie” Proj-
ect.

SETTING
Museum of the sea - “Luigi 
Cagnolaro” Cetaceans and 
Sea Turtles Rescue Centre 
in Pescara / classroom / 
school library / Touristic 
Port.

Pupils observing a turtle in a rehabilitation tub.
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METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Teaching workshop / Brain Storming / Problem solving / Group work/ Coopera-
tive learning / Service learning approach / Flipped classroom approach.

MEANS AND TOOLS
Pamphlets and other illustrative material of Cetaceans Study Centre, photo-
graphic material of guided visits, interview notes taken from experts, copies, 
images and video on interactive whiteboard, web information; Propp cards; Bea 
cards (interactive game with cubic modulus and squared cards); software (word, 
open office writer, power point).

PERIODS from December 2015 to June 2016.

COLLABORATIONS
Museum of the Sea - “Lucio Cagnolaro” Cetaceans Study Centre in Pescara.

ACTIVITIES
Pupils carried out a first guided visit to the Museum of the Sea in their own 
city and later to the Cetaceans and Sea Turtles Rescue Centre. They gather and 
reorganize all useful material: interviews given to operators, photos, notes taken 
during explanations and visioned recordings. After that they carried out an in-
formational and image research on sea turtles via web (Interactive Whiteboard). 
Consequently teachers involved them in creative writing lab via “StoryInventor” 
game, following the imaginative grammar by G. Rodari and either Propp or Bea 
cards…
Pupils, divided into groups, created imaginary stories on sea turtles, dangers they 
came up against (from the egg crack to their survival in the sea), most often caused 
by human intervention (beach construction, sea pollution...). They made a table 
game in order to activate the game in storytelling mode. They made up a plan di-
vided into five coloured circular sections that are related in flipped use, to the 5 Ws 

A pupil taking notes 
during a visit to the Sea 
turtles Healing Centre. 

Pupils rearranging their notes about the visit and doing 
some web researches about sea turtles 
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in order to tell “their” stories about the turtles to be saved and rescued. They pro-
duced some illustrative drawings to insert in the storyboard. After that they told 
invented stories via expressive and animated reading.
Pupils learnt the story of the Caretta Caretta turtle by simulation games, creative 
writing, expressive reading and dramatization, and they internalized the respect 
and safeguard of this sea fauna, also discovering a European involvement (Net-
cet.eu). Moreover, they became “E-turtle” ambassadors on European E-twinning 
platform in order to inform and educate, re-writing the story in a creative way. 
During the project they carried out continuity activity with five year children of 
a kindergarten section in the same school building, via “expressive and animated 
narration” of stories by olders and realization of multi-material products on told 
stories by the younger ones. 
Furthermore pupils participated to their city events with expressive and animat-
ed reading of carried out stories. Lastly they made a paper and digital book.

FINAL PRODUCT
Performance of the Caretta Caretta turtle story - Book realization - Powerpoint.

Pupils creating a table game, in order to write stories
about sea turtles.

Game about Propp’s functions, using a cube
and other objects for short-tales creative writing.

Final output: a book of 
fairy-tales about sea turtles.
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EVENTS
Pupils socialized their work to their parents and Lucio Cagnolaro Study Centre 
experts, on Europe Day and E-twinning anniversary. (The event was published 
on e-twinning platform).
They repeated the performance at the Touristic Port in Pescara in the presence of 
the audience, at the end of the year and were present at the sea release of turtles 
cured by the Centre. The event was published on Pescara online daily newspaper 
“Follow the news” of June 18th 2016.

REFERENCES
G. Rodari,  Grammar of fantasy - Einaudi Editor, Turin, 1973.
V. Propp,  Fairytale morphology - Einaudi Editor, Turin, 2000.
M. Gentile - C. Petracca, Cooperative learning. Educational innovation hints – notebook 2 – EL 

MEDI Editor, Turin, 2003.
J. Bergmann - A. Sams,  Flip your classroom. Flipped teaching methodologies, Giunti School, 2016.
M. Maglioni, F. Biscaro,  Flipped classroom, Trento, Erickson Editor, 2014.
I. Fiorin, Beyond the classroom, Service Learning pedagogic suggestion, Mondadori University, Milan, 

2016.

Pescara’s Tourist Harbour: pupils attending the release of healed turtles.
Then some fairy-tales are narrated to the audience.
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Explicative sheet A 04

 
THE LOST LIGHTNESS
Reading as a “linking bridge” between generations and learning styles

Marisa Forlani

DESCRIPTION
Experimental educational path, in order to verify the effectiveness of expressive 
reading and writing, starting from a communal text, with differently aged pupils. 
This activity actually involved kindergarten pupils (aged 5), and the 12-year-old 
students of Secondary School. A deep collective reflection emerged from the read-
ing of a fairy-tale, with a series of workshops, such as “creative writing” for the 
older ones; “dexterity” for all students, “drama”, “musicality”.

CONTEXT
The educational path has been devised with a view to the teaching continuity at 
different educational levels. The challenge consisted of reading some pages of a 
fairy-tale to young and old, in order to see an interactive evolution in a lexical, 
conceptual, emotional scope. 
The teachers who devised and led the task appreciated the eagerness of the young-
est pupils, who wanted to form emotional contacts with the oldest ones. They chose 
students as their tutors, in an empathetic impetus, trusting them during the whole 
experience. Conversely, in relation to the secondary school students, the teachers 
could perceive their approach sensitivity and the pleasure of recalling their child-
hood, in a sort of identification. They even brought and shared some significant, 
personal objects and toys, in order to reinforce the relationship between children 
and students: therefore, the gap has been totally bridged. 

SETTING
All the activities took place in the 
hall or in the classrooms of the kin-
dergarten located in Via Buozzi 
(Pescara). The classrooms proved to 
be a privileged corner where actual-
izing expressive reading and com-
munal reflections, since the pupils 
could feel comforted and reassured 
by the well-known furnishings, 
while the little chairs welcomed ev-
eryone, in an imaginary circle. The 
large main hall easily accommodat-Listening to thoughts and emotions after reading the book. 
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ed the creative workshops, instead: its floor and the tables were the suitable place 
for an operational interchanging of various ideas and material. 

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Aloud reading - problem solving - dramatization - role play - manual skill - cooper-
ative working. All the activities followed one another in a consequential succession 
(even unexpectedly, sometimes), since the aim was experiencing the possibility to 
establish a continuum of learning opportunities, connected by a central theme. Each 
moment came to a conclusion with a starting point for the succeeding one, thus 
creating a sort of chain.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS Books to read, re-using materials, consumables. 

TIME Four meetings, lasting three hours each.

PARTNERSHIP Kindergarten and Secondary School teachers.

OPERATING METHODS
First meeting 
Part one
• Introduction and request for choosing a “fellow student”, thus forming elective 

couples among different aged kids.
• A secondary school teacher: 

- leads a brainstorming about fairy-tales features
- starts reading a fairy tale, respecting proper pauses, in order to facilitate the 

little ones’ active listening
- utilizes her tone of voice in order to stress new words
- lingers on key-words
- asks every student, of all ages, about the meanings
- exhorts them to reflect on the words superfluous, useless, museum, favourable 

words, frightening words
- exhorts students of all ages to dramatize the gesture of throwing the superfluous 

off the tower, thanks to the reconstruction of a castle, set up in the kindergarten.

Part two
• A graphic workshop is set up in the hall: a long drawing paper roll is divided 

in two and put on the floor. The students, in pairs, are invited to draw fear-joy 
concerning images.

• Lying on the floor, all students have been drawing, shoulder to shoulder, for an 
hour: spiders, ghosts, snakes, darkness, hearts, clasped hands, playing kids, rain-
bows, blossoming meadows...

Second meeting
Aims
• reflecting on the sentimental value of things 
• enhancing one’s emotional experience
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• assigning childhood memories a significance 
• elaborating a creative text
• moving emotions in the little ones
• assigning children’s toys a life

Operating methods
Secondary school students, after the warm welcome by the kindergarten pupils, 
are invited to read their outputs.
Attention is alive, listening is motivated: some students are able to enthrall the kids 
about their childhood memories. 
The text the students were given has the following title: “Imagine your favour-

ite toy coming alive and 
recounting, first person nar-
rative, what he remembers 
about your childhood”
An enchanting atmosphere 
is created, since the little 
ones spontaneously de-
scribe their own toys and 
games, even recalling their 
own experiences. 
A little girl gives the meet-
ing a turning point, when 
a secondary school teacher 
asks: “We only have one 
life. Can things have more 
than one life, when they are 
passed to little siblings?”
The little girl gives a cap-
tivating answer, since she 
tells that, some days before, 
she has helped her parents 
reassemble her own bed for 
her new-born sister.  
This tale turns into a starting 
point to reflect on the inher-
ent and sentimental value of 
things, according to which...
nothing is to be thrown away, 
nothing is useless, many things 
can be recycled. 

”Writing through images” workshop.

Secondary school’s students reading their childhood memories.
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Third meeting
Aims
• reflecting on the issue of recycling
• knowing consumer society;
• elaborating a concept map about the following topics: re-use of materials, gar-

bage, well-being, lack of interest towards environmental pollution, food expir-
ing, life style;

• analyzing and comprehending the messages included in one of Italo Calvino’s 
short stories: the author tells us about the consumerism-addicted inhabitants of 
the imaginary city of Leonia, who amass such a big amount of garbage, to get 
overwhelmed by it;

• manipulating recycling material, in order to give new life to: paper, plastic, card-
board and create new, unique objects;

• entertaining and captivating the little ones, using things created by the second-
ary school students;

• reinforcing the spirit of sharing and cooperating, among all the students involved 
in this educational path, setting up a manipulative workshop, or contributing to 
the realization of a model castle, inspired by the one described in The lost lightness.

Operating methods
Part one 
Secondary school students are involved in a reflection activity about our society’s 
life style, towards consumption and respect for the environment.
The students read and analyze an excerpt from Italo Calvino’s The Invisible Cities, 
and enrich their knowledge searching for new issues on the Internet. They learn 
the value of consumer goods, condemn attitudes of indifference towards the needy, 
understand the importance of solidarity thanks to food collections and the need of 
recycling for our society’s welfare and quality of life. 
The students are asked to make things out of recycled objects and resulting ma-
terial, which are brought in vision to the kindergarten’s pupils during the third 
meeting.
The little ones observe the objects with curiosity and admiration, and they feel 
ready to become operational.

Part two
Two mixed groups are formed: the first one, in a classroom, is asked to colour piec-
es of King Celeste’s castle, with brushes and tempera; the second one, in the hall, is 
asked to create “masterpieces”, using glue, paper, plastic bottles, buttons, scissors, 
straws, fabrics and wadding.
The atmosphere is hectic and cheerful, incessant workings which lead to the satis-
factory moment of showing one’s own creations. The task is so involving that even 
those students who have been painting, decide to stop, in order to create their own 
“masterpieces”. 
The students expose all the objects on some shelves, made of recycled material 
and arranged by the teachers. Then, after the photo opportunities, the students are 
asked to express a preference for the nicest creation. Their choice is a robot.  
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Fourth meeting
Aims
- Blending various expressive languages;
- reading and acting Calvino’s short story, using an easy language, for the little 

ones;
- creating a high socializing circumstance by the use of music;
- expressing a valuing judgment about the whole experience with the little ones;
- using “emoticons” in order to utter emotions, respecting the little ones’ expres-

sive and communicative means. 

Operative methods
Part one
Secondary school students tell the little ones the story of the town of Leonia, using 
a simplified yet compelling language.
They dramatize the content, letting the audience imagine the huge amount of 
waste in the consumerist town: heaps of paper balls symbolize the trash load and 
the weight of a single jar on its top is enough to let Leonia and all the surrounding 
cities be overwhelmed by garbage.
The little ones, led in comprehending the message, are invited to clear the town by 
promptly picking the paper balls up and putting them in a grey trash bag. 
The gestures’ meaning is internalized and they rejoice when they realize the dan-
ger is evaded.

Part two
The music teacher conducts some students who accompany pieces such as “I bam-
bini fanno Oh”, “Nel blu dipinto di blu”, “El mismo sol” playing violins and pi-
anola. The music pieces are sung by all the students. It’s a moment of great, enthu-
siastic choral quality: everyone is dancing, doing the conga throughout the hall. 
The students keep playing their instruments, thus entertaining those engaged in 
the last graphic-pictorial activity. 

Part three
The kindergarten pupils, each supported by a student, are asked to draw some 
Emoticons, in order to utter their own liking about the whole path, by choosing 
expressions such as: happiness, curiosity, friendship, satisfaction.
In order to make the task easier, a student is wearing a shirt decorated by every 
kind of Emoticons, so that he can show the kids any possible emotions. 
Every picture has its author’s name on it, with a brief account of its meaning.

FINAL OUTPUT
Implementation of an exhibition where the students’ creative outputs are exposed.

EVENTS
This experience was displayed to 5 year old children’s parents, at the closure of 
the school year. It was also illustrated to the students’ parents at this year open day.
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THEORETICAL REFERENCES
- Effectiveness in reading a short-story stands in the way affabulation is enthrall-

ing for the young and old.
- Setting the proper circumstances to ask oneself meaningful questions proves to 

be an inspiration to reflection and finding solutions.
- Words’ evocative power stirs memories and sets the opportunity to turn back 

time.
- Choosing an older tutor proves to be an effective device to reassure the little ones 

about their task and give value to secondary school students’ assignements.
- Tracing it all back to ludic activities turns out to be effective for role-playing 

games.
- Graphic-pictorial expression is the best way to communicate and utter feelings 

and emotions.
- Music symbolizes a language which proves to be an excellent way to achieve an 

utter involvement of the group, the discovering of individual talents, the means 
to overcome sensitivity.
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 Explicative sheet A 05

 
LEARNING READING 
THROUGH PLAY 
Francesca Acerbo

DESCRIPTION
Teachers increasingly encounter students who, beyond specific problems, do not 
read fluently, make frequent errors, read slowly or too fast, thus compromising 
expressiveness and comprehension. Hence the need to promote reading aloud as 
an engaging and “intense” experience for children, with a social dimension and 
a marked emotional and communicative value, even if, at times, that is poorly 
encouraged at school, where teachers seem to prefer silent pre-study reading, 
especially with students aged from 11-14.
This path aims at developing language skills for the construction of a “com-
petent” reader, meaning for competence the practice of slow reading which, 
through pauses and correct intonation, may increase the love of reading and text 
comprehension.
During this path, some primary and lower secondary school students (age range 
10-12 years)  produce, working in groups, fantasy stories starting from a common 
story; after that, they challenge each other in an expressive reading contest; to this 
end, they  also carry out some activities, with their teachers, aimed at acquiring 
awareness of their own way of reading by using their tone of voice. During the 
contest, students challenge each other in the dual role of readers and voters; at the 
end of the competition a ranking is drawn up with the proclamation of the “Read 
Aloud champions” and students exchange books to enhance the class libraries.

Aloud reading.
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CONTEXT
The activity involves lower  secondary schools students and primary pupils (age 
range 10-12 years), for a total of four classes. 

SETTING
Expressive reading competitions take place in the secondary school assembly 
room and in the primary school library, while each class has used the school 
complex library for reading aloud and has worked in their classroom for the cre-
ative writing lab.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
During these activities, from a methodological point of view, laboratory appro-
ach is mainly used, alternating individual and group work. Through problem 
solving, learning for discovery and cooperative learning, teachers encourage the 
cooperative and shared acquisition of knowledge and skills.

MEANS AND INSTRUMENTS 
Books, handbooks, photocopies, PCs, tablets, flash drives, document processing 
software (Word, OpenOffice Writer) are used for the realization of this path. 

TIMES 
The whole path can be completed in three months, however times can vary de-
pending on different contexts.

ACTIVITIES 
Teachers, in their classes, propose their students simple activities in a playful way 
to improve voice control and punctuation, such as: reading short sentences with 
a low voice or shouting, reading one’s name with different intonations, playing 
with the punctuation in a text by verifying changes of meaning. In their respecti-
ve school complex libraries, students have read aloud the first three chapters of 
the novel “The magician’s nephew”, the first novel of the series “the Chronicles 
of Narnia, by C.S. Lewis. In the third chapter, “The Wood between the Worlds”, 
the two protagonists, Digory and Polly, find themselves in a forest dotted with 
many particular ponds, each of which served as a “portal” to a different world. 
The two children decide to explore them, dipping into each of them from time to 
time. Therefore, students divided into groups  imagine different fantasy worlds, 
inhabited by strange creatures, where the protagonists live amazing adventures. 
By doing so, students analyse the elements and features of the fantasy genre con-
textually, working on texts from several novels provided by their teacher.
Each group writes their own story cooperatively, and the tales (see some titles: “In 
the Reign of the Trolls”, “In the Land of Fire”, “The Reign of the Snow Queen”, 
“In the World of Cakes”, “In the Realm of Ruby”, “Journey to the World upside 
down”, “The World of Labyrinths”, “The Earth of the Elves”) are illustrated with 
drawings and typed on a computer and formatted; then, each class proposes a 
drawing to make the poster for the reading contest. At this point, the classes are 
ready for the contest; in the assembly hall, two classes at a time challenge each 
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other, reading the tales out loud and 
expressively. Each group reads their 
own story while the other classes 
are listening to. Each pupil gives 
a rating on a card, from 2 to 10, by 
taking into account the originality 
of the story and the reading expres-
siveness (see the enclosed card). At 
the end of each challenge, the classes 
involved exchange books for their 
respective class libraries. At the end 
of each challenge, teachers, after cal-
culating the overall score achieved, 
will declare the winning class. At the 
last meeting, students in the class 
placing first, are declared the “Read 
Aloud champions”.

FINAL PRODUCT 
Collection of stories and drawings 
produced by students in paper form. 

REFERENCES
Cantalini, G., Leggere con il corpo. Per una tecnica di lettura ad alta voce, Roma, Dino Audino Editore, 

2015.
Chambers, A., Il lettore infinito, Piacenza, Equilibri, 2015.
Gentile, M., Petracca, C., Apprendimento cooperativo, spunti per l’innovazione didattica, Quaderno 2, 

Ed. Elmedi, 2005.
Lewis, C. S., Il leone, la strega e l’armadio, Milano, Oscar Mondadori, 2016.
Lewis, C. S., Il nipote del mago, Milano, Oscar Mondadori, 2015.
Marchese, A., L’officina del racconto. Semiotica della narratività, Milano, Oscar Mondadori, 1990.
Pelizzi, A., Novembri, V., Leggo perché..., Milano, Mursia Scuola, 2014.
Rowling, J. K., Harry Potter e la camera dei segreti, Milano, Salani, 2002.
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portale:Fantasy
www.adaltavoce.rai.it

Pictures for playbill.

Exchanging books.

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portale:Fantasy
http://www.adaltavoce.rai.it/
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Explicative sheet A 06

 
IN THE WOOD OF STORIES

The eTwinning and competences development

Francesca Acerbo

DESCRIPTION
The eTwinning project “In the wood of stories”, awarded with a Quality Label by 
the eTwinning Italian national unit, is an educational path intended for three to six 
year old pupilsas readers and students of first grade secondary school as writers.
Why this title? In fairy tales the wood is the “the place” par excellence, the mys-
terious space where everything can happen... (not only in fairy tales, think of the 
“dark forest” of Dante).
In the title of this project “wood” is taken as a metaphor of the narrative process, 
as a place of imagination where stories can be born, sprouting from each other and 
where readers and writers 
can even live. 
The project wants to pro-
mote linguistic, interper-
sonal and digital abilities. 
As an interactive learning 
environment, the eTwin-
ning platform can be con-
sidered as an important and 
valid educational resource, 
especially in increasing the 
motivation of students and 
the development of skills.
Concerning the first aspect, 
all the teachers who have ex-
perienced this opportunity agree recording a rising interest in students involved, 
they feel as if they would be on a social platform, they wait for the feedback of 
the others community students, and they get satisfaction when their work is pub-
lished.
Regarding the second aspect, the platform is one of today’s most effective tools to 
develop and increase key competences.
In the project the pupils of nursery and primary school listen to and rework the 
stories produced by the students of the secondary school level, using different 
languages and interacting on the TwinSpace of the project where they gradually 
publish photos, videos , texts, drawings, messages and comments.

The project’s twinspace.
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CONTEXT
The path, involve pupils aged from three to eleven: a class of the first year of 
secondary school level, two classes of the first year of primary school and two 
nursery school classes.

SETTING
The activities take place in the classrooms and in the computer rooms of the differ-
ent schools complex. In the nursery school the media room, the main hall and the 
library are used, while in the classroom a reading corner is set up.

TIMES
The project lasts one school year.

ACTIVITIES
The creative writing workshop involve older students. The writers, that is the 11-
12 years pupils, read and analyse some classic fairy tales (such as Hansel and Gretel 
and Little Red Riding Hood) and some fantasy texts, identifying characters, roles, 
spaces, locations, narrative functions. In particular, they focus on descriptions of 
environments and places, some lexical expansion activities are also proposed (see 
documentation) to fulfill this task.
This analytical work is preparatory for the next phase of invention and of fairy 
tale reworking: some stories were born by selecting some of Propp’s functions, 

others with the “tracing” technique, oth-
ers with that of the “upside down fairy 
tales“, others more simply choosing the 
wood as a set; most of the stories are il-
lustrated by drawings of characters and 
places.
In a second moment, in the computers 
classroom, the students produce a text 
file following the directions given for 
formatting, they use a common software 
for document processing.
After that the texts are exported to jpeg 
and the drawings are loaded in the sec-The writers.

The readers.
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tions “materials” of the TwinSpace platform to share them. Videos made by the 
students using their tablets are also published to introduce themselves to the part-
ners and to read the stories. Readers of primary school (years 6-7) listen to and 
read fairy tales and descriptive texts from the TwinSpace, they illustrate them (as 
in the case of the house of Hansel and Gretel), make lexical search using the in-
teractive board (as in the case of the text which describes a fruit salad made with 
fruits unknown to the children), make videos and photos.
In particular the children work with the story “The Wolf ill-treated”, where the 
roles of Red Riding Hood and the wolf are upsidedown, dividing it into sequences 
and reflecting on the concept of “stereotype”. The youngest children, aged three, 
four and five, first listen to the voice of the writers, through videos on the twins-
pace, then in the reading corner with the help of their teachers, they put them into 
words, think about the meaning of some words and try to find the main charac-
ters. In particular the younger children work on the story “The three little owls” 
set in a wood. After the listening activity 
in the reading corner the kids are invited 
to express their feelings and emotions, 
trying to identifying themselves with the 
characters of the story.
At this point the children realise the char-
acters using recycled cardboard, then they 
set a corner for the story (using recycled 
coloured paper they prepare a tree where 
the three little owls live) they prepare il-
lustrations and drawings realizing them 

 Lexical sheets about fairy-tales settings.

Little readers at work.
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with their hands dipped in the tempera. At the end the pupils act the story. All the 
activity is shared on twinspace in an interactive way, in the meanwhile the teach-
ers interact on the platform using the notice board of the project in a continuous 
and rich exchange of ideas and good practices.

METHODOLOGICAL CHOICES
In the different classes, despite the diversity of school orders, pupils work indi-
vidually and in small groups; a laboratory and inclusive teaching methodology 
is preferred both with younger than with older students, experiencing an active 
and cooperative learning. Methods such as brainstorming, problem solving and 
learning by discovery are used.

MEANS AND INSTRUMENTS
Fairy tales, fantasy books and textbooks are used for the writing laboratory and 
the various activities;, the interactive board and computers are used to get access 
to the eTwinning platform; a tablet is used to make videos and take pictures; nurs-
ery school pupils have handled recycled materials and used easy-to-use materials 
(sheets, brushes, hinges, cardstocks) to realize their outputs.

FINAL PRODUCT
The project is documented on the Twinspace; at the end of the project, the writers 
meet the readers of the primary school in the primary school library to answer 
their questions and recall together all the experience.

REFERENCES
Ende, M., La storia infinita, trad. di A. Pandolfi, Milano, TEA, 2009.
eTwinning. Manuale al buon uso. Una guida per partecipare ai progetti con successo, Firenze, Unità nazio-

nale eTwinning c/o Agenzia nazionale Erasmus+ Indire, pubblicazione realizzata con il contribu-
to della Commissione Europea, 2015.

Gentile, M., Petracca, C., Apprendimento cooperativo, spunti per l’innovazione didattica, Quaderno 2, Ed. 
Elmedi, 2005.

Grimm, J. e W., Fiabe, Torino, Einaudi tascabili, 2015.
Indicazioni nazionali per il curricolo della scuola dell’infanzia e del primo ciclo di istruzione, Ministero 

dell’Istruzione dell’Università e della Ricerca, 2012.
Novembri, V., Pelizzi, A., Leggo perché..., Milano, Mursia Scuola, 2014.
Panosetti, D., Semiotica del testo letterario. Teoria e analisi, Roma, Carocci Editore, 2015.
Perrault, C., Tutte le fiabe, Roma, Donzelli, 2016.
Rodari, G., Grammatica della fantasia. Introduzione all’arte di inventare storie, Torino, Einaudi Ragazzi, 

1973.
Tognolini, B., Valentino Merletti, R., Leggimi forte. Accompagnare i bambini nel grande universo della 

lettura, Firenze, Salani, 2015.
Tolkien, J.R.R., Lo Hobbit, Milano, Bompiani, 2012.
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Explicative sheet  A 07

 
MAKING-UP STORIES

Little writers in challenge

Erika Di Francesco

DESCRIPTION
“Making-up stories” is an educational path about writing and telling stories, 
which gives students the chance to enhance their vocabulary and syntax knowl-
edge, their writing skill and pleasure of reading. It can also enhance their ability 
to play with stories, disassembling and rewriting them. 
This way, the students challenge themselves with a living language which has 
endless possibilities, thus never proving to be boring, as Vygotskij asserts.
The path is based on two tightly connected modules: one focusing on reading 
and listening, the other focusing on writing. Recreational and workshop activ-
ities lead to an integration of narrative scripts, by the use of imagination. They 
also foster the invention of unreal characters, imaginary settings, rewriting and 
developing new stories.

CONTEXT
The path is addressed to first grade secondary school students and was created 
within the project Erasmus Plus KA2 “Flip&Movie“, in 2015/16 school year.

SETTING
Classroom, library, main hall.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Interactive methodology. Students have a proactive approach, motivated through 
active strategies such as brainstorming, problem solving, guided discovery, co-
operative learning. The teacher plays the director role, while the students are the 
main characters: little creative writers who take on a new, exciting challenge.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
Books, manuals, photocopies, LIM, tablet, PC, flash drives and softwares (Word, 
Open Office Winter).

TIMES
Second term in school year 2015/16

PARTNERSHIP
None.
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ACTIVITIES
The path is based on two tightly connected modules, the first one being focused on 
reading and listening. The teacher reads different types of texts, the students listen 
and express their sensations and emotions, both verbally and by drawing.
The aim of these activities is pointing out that a short story is not supposed to have 
an identical meaning for everyone. It’s not the writer, but the reader who gives a 
value to the story, interpreting the conveyed message according to his own emo-
tions and life experience.
In order to enhance this moment, the students listen to fairy-tales and fantasy sto-
ries, then some cooperative groupworks are made up.
This activity is conceived in order to probe different types of abilities:  managing 
one’s own task within a group, problem solving, listening, interacting, agreeing on 
different decisions to make.
Every reading moment is followed by a guided discussion, which purpose is high-
lighting the way all the elements of the short story are fully understood by the 
students and how they are able to deal with their own emotions.
The second module is focused on writing and is divided into two sub-modules, the 

first one concerning an approach to writing and aiming to 
know narratology’s main theoretical references, the second 
one referring to recreational and workshop activities.
All the assignments are dealt out working both individu-
ally and in groups. All the students’ outputs are read and 
evaluated by the students themselves, within a “reading 
challenge”. Illustrative posters, related to the stories, en-
rich the final works.  
The teacher dispenses some recreational tasks, such as 
“Any kind of short-stories”, “Broken telephone”, “Fantasy 
papers”, “Writers in challenge”. 

Any kind of short story. This starting activity is the means 
by which the teacher arranges the following moments: 
the students, divided into small groups, freely write a 
short story.

The enchanted woods, front and back cover, inside covers.

The Middle Woods, front cover.
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Broken telephone. Every student, sitting in a circle, whispers a few words in his 
closest mate’s ear and so on, up to the last student who eventually tells the whole 
fictional story.

Fantasy papers. This activity puts the collective creative writing task into oper-
ation. Following the “five Ws rule”, every student answers five questions he can 
find on the card he’s been given. Then, he gives his own card to a mate and so 
on, up to the last student. Eventually, some little stories are created: unlikely, yet 
congruent with the given guide questions. 

Reading capsules. After the teacher reads the first chapters of The neverending 
story by M. Ende, a group of students analyze those parts of text which could be 
re-created and re-written. Then, they actually modify and keep creating the story.

Writers in challenge. Students, divided into four groups, read the first three 
chapters of the novel The magician nephew, by C.S. Lewis and work on various 
perspectives: changing points of view, register, style, vocabulary, and the open-
ing and final parts. The last step consists in creating their own short story and 
graphically depicting it. Subsequently, in the multiple 
roles of writers, readers and arbiters, they take part in 
the reading challenge, among the first grades’ students 
of our Secondary School.
At the end of the challenge, all the students swap books, 
in order to enrich their classrooms’ library.
This is definitely the most compelling and satisfying ac-
tivity of the whole path. 

FINAL OUTPUT
Anthology of collective short stories, created by the stu-
dents.
EVENTS
Participation to the National Campaign “May of books” 
2016.

REFERENCES
Baum, L.F., Il meraviglioso mago di Oz, Milano, Mondadori, 2007.
Burroughs, W., La scrittura creativa, Milano, Sugarco, 1981.
Calvino, I., Lezioni americane, Milano, Garzanti, 1988.
Cerami, V., Consigli ad un giovane scrittore, Torino, Einaudi, 1996.
De Mauro, T., Capire le parole, Bari, Laterza, 1994.
Dynes, R., Scrittura creativa in gruppo, Trento, Erickson, 1996.
Ende, M., La storia infinita, Milano, Tea, 2008.
Lewis, C.S., Il nipote del mago, Milano, Oscar Mondadori, 2015.
Pontecorvo, C. ed altri, Cappuccetto Rosso impara a scrivere, Firenze, La nuova Italia, 1966.
Rodari, G., Grammatica della fantasia, Torino, Einaudi Ragazzi, 2010.
Rowling J.K., Harry Potter e la camera dei segreti, Milano, Salani, 2002.
Williams, C.W., La tecnica dell’immaginario, Milano, Sugarco, 1981.

The Middle Woods, front cover.
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 Explicative sheet A 08

 
THE GREAT WAR
The University meets our school. The Great War told to children

Marisa Forlani

DESCRIPTION
The cultural horizon of school must be extended to the territory in which it oper-
ates, establishing links and collaborations and acting as an integrated system open  
to different educational stimuli.
Our Institute welcomes any valuable initiatives, which promote the development 
of local strengths and ensure the expansion of training offer. The school, in gener-
al,is the place of sharing, building and creating of communities, meeting of differ-
ent generations where the present is related to the past with the openness to the 
future. So, the proposal by the University to create an opportunity of study and 
deepining for the centenary of the First Great War was welcomed by our Institute.
The students attending the third year took part in both the presentation of the book 
The Great War told to the children by M. Campagnaro and in the History seminar that 
took place at the University of Chieti where the topic was about the effects that the 
war had on children lived in the years from 1915 to 1918.
After that, the  History teacher asked the students to carry out the following task 
of reality: imagine  writing some invitations  addressed to your peers in order to 
invite them to take part in a seminar similar to the one  you followed.
Problem? Which kind of layout would you use? How many and which information 
would you give? Would you refer to the book that inspired the meeting? Would 
you add any information about the  guests and the speakers?

CONTEXT
Reading and creative writing workshop.

Brochures made by the students, underlining different styles. 
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SETTING
The work is an example of good teaching practice focusing on the cultural resourc-
es of the territory, specifically university teachers, in a school context prepared to 
the reading of books and the historical knowledge.
Reading pages of literature, on the background of historical events studied by stu-
dents attending the third year of Secondary school, is an added-value to the subject 
teaching, since students have the opportunity to experience the story, through the 
words of the protagonists, through the imagery that creates a story.
The lived story arouses emotions and feelings in the reader or in the listener, it also 
creates a web of denotative and connotative information, that is difficult to find in 
a school textbook.
In this specific educational path undertaken with the class, the pictures of the books 
presented in the seminar have a highly educational value, where the wide range of 
literature texts, published in a centenary, brought to the attention of pupils graphic, 
symbolic and colour  choices, responding to different cultural styles.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Problem solving, guided discussion, conceptual path for images, debate, expres-
sive reading, production of compositions in situation.

MEANS AND INSTRUMENTS
Illustrated books on the War - Information material  - PC - Interactive History lessons.

TIMES
Two meetings with university teachers, one at school and the other at the Univer-
sity. Time for the task of reality in class (about 6 hours).

COLLABORATIONS
University “G. d’Annunzio” of Chieti - Professor Ilaria Filograsso

ACTIVITY
Pupils met professors and 
were invited to reflect upon 
the Great War, highlighting 
the relationship between 
the past and the present.
They realized the impor-
tance of literature related to 
World War II and also how 
children were educated in 
that period. They knew the 
role of diaries, notebooks 
and drawings used to make 
those children protagonists, 
war sentries, but especially 
proud of the fathers and Brochures made by the students, underlining different styles. 
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brothers at the front. Pupils enjoyed the graphics, the headlines, the stories of the 
books.
They faced important questions such as: is there a right war? By whom the war is 
decided? Are only soldiers involved? Is there a kind of education to the war? What 
is the role of the books on the Great War?
After the seminar, in class, they shared considerations and notes.
Then, in small groups, they begun to select the information, to identify the concep-
tual problems to illustrate, to choose effective slogans and images. The research 
work lasted some lessons. It was helpful to the teacher to check the effectiveness 
of some strategies used by the students. At the same time the relational dynamics 
were improved and everyone had a definite role in the group.
The use of technology gave a significant contribution: the most expert students led 
the group suggesting programs or functional applications useful for the realisa-
tion of the brochure. The  exchange of data brought the students closer together to 
achieve a common goal. The students brought their personal computers at school 
or used the school interactive whiteboard. They welcomed any suggestions pro-
posed by the teacher.
The work was carried out keeping to the time, the students discovered a new way 
to learn history, and at the end of the project they felt proud to have experienced 
such a learning strategy with university experts, all  the expectations were fully 
respected by all.
The teacher, once delivered the outputs, to evaluated the key competences: com-
munication in the mother tongue, digital competence, learning to learn, social and 
civic competences, initiative, cultural awareness and expression.
In a survey grid on the production of tasks of reality, the following indicators were 
observed for each student: autonomy, relational skills, participation, responsibility, 
flexibility, awareness.

FINAL PRODUCT
The students, in small groups, created and produced  some brochures in order to 
invite peers to a hypothetical History seminar. The variety of proposals, colors, 
fonts and images used confirm the originality and creativity of this writing work-
shop which started from documented historical sources and literary  texts.

EVENTS
The final products were shared at school and with the teachers of the class council.

BIBLIOGRAFIA
Campagnaro, M. (a cura di), La Grande Guerra raccontata ai ragazzi, Roma, Donzelli Editore, 2015.
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Explicative sheet A 09

 
THE KIND WORDS

Creative writing for the relations

Marisa Forlani

SYNTHETIC DESCRIPTION
The school is the privileged place for acquiring knowledge and skills, but it is also 
and above all the privileged place to educate people to respect others, adopt civil 
and democratic behaviours, to the peaceful coexistence in which each and every 
person’s dignity must be always respected. At school as well as in society, any ar-
rogant attitude, behaviour, prevarication, exclusion or bullying is unacceptable. 
The problems in the management of social relations, once highlighted in class, 
require the immediate responses of teachers who, as educators, must choose the 
best strategies to guide and accompany students throughout their growth.
The outlined proposal is about an activity carried out in a first class of Second-
ary school, through the cooperative learning approach. Along with their teacher, 
students have reflected on the values of interpersonal relationships, after a prob-
lematic situation occurred 
in class. The students were 
asked what to do, what 
would be the solution to 
improve mutual relations. 
They all agreed to write a 
collective text with the aim 
of fostering their being well 
together, the sense of inclu-
sion, reception and respect.

CONTEXT
The acts of prevarication 
are always to be blamed, in 
particular at school where 
it’s essential: respecting the 
rules, sharing moments of 
learning, exchanging expe-
riences. Saying something 
offensive to a classmate 
may hurt more than beat-
ing, hence the need to write 
together The kind words.

Debate in order to find the best strategies
to improve relations.
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SETTING
The didactic work has been carried out in class, students have written on IWB, 
taking turns, while the class group decided how to structure expressions and se-
lect the most effective terms to tell the story, on a text planned in its parts.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Problem solving. Cooperative learning.  Lexical enrichment. Meta-cognition.

MEANS AND INSTRUMENTS
IWB, text writing respecting the given task.

TIMES 10 hours’ lessons.

COLLABORATIONS
Sharing the purposes of the task with colleagues. 

ACTIVITIES
In small groups, pupils write a personal text based on the issue of inclusiveness. 
The teacher reads their compositions in class and asks for their opinions about 
the effectiveness of some passages from these texts. It has been decided togeth-
er what lexical choices are more relevant and if they are respected: the incipit, 
the development and the conclusion of a narrative text. The students, in small 
groups, reflect on their mistakes, propose improvement solutions and learn to 
work in group in a constructive way. By using an interactive whiteboard, it is 
possible to write the parts of a story, and each student feels actively involved 
since everyone can take part, without fear of classmates’ judgements.
The text in the making is repeatedly read aloud by the teacher in order to listen 
together, eliminate repetitions, replace common terms with other more specif-

ic ones. The conclusion, 
which contains the message 
of the story, is shared by ev-
eryone. Once finished the 
transcription, students re-
flect on the positive aspects 
of such an experience.
The kind words tells the story 
of a schoolfellow excluded 
from the group and seen as 
unable to interact because 
others insult him, laugh at 
him since he is always obe-
dient and diligent at school. 
It’s a boy who loves nature, 
appreciates the beauty of 
the landscape, gathers in-
formation and refers to sci-Students decide to write a collective text on IWB.
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entific texts. Nobody wants to stay by his side and no teacher seems to know 
about the bad jokes told against him.
The opportunity to go on a school trip should allow everyone to stay well togeth-
er and enjoy the experience as culturally enriching. But on that occasion, fed up 
of offensive jokes, separated from others, the boy disappears and makes every-
one worry. His teachers and classmates begin to look for him without success, 
everyone wonders what could have happened and only when the most sensitive 
ones confess, the whole truth comes out.
Finally, after being gone for hours, the boy was found, lost in his thoughts, he 
did not realize he had left the group. Just the kind words from the other students 
who apologized for their behaviour, will convince him he will be welcomed and 
respected by his class from that moment on.
The writing of the story has led students to share reflections about the issue of 
exclusion and the negative effects on one’s personality and self-esteem. Starting 
from a well-defined context relating to one’s own experiences, everyone becomes 
aware of the effects the most serious bullying can bring on bullied people, as well 
as in the group living in a state of constant tension, that ignores the solidarity 
among its members.

FINAL PRODUCT
The story The kind words.

REFERENCES
Albonico, P., Conca, G., Singuaroli, M., I fili del racconto Antologia Italiano vol. 1°, Edizioni 

Archimede, 2014.
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 Explicative sheet A 10

 
BOOK IN PROGRESS
Antonella Ranieri

INTRODUCTION AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Image communication has conditioned publishing production in childhood and 
adolescence over the last decade, and hence the way to conceive and make books, 
both on hard copy and digital media. More than ever, innovative directions and 
strategies are searched to write and illustrate books and the urgency of an edu-
cation at an early age.
An image which wants to catch the attention of the reader should be original and 
of high impact, with a distinctive character, capable of self-telling a story or frag-
ment of story. The illustrated book or picturebook is part of a broader program of 
retrieval and enhancement of image culture and approach to books and reading.
The child psychologist Arnold Gesell stated that “visual understanding precedes 
the manual one”, underlining that “nature has given absolute priority to sight” 
from here the importance in illustrated icons of the iconic apparatus to excite, 
raise questions and open up knowledge.
It is very important to show to the children books with illustrations, to educate 
their eyes and to train their thoughts and it is also important  to give them the 
opportunity to get involved in the process of editorial design and planning. After 
retrieving the sensory skill and craftsmanship of making books, they will able to 
appreciate the innovative and technological languages of editorial work. Lean-
ing in the eyes of the author, the illustrator, the graphic artist and the publisher 
means to see more closely the fascinating and complex mechanisms that animate 

Comparing different iconic styles.
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the publishing of the books, it also provides a knowledge of the book’s object, its 
technical components, structure, binding, format, materials, menabo. The explo-
ration of the process behind a book project, from the conceptual to the realization 
stage, represents a space of linguistic and artistic experimentation, a ground for 
dialogue, growth and self and world knowledge.

CONTEXT
It is possible to develop editorial design pathways at school or in other educa-
tional, formal or non-formal education agencies, provided that you have enough 
hours to complete the various project phases. The age of the pupils may vary 
from 8 years to 13 years depending on the degree of complexity of the history and 
the techniques chosen for the production of the illustrated book.

SETTING
The design and implementation path of an illustrated prototype can be performed 
in classrooms equipped with tables, interactive boards, tablets and smartphones. 
The spaces must be adaptable and, if necessary, become “ateliers” able to accom-
modate class groups allowing the free movement of pupils in the course of their 
activities.
It is better that the classrooms have large windows to facilitate pictorial work and 
proper ventilation of the room while using chime, acrylic or ink. The layout and 
the number of tables are important because some are intended for the practical 
work of experimenting with pictorial graphic and experimental printing tech-
niques, while others are reserved for discussion and analysis of illustrated ex-
amples. The use of the interactive board allows for more effective sharing in fact 
the paperwork is immediately transferred, with special graphics programs. The 
possibility of web browsing allows contextual search of materials or publications 
related to the design work.
Bibliographies are very important tools to activate an editorial design pathway 
and they can be provided by the internal library at school or by libraries on the 
territory. Easy-to-use materials are needed, cards of different weights, different 
colors and multimedia tools in general. It would also be useful to have old tools 

Comparing different iconic styles.
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useful for printing, in this way it will be possible to make comparison with the 
new possibilities offered by technology.

TIMES
The times of the entire project can vary according to the complexity of work and 
story, the techniques for binding, the techniques of illustration, and the number 
of boys involved.

COLLABORATIONS
It would be interesting, halfway, to favor an encounter with a publisher, a graphic 
artist, a reader promoter, or an artist working in the field of childhood and ado-
lescent publishing. It is important, in fact, to allow a direct comparison between 
the children and those who work for and with books.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES 
A laboratory approach that promotes the acquisition of skills while doing will be 
preferred. The pupils can be divided into groups, each one with a specific task 
relating to the individual phases of the project: planning, design and construction 
of the book.
The operator carrying out the activity should be able to choose, in the respect of 
the  different individual attitude, the students for each group and thus facilitate 
a calm atmosphere in carrying out the tasks.
Collaboration and sharing between students is very important, in this way the 
final product will be unique, the result of a collective work, where each one has 
contributed in a personal and original way. Anyway even if it is a creative and 
artistic journey, the technical accuracy can’t be overlooked, in fact it goes along 
with the publisher, the graphic artist, the illustrator and the printer’s work, so 
that nothing is left to chance. The documentation of the various phases is import-
ant in enhancing individual steps and empowering pupils.

ACTIVITIES
The activities of the path “book in progress” carried out at the Istituto Compren-
sivo 8, started with a moment of reflection on one of the most popular rewritten 
versions of Little Red Riding Hood story. The chance to have a wide range of tex-

Various textual and iconic types are discussed. The storyboard.
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tual and iconic interpretations provided a very important starting point giving 
different suggestions and original point of views.
In the first phase of editorial exploration there was the comparison between texts, 
book formats, chromatic palettes, illustration and writing styles. Then an English 
version was chosen and all the work related to the picture book was based on it.
The following phases in chronological order were:
• analysis of the text and characters of history;
• the definition of the narrative line;
• the study of the environment and the landscape;
• iconic and artistic references;
• the choice of drawing techniques;
• book elements and choice of format;
• text / image ratio;
• the production of storyboards and tables;
• the assembly of the book block and the paper protoboard for printing;
• scanning tables and transferring to digital media.

FINAL PRODUCT
Realization  of a prototype for the printing of a picture book  in digital and print-
ed form.

Experimentation of graphic-pictorial techniques for picture book.

REFERENCES
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107SYNTHETIC DESCRIPTION
I READ at the lectern is the title of a reading didactic path aimed at pre-school age 
children. The most obvious innovative aspect of this educational path is that the 
readers are not adults but children, even if very young. They read standing in front 
of a lectern and each reading is not bound to a written or prepared text; it is a kind 
of improvisation in which the narrative plot is linked to the imagination, thoughts 
and emotions that every child feels while turning the pages of the chosen book. The 
most appreciated images among children are then projected on the IWB and form 
the basis for the final audio-book creation.
The essential features to propose again this path are outlined below.

CONTEXT
It is aimed at children in the last year of kindergarten, in the intersection for groups 
of 25 children; it has a variable length within a semester and meetings are weekly, 
for about 1 hour.

SETTING
It requires a classroom where it is possible to prepare: a wall-scenery, in front of 
which the readings are done with the lectern, a “soft” corner for listening, impro-
vised display units for books (in our case we have used some coloured boxes, both 
as sittings and as displays). In the chosen classroom, there is also an IWB required 

The context.
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for making the audio-book. It’s important to choose a room without elements of 
distractions, so as not to affect children.

TOOLS AND MEANS
A lectern, books, a video camera for the shooting, an IWB for the making of the 
audio book are needed to organize the project.

ACTIVITIES
To allow young readers to feel at ease, children take part at all stages of the room 
setting: the lectern corner, the tent, the arrangement of furniture and books. Each 
meeting begins with a circle -time in which mutual knowledge is renewed, chil-
dren participate in pretend play, use the body and voice to make sounds, and what-
ever else is needed to foster the creation of the group. The teacher reads one of the 
books in the room, putting it on the lectern. 
During this meeting the teacher does not ex-
plain in words the kind of reading, but he/
she guides children by getting into situation. 
It’s a special meeting because children will 
tend to repeat the experienced pattern: the 
more adults play creatively by using differ-
ent forms of language (the body, the voice, 
facial expressions), the more children will be 
encouraged to imitate them.

After that the rules of reading are laid down, they actually are learning conditions 
rather than behavioural patterns:
• children can do the reading exclusively at the lectern, by using a book in their 

classroom;
• they can turn the page only after reading aloud the “current” page;
• they can also read in pairs;
• the reading must be booked and “prepared”;
• reading time is free;
• the other children listen.

The opening circle time. The communal arrangement.
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At this point, readings come in succession at the lectern, and kids do that without 
any stress or interference of teachers, neither in content nor in times. Finally, the 
digital work is transferred for the making of the audiobook. Children choose the 
books or some pages to be transferred to IWB, and they move on to a completely 
different type of reading where they agree upon the content, form, and vocabulary, 
in group and not individually. Then, they move on to the “live” recording over and 
over again, in a continual process of self-correction, until achieving the desired text 
and expressive version.

FINAL PRODUCT
The final product is made up of a CD that contains audio books made with the 
voices of children, and a guide for parents describing and explaining the most im-
portant stages of the path.

CONCLUSIONS
Through this path it is possible to 
explore the full meaning of the word 
“reading” and of the word “creativ-
ity”, and to help children become 
protagonists of their growth.

  The CD’s front cover.Reading at the bookstand.
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110 SYNTHETIC DESCRIPTION
The project starts from the textual analysis, reading of the popular tales, rework-
ing and handling of the ending part of the stories, through a shared choice by 
each working group in the class. Then children represent the stories with differ-
ent iconic techniques; they use multimedia materials. In addition, children and 
teachers, work on the translation to English of the tales’ conclusion. Therefore, 
children can perform a bilingual dramatization. 
Finally, all the works are exhibited in a temporary exhibition in the school.
      
CONTEXT
2nd session of 4th primary school year, 1st session of 5th primary school year during 
the lab activities.

SETTING
The settings where the work took place are: classroom to write and produce the 
images; library for the expressive reading and dramatization; computer room for 
digital writing but mostly to build the Power Point.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Interactive methodology. The proposal action is motivated through brainstorm-
ing technique. First of all, the effort is individual, then teachers activate coopera-
tives groups. These groups practice the rules for working together:
• Manage themselves inside a cooperative group.
• Play out Problem Solving technique.
• Listening ability. 
• Interactive skills and finding a common idea.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
Tablet, camera, computers, range of colours, papers, fabrics, coloured ribbons 
and so on.

TIMES Beginning of February 2016 to October 2016. 

ACTIVITY
The group class begins the work divided in four small groups.
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Teachers give the traditional popular tales of the country’ partners Flip & Movie 
project: “ Salt is better than gold” (Slovak); “The promise” (Castilian); “Jasmine” 
(Latvian).
Pupils read carefully the stories, then they 
choose the one that is the most suitable to 
develop an English iconic book and a Pow-
er Point.
The groups come back to test of the sto-
ry and cut it into six scenes including the 
ending part, which is the focus of the class’ 
project “Creative writing lab”
The children analyse the tale through its 
key features: characters, places, times and 
narrative plot. Then they go over the last 
part again, following freely their creativity.
Each group pulls out the selected scenes 
and begins to realise them on cardboards 
(A4 size).
Children draw their pictures and “ani-
mate“ them with many different materials 
such as: different types of paper, fabrics, 
ribbons, wool, thread and so on.
At this point, we begin to 
bind all the drawings in one 
iconic book. Children write 
a caption for each picture 
both in Italian and English.
When they finish the paper 
work, they begin to train in 
the expressive reading of 
the “reworked story”. Chil-
dren perform in both lan-
guages they study: Italian 
and English.
Teachers film each step of 

The teacher arranging
the various group activities.

Each group reading and
analyzing the selected story.

Each group reworking the end of the story.



112 the work, using a tablet, to make a Power Point with bilingual captions and sur-
rounding music.At the end, pupils show their works in a temporary view in the 
school.

FINAL PRODUCT
Paper documents, graphic works, photos, PPT, “travel diary” where we report all 
the steps of the work.

EVENTS
Sharing of the final product with the part-
ner countries through an exhibition and a 
concert in October 2016.

The groups drawing the main images
of the stories.

Each group working at a simple 
dramatization in English.
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Racconti di fiori, 1966.
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SYNTHETIC DESCRIPTION
The project combines educational, didactic and above all creative aspects aimed 
at the valorisation of the meeting between “silent books” and children, what we 
mean by silent books illustrated albums without words or silent books that have 
become more and more research purpose for educational and editorial stand-
point, in the last twenty years. The several aspects are unfolded in a labwise 
involving open classes in which, in an interdisciplinary perspective, the reading 
of silent book issues as “New form of reading”, suggested, shared and offered 
by the present library services. In such a way a new method of looking at illus-
trations in children’s books is activated (Looking at the pictures – Faeti, 1973; 2011) 
involving them in a shared reading (labwise) of silent book.
Reading an illustrated album is a waiting game formed up of questions, surpris-
es, expectations, that are disorienting at times. The latter encourage the possibil-
ity of new perspectives and viewpoints useful for decoding the reality, in some 
of the authors aims. Telling picture stories, in a problematic way rather than in 
an obvious one, is an educative way that induces not to focus on the surface of il-
lustrations, but to pierce and pursue them with the magnifying glass of our look.
In order to introduce the educational modes of silent book and stimulate the 
curiosity, the main priority is to facilitate contact with illustrated albums and 
to read some silent masterpieces in the library, followed by the solicitation of 
sense co-construction, the debate, group comparison, co-thinking via the invite 
“to travel” among the pages of one of contemporary illustrated publishing mas-
terpieces.
Subsequently silent book is lent, among the ones held in the library, with the 
duty of giving back the story or the stories elaborated at school, in the next 
meeting. At school during lab activities, welcome is offered to all the different 
interpretative hypotheses, including the interpretation of the book’s paratextual 
elements (title, cover…), in small and big child groups followed by the sense 
co-construction of narration and give voice of the story of the proposed book 
that is “acknowledged and interiorized”, before being returned. 
Right from the starting phase, “From silent book to written book”, we go on 
to the second one, “From written book to silent book”, in which a workshop is 
proposed of idealization of the self produced book at the child’s level, aimed at 
recuperating the sensory report via the book and reading . 
Starting from a read or told story, weather from a poem, writing game or collec-

https://youtu.be/_Q5zRDQSI4A
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tive rewriting the lab project “handsinpaper” takes place. It wants to represent a 
short trip in the world of illustrated album in order to provide the basic instru-
ments to deal with the study and construction of a prototype picture book. Cen-
tering the study proposal, the study of the illustrated album means questioning 
the children on the album like “sense object” in order to understand where it 
comes from, how it is made, to whom it is aimed and the aims and last of all 
what the reading keys are. Flipping through the illustrated albums enhances ex-
ploration of the world, of oneself and social awareness as well as the production 
of a wordless book, unique and personal piece, becoming an expressive means 
to freely talk about themselves and their own world, but supported by the tech-
nical rigours of bookbindery. 

CONTEXT
This project is addressed to pupils of the last biennium of primary school and 
can be carried out according to the levels of major or minor complexity. The 
evocative manner of silent book, for its universal character, that communicates 
activating expressive resources different from those purely spoken, stands in an 
educational context where everyones voices have space and expression rights 
and each child with his own apprenditive and behavioural characteristics de-
velops his potentiality at all levels including the emotional-relational one, where 
numerous inclusive possibilities are addressed to dyslexic children or ones with 
speech, attention and concentration issues as well as different cultures.

SETTING
The lab project develops itself in two very different phases.
Phase 1 “From silent book to written book” two meetings are organised in the 
library:
• In the first one, each class group is welcomed by the operators in the kids sec-

tion, organised purposely, ready to activate the meeting between the pupils 
and the silent books. In a welcoming and comfortable atmosphere the little 
readers are invited to sit down on carpets and to listen to more voices reading 
of the proposed silent books and, then, to borrow an illustrated album in order 
to read together at school;

• The classroom with desks laid out for little groups, the school library, the foy-
ers and the polyfunctional laboratory are lived like “spaces booked to tell” 
by major and minor groups of readers that look for silence with the teachers, 
the atmosphere and a “creative space” in order to connect expert readers and 
“to give voice” slowly to a wordless book (6 to 8 two hour meetings in three 
weeks);

• In the second meeting, still in the kids section, but in a bigger room structured 
for the event, two class groups organized in readers and listeners wth the the 
teachers presence, give back the elaborated story relative to the illustrated al-
bum to the librarian, reading it with several voices, using the reading pillar 
and bringing out strong emotions in all the present listeners.

Also in phase 2 of the project “From written book to silent book” two principal 
moments are distinguished in which all the educational spaces, but above all 
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the classroom, lived both like class group spaces and/or extensive group and 
like individual spaces and/or small group, offer numerous and different chance 
being transformed, according to the necessities, in specific laboratories. Spaces 
that foresee:
- own equipment: desks, tables, interactive whiteboard and non … tablet and 

smartphone; 
- own shared rules system: 

relation manner, use of 
the spaces, role sharing, 
homework…;

- involved subjects: pupils, 
prevalent teachers and 
non bookbindery exper-
tise, printing and pub-
lishing, librarians;

- integration of oral inter-
action with the written 
code, visual code and 
other ones;

- favour the revision of a 
read and/or told story 
(4 two-hour labs over a 
period of two scholastic 
weeks) and the idealiza-
tion, planning and pro-
duction of a silent book. 

METHODOLOGICAL 
STRATEGIES
The cultural and education-
al-teaching choices, that 
are the basis of the training 
process, lead the pupils to 
create their knowledge, not 
considering only the emo-
tional sphere but the rela-
tional one too. So it is pre-
ferred a laboratory teach-
ing which is active and co-
operative, individualized 
and in groups, where the 
pupils can learn by doing 
and where these method-
ological strategies can be 
realized: 
- the relation of help-inclu-

Arriving at the library.

At the library.

Reading the story at the library.
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sion, understood as a teacher’s attitude to further a positive work atmosphere, 
where everyone feels welcomed, recognized, supported and valorized;

- the democratic participation in decisions: cure, assume and promote demo-
cratic participation attitudes, means to activate the motivational involvement 
of all the pupils and the active and aware participation;

- the collaboration and the interaction between equals: to stimulate the cooper-
ative team work;

- the use of multimedia tools and languages as the cognitive faculty extensions, 
of a new mindset reticular.

- problem solving;
- active listening and the message-my self;
- method T. Gordon(The method emphasizes effective communication and con-

flict resolution using the win-win strategy): joint search for a solution to a 
problematic situation following defined stages;

- dialogic methodologies;
- metacognitive teaching;
- documents;
- documentation useful for the improvement of the service provided.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
- Books from the school and classroom library for children;
- silent books of the library services in the area;
- free reading workshops;
- multimedia tools: interactive whiteboard, tablet and smartphone;
- data sheet of the silent-book.
- dimensions: H 6,69 inches, L 3,74 inches (17 centimeters and 9,8 centimeters).
- description/format: “Leporello” format;
- Horizontal opening-color printing - “Favini paper” (220 grams).
The “Leporello” has been realized through a collective workshop training, 
called “book in progress” that has involved the fourth classes A/B of the Prima-
ry school “Dante Alighieri”, I.C. Pescara 8.

PHASES OF THE TRAINING
- Translation and adaption of the script from the English language.
- Approach to the silent books and planning of the storyboard, following the 

typical, visual grammar of this kind of narrative.
- Experimentation of different graphic-painting techniques useful to realize the 

illustration of the script. The pupils used the technique of “frottage”, collage 
with colored handmade papers and the “monotype” printing technique.

- Realization of the cardboards “Bristol”, preparation of the covers and assem-
bly of the parts of the book.

- Preparation of the printing prototype respecting the dimensions of each “Lep-
orello” handmade by the children.

TIME four months.
COLLABORATIONS Cultural operator and editing expert / Librarians.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parent_Effectiveness_Training
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ACTIVITIES
The training of the creative reading and writing has been realized in the 
“ERASMUS PLUS +K2” in the two fourth classes of the Primary School “Dante 
Alighieri”.

First phase: “From the silent book to the written book”
The two class groups, after the teacher’s request to activate the reading work-
shops to promote new “kinds of reading”, take part in two encounters at the 
provincial library “G. d’Annunzio”.
In the first workshop (two hours) the librarians welcome the pupils and invite 
them (two class-groups separately) to explore and listen to some silent-books to 
try to stimulate their curiosity.
Then the librarians introduce the pupils to the silent reading of the silent- books. 
All together give voice to the picture book “IN THE WILD MONSTERS’ VIL-
LAGE” by M. Sendak, with great enthusiasm and each one of them becomes the 
protagonist of the reading 
At the end the librarians lend the pupils the picture book The birds (by G. Zullo) 
and Albertine (Topipittori-edition) to give voice to the story of the book present-
ed, at school. The children “readers and writers”, first individually and then 
all together, activate their cognitive abilities through their imagination. They 
proceed with the elabora-
tion and dramatization of a 
wonderful story about the 
friendship between a man 
and a heron, called “Only 
one flight”.
In the second encoun-
ter in the library, the two 
classes give back the story 
produced, reading it out, 
creating a strong emotion-
al atmosphere. In the fol-
lowing days, after having 
internalized the story, the 
pupils have dramatized it 
on seven big boards (white 
papers stuck on cardboard) 
and realized a power point 
(eight written slides and 
seven picture slides).

Second phase: “From the 
written book to the silent 
book”.
In the second part of the 
training, the pupils are in-

The fourth workshop: creation of the silent book’s tables
and cover 

Creating Jasmine’s storyboard.
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vited to rework creatively the tale of Latvia, “Jasmine” which is converted in ”Jas-
mine-The colour garden”, a story about friendship between a painter and a Jas-
mine. At the same time it activates the workshop “hands on paper” with the expert 
A. Ranieri for the realization of the silent book ”Jasmine” in “Leporello” format.

WORKSHOP “Hands on paper”

Phases of the course 
The teachers present the folk tale “Jasmine” on the Lim (digital white board) and 
read to the pupils the italian version, elaborated by the english teachers.
The students go on, first of all, always in big groups in open classes and then in 
small groups, with the handling and rielaboration of the tale and with the real-
ization of the storyboard, following the visual grammar of this narrative genre.
They test different graphic-painting techniques useful to realize the illustration 
of the script. The pupils used the technique of “frottage”, collage with colored 
handmade papers and the “monotype” printing technique.
They realize some cardboards “Bristol”, and prepare the covers and assembly 
the parts of the book.
The pupils prepare the printing prototype following the real dimensions of each 
“Leporello” handmade by the kids.

FINAL PRODUCT
- N. 43 small books with format “Leporello” 11.5 x 18,5 cm ca. (silent- book “Jas-

mine).
- N. 8 cardboards of the tale “Jasmine” from Lactvia, reworked in Italian and 

English.

Assembling the book.
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- N. 7 picture cardboards of 
the written- book “Only 
one fly” + n. 8 written 
boards in English and 
Italian.

- Documents of the training 
in Power Point.

Digital print “Leporello” 
silent book’s prototypes.
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120 DESCRIPTION 
The project “ Stories of the other world” is an educational path where the stu-
dents play different roles, in fact at first they are readers, then writers and finally, 
when they use a simple self-publishing form, they become editors.
The aim of the project is to promote linguistic, social and digital competences 
through activities that solicit creativity, contrasting thinking and initiative tak-
ing, in this way the students are motivated and become protagonists in their 
educational experience. 
Students aged 12-14 start thinking about their adult life their future and the 
choices they will have to do. At the same time they start developing a richer vo-
cabulary and greater all-round proficiency in the language ,using it in new and 
different contexts and settings.
For this reason the text type chosen for the project is the science fiction story. 
This genre gives the chance to reflect about ourselves and our behaviours. While 
exploring a possible future it offers the possibility to better understand our ev-
eryday life.
Christopher Evans called this genre “literature of the self” the reader is in fact 
involved in a series of questions scattered throughout the text which solicit him 
to imagine possible consequences to different actions and facts but also to find 
possible solutions to any difficult situations.

The project could be also 
applicable on other liter-
ary genres such as the fairy 
tale, the adventure or fan-
tasy tales.
The project begins from 
an experience of reading 
aloud; after that the stu-
dents analyze some of the 
stories and create reperto-
ries of characters, places, 
techniques and issues re-
lated to the narrative genre 
in question. After that as 
writers they invent some 

Tutorial sheet T 04
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From reading aloud to the ebook

Francesca Acerbo

At the library.

https://youtu.be/unl3pO4YaX0
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science fiction stories, inspired by the issues identified; then in small groups 
they “build” them and also illustrate with drawings.
The third step, the “digital,” phase, involves the rewriting of texts using the PC 
with software for document processing (Word or AOO), their formatting, the 
acquisition of the iconic material with the tablet and the creation of the ebook.
The final product is in fact the digital book, later converted to PDF with the 
Caliber software, the app which in this case was chosen for the reading and the 
management of the ebook.
The various phases of the activity are documented with photos and videos.

CONTEXT
The activities involve students of secondary school, aged between 12 and 13.

SETTING
The selection of the various setting is determined by the various phases of the 
project; the activities are launched in the classroom and continue in the school 
library for the reading event, then the students move to the computer lab for the 
writing phase and the ebook production. The creative writing workshop always 
takes place in the classroom.

TIMES
The activities were carried out during the second term of the last school year, 
and exactly from February to May.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
The project from a methodology point of view is intended like a laboratory, so 
the lectures are only conceived like moments to support the students .The ac-
tivity of reading is always encouraged, like also an independent approach to 
texts, manuals and resources, to create a truly meaningful learning based on 
problem solving and discovery. The work is carried out both individually and in 
small groups to facilitate a 
collaborative learning pro-
cess and also to develop the 
ability to work with other, 
to negotiate, to make de-
cisions sharing a common 
goal.

Activities
The reading aloud event
In the classroom the teach-
er proposes the vision of 
a movie to introduce the 
narrative science fiction 
genre. After the vision, the In the classroom.
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students gather their knowledge about comics, television series, movies and 
books. After brainstorming in class, the teacher, assigne them as homework to 
find information about the origins of the sci-fi and some significant texts. The 
boys discover that this genre has developed since the 50’s and 60’s and identify 
some famous authors.
At this point a selection of excerpts by Isaac Asimov, Fredric Brown and Ray 
Bradbury is chosen, then a reading aloud session called “Stories of the other 
world” is planned in the school library to share them. The Ss in turn read aloud 
the selected texts expressively, paying attention to the punctuation marks. A tab-
let is used to take pictures and videos.

The creative writing laboratory
Students showed curiosity and interest in this type of narrative genre, and en-
thusiastically greeted the teacher’s proposal to assume the role of writers.
Anyway to become a competent writers you can not just improvise, creativity by 
itself is not enough. The analysis of the stories suggests models and techniques. 
The class is divided into five groups; students are given photocopies of the texts 
,narrative manuals and prepared fact files for the analysis (see attached form).
The students in each group analyze the texts dividing them in sequences, iden-
tifying characters, settings, places, duration of the story, the plot, and the narra-
tive techniques; subsequently they fill in the fact files that have been provided. 
At this point with all the materials the students create repertories of the narra-
tive genre analysed: the characters, places, techniques and themes repertoires. 
The various groups, taking into account emerging issues and reflecting on them, 
select five themes: climate change, environmental degradation, man and tech-
nology, globalization, the comparison with other people.
At this point the creative laboratory phase starts: each group works collabora-
tively on the chosen theme, and by using all the elements they invent a science 
fiction story adding also some drawings.

THE REALIZATION
OF THE EBOOK
It starts at this point the 
third stage of the project, 
the creation of the digital 
book. Thanks to this ac-
tivity the students have 
the chance to consolidate 
knowledge and skills relat-
ed to the use of software, 
devices and procedures, 
and at the same time with 
the creation of a digital 
book they experience a 
simple form of self-pub-
lishing.A picture.
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Nowadays every aspiring writer has new opportunities to distribute his/her 
output : “technological innovation has reshuffled the cards, breaking down the 
barriers that separated the authors and readers” (Gino Roncaglia).
The aim of this experience is to approach the students to these new possibilities, 
to technology resources that support and help their creativity, skills and atti-
tudes, considering also their life –long learning.
In the informatics lab the students in smalls groups reworked on their texts fol-
lowing the instructions.
The teacher takes care of the introduction and the descriptive chapters of the 
book.
All texts and drawings are put in a folder using a storage device. All the “raw” 
material is thus collected for the construction of the ebook, which is created with 
the app Sigil. Sigil is a free open source e-book editor with a control panel called 
WYSIWYG, from the English “What You See Is What You Get”.
This program is very similar to Microsoft Office programs, so it is not difficult to 
use. The teacher and the students have also watched some tutorials on you-tube 
to get familiar with its use.
At this point, each group creates HTML pages for each story adding also all the 
drawings. After completing the work, it was necessary to choose an app to read 
the digital book. At this point a software was required to read the e-book so the 
teacher together with the students chose to use the Calibre software. Calibre 
is an eBook manager an easy and intuitive software to organize digital books, 
change the essential information, such as title or author, display them on your 
PC and possibly send them to a portable device. It can be used to organize eb-
ook-shop, convert books in various formats and connect with an eReader player. 
Calibre supports a variety of formats, the most known and used ones. Also its 
compatibility with portable devices is remarkable: iPhone, Kindle, Sony PRS and 
Cybook January 3. And if you own an e-book in a format not compatible with 
one of these devices, Calibre is also able to perform conversions, for example in 
PDF. Calibre also takes advantage of the resources provided by the Internet to 
download the books meta-
data. You can also down-
load content from RSS 
feeds, and turn them into 
books to read comfortably 
on your personal device.
The software is in fact also 
used to convert the digital 
book in PDF. The PDF is 
printed, so the product can 
also be read on paper.

TOOLS AND
INSTRUMENTS
For the realization of the 
project the students use In the computer classroom.
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books, manuals, cards, copies, digital board. They also use a tablet for photos 
and videos , the computers in the informatics school lab, different software ap-
plications, coloring materials, drawing paper, USB flash drives.

PRODUCT
At the end of the 
process an ebook is 
made with the all 
stories and drawings 
of the students.

An HTML e-book page, created by Sigil.

The e-book created by Calibre
(software for digital books reading and management).
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WHO ? Who is the protagonist of the story? Is it described in detail, or is just 
sketched?
 What are the other characters?Are they e described in detail or are sketchy?
 What is the relationship between the protagonist and the other characters?
 Are there characters-extras?
 Which?
WHEN ? The story tells of something that happened:

   a. in the past
   b. in the present
   c. in the future
   d. in undefined era

 The setting is:
  a. however realistic or probable
  b. fantastic.
 The setting plays a role:
   a. considerable
   b. marginal 
 Shows the duration of the story

WHERE ? Where the story is set?
  a.in a real place
  b.in a place likely
  c.in an unreal place
   d. It is not specified

  the places are described
    a. in detail
    b.approximately
    c. objectively
    d. subjectively
  In the story, the places play an important or marginal

WHAT ? What are the events narrated in brief?
   a. initial situation
  b. development
   c. conclusion
 The fable coincides with the plot?
   a. Yes
  b. No
 Give evidence to flashbacks and advances

HOW ? Who tells the story?
   a. internal narrator
   b. external narrator
  The story is told
   a. in a neutral way
   b. according to a particular point of view 
 In the story there are mostly
   a. narrative sequences
   b. descriptive sequences
   c. reflexive sequences
   d. dialogiques sequences
 Give evidence to the narrative techniques used: 
   a. the changing of the point of view
   b. the reversal of expectations
   c .the suspence
   d. the surprise ending
   e. the climax
   f. the incipit in medias res
   g. the story inside the story
WHY ? Give evidence in the text to
   a. key-words
   b. themes and /or the message

Analyze a narrative text. Answering to the proposed questions, you can analyze 
a narrative text, identifying all the elements of the different stories.
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Tutorial sheet T 05

 
LET’S DRAW WITH 

SHAKESPEARE

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Scuola – OŠ Bartula Kašića, Zara

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 26

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 10

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Reading aloud, illustrating the text, creative writing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
On October 18th 2016, the students of the English Department at the University 
of Zadar, Nikolina Brala and Daniela Perković, held a workshop entitled “Let’s 
draw with Shakespeare” in the 4th grade of primary school. 
For the implementation of the workshop, we prepared a short powerpoint pre-
sentation which briefly introduced the class to the topic and described the main 
points of William Shakespeare’s life. It was followed by a practical part, which 
was divided into two tasks.
The first task involved artistic expression, having the students revive one of the 
scenes in Shakespeare’s plays through visual media. 
The second task of the workshop consisted of writing a short, Shakespeare-style 
love note, meaning the children got the chance to practice creative writing. For 
this task, we also created a small box into which the students put their notes.
The students had a few difficulties following the practical part of the workshop, 
but managed to participate in the practical tasks with enthusiasm and under-
standing. Each of them drew the well-known balcony scene from Shakespeare’s 
Romeo and Juliet on their own and therefore fulfilled the task which was meant 
to be a practice in creativity. The second task was completed without any prob-
lems and each of them readily and originally wrote a note copying Shakespeare’s 
style. When they finished, we picked some of the anonymous notes to be read in 
front of the class, capturing the students attention until the end of the workshop.

https://youtu.be/L0eNNqS-j7E
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Tutorial sheet T 06

 
SAY IT LIKE SHAKESPEARE

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Scuola – OŠ Bartula Kašića, Zara

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 22

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 13

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Reading aloud, translating, cooperative learning, reading comprehension.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
The goal of our workshop was to show the students that Shakespeare is not just 
about long and complicated words, but also everyday expressions we use with-
out being aware of the creator. 
The workshop began with a brief introduction to the life of Shakespeare. We ex-
plained where he grew up and lived, we presented them few facts about his 
education and later life. The following part of the workshop was dedicated to 
debunking two of the most popular myths about Shakespeare, the quantity and 
invention myth. We clarified these commonly believed myths and their miscon-
ception. The third part of the workshop was aimed at the explanation of meaning 
of words invented by Shakespeare.
What followed was a brief introduction to some of Shakespeare’s most popular 
sonnets where students were asked to read aloud and then translate Sonnet 116. 
For the end we prepared two games, not only to check how many words they 
remembered, but also to familiarise them with most common terms in a fun way. 
The students were divided into three groups and since they were exceedingly 
excellent, there was no winner! They shared the prize while performing a small 
part from Romeo and Juliet.

https://youtu.be/Us5UpJZy0Sk
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Tutorial sheet T 07

 
EXPRESSIVE READING

IN DIALECT SPEECH

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Scuola – OŠ Bartula Kašića, Zara

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 55

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 10-14

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Interpretative reading, reciting, writing in dialect speech, poetic writing.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
There are numerous literary competitions in Croatia that talented students can 
apply to. Students are also encouraged to use their regional dialect speech while 
creating literary works. During the last couple of years, Daria Perić has been 
writing the poems both in dialect and standard Croatian language. Her collection 
of poems was published and promoted in her school Bartul Kašić Zadar. On that 
occasion she read few of her poems in her dialect originally, focusing  
Afterwards, students who attend drama classes in school, recited her poems in 
standard Croatian language. During reciting, they paid attention to the intona-
tion, pronunciation, speed, tempo and miming as well. The audience could com-
pare two ways in which her poems were performed- in dialect and standard 
language in order to notice the difference between the two.

https://youtu.be/kxKvDm7dCT8
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Tutorial sheet T 08

 
MAKE A COMIC

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Scuola – OŠ Bartula Kašića, Zara

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 26

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 10

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Illustrating the text in a shape of a comic, creating a comic based on a written 
story, reading a story, summarizing a story, cooperative learning.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
In cooperation with the City Library of Zadar, the students of elementary school 
Bartul Kašić Zadar, took part in a workshop held by a cartoonist Branimir Čakić. 
At the beginning of the workshop, students were introduced to some basics of 
comics in general, its origin and connection to film.
Afterwards, the cartoonist gave them some of the most successful comics in the 
world. He instructed the students how they will draw a face. He was talking 
about proportions of a face, shadows and other drawing techniques that make 
drawing easier. After being instructed, the students’ task was to draw a face de-
rived from a comic.
One of the students read a part of the story The Stribor’s forest - written by a fa-
mous Croatian writer Ivana Brlić Mažuranić. Since the fact how the main char-
acter Stribor looked like is unknown, the students were given a task to use their 
imagination while listening to a story and think out of Stribor’s face.
Students were assigned to read a story written by a student from their school, 
Cvita Miočić. Her story Sisters’ love won the first prize at the State Literacy Con-
test. After reading the story, the students were supposed to organize themselves 
in several groups in order to make a comic based on her story. Each group was 
assigned by a different task. For example, pointing out the main parts of the story, 
writing a text, drawing and so on. The cartoonist monitored the process through 
other visits to the school.

https://youtu.be/MWdnz3WvE10
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Tutorial sheet T 09

 
READING WITH THE WRITER

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Scuola – OŠ Bartula Kašića, Zara

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 38

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 13

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Reading aloud, interpretation of the text, actualization, reading in chorus.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
Writers often come to visit schools in Croatia. Zlatko Krilić is one of the writers 
who came to visit students and their teachers in Elementary School Bartul Kašić 
in Zadar. He writes novels, poems and short stories for children. Titles like Sailing 
Outset, Great Seducer, Mysterious Letter at the same announce the topic of his 
stories; school, school love, friendship, but also family and family values. His 
books are also among schools’ reading lists.
On this occasion in our school library, students welcomed the writer in a very 
unusual way. They were reading in chorus a section from his story Sailing Outset. 
The writer recognized the text and greeted the audience. Afterwards, he read the 
selected story First Date.
An interesting talk about the story followed. It was an interpretation but also an 
actualization of the literary work.
After analyzing the book, the writer spoke about his life and work. Students had 
very interesting questions and they got some unexpected answers.
Since they found the writer quite interesting, he motivated the students to pick 
one of his stories in order to dramatize it and make a short film. The students are 
supposed to send the film to the writer. The best film will be awarded.

https://youtu.be/lCcT-tJHze0
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TUTORIAL  SHEETS/Latvia
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Tutorial sheet T 10

 
READING SEMINAR 

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Daugavpils Secondary School No3

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 11

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 12-13

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Reading workshop.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
SETTING Classroom
The objective of the lesson is to learn how to select reading material. The main 
manner of reading competence improvement is regular reading of diverse texts. 
Fiction reading workshops is one of the training techniques to work with texts 
that facilitates students’ targeted reading skills and critical thinking, fosters their 
interest and joy of reading, as well as it allows students to read what they are 
fascinated with.
It is often difficult for the students of 5-6 grades to choose a book to read; there-
fore the task of the reading workshop was to help students choose books for 
reading.
Moto: Everyone in any situation learns to read and reads to learn! (Jacob, 2008)

CONDITION 
Every student has a book which she/he has not read before or the teacher com-
poses the book collection of approximately 30 books.

PROCESS
The students work in groups.
Every student shows her/his book to the other members of the group, saying 
who the author of the book is and what is its title.
The students in the group exchange the books and explore each book within 2-3 
minutes.
Every student chooses a book for her/himself which she/he reads within 2 min-
utes.

https://youtu.be/km6YI-a_yuc


134 Working in pairs, one student reads his book to the other student within 1-2 min-
utes.
The student, who was listening, now tells the other students in the group what 
she/he remembers.
Students in the group choose one book, which they would like to read and justify 
their choice.
The time for reading is two weeks. Students are getting ready for their book pre-
sentations using worksheets. Verification of the content knowledge takes place 
using voting consoles.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
Fictional texts, worksheets for the text analysis, interactive whiteboard, Power-
Point presentation, overhead projector, Activinspire programme.
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Tutorial sheet  T 11

 
CREATIVE POETRY WORKSHOP

Analysis of the Poetry of the 1970s and 1980s

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Daugavpils Secondary School No3

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 21

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 14-15

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Creative Workshop.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
SETTING Classroom
GOALS
The goals of the creative workshop are to get acquainted with the peculiarities of 
a poetry analysis and create own Dadaist poem, focusing on its form, as well as 
to perform the full analysis of a chosen poem using modern technologies.
These objectives require several lessons. During the first lesson students choose 
their own poem to work on for a certain period of time. For students, as experi-
ence shows, it is difficult to read, analyze and understand poetry, because there 
is no often attempt to tell a story and figurative language is used. Therefore, 
different activities encouraging students to interpret and understand a poem 
are offered. Poetry is analyzed considering different key elements: a form, lexis, 
literary devices (epithets, comparisons, personification, metaphors, etc.), visual, 
aural and colour associations, etc. 
Within the video recorded lesson, students have to create their own poem ‘Noth-
ing’, paying attention to its form rather than content (See Appendix 1). Not all stu-
dents are able to compose a classic poem, it is a complicated process, but fulfilling 
this task, without any difficulty and in an exciting way, anyone can make a verse 
of a unique shape. As a reflection, students recite their creative work and choose 
the funniest, the most interesting and most appropriate Dadaist poem. Then their 
poems are displayed in the classroom.
Studying different senses of the particular poem, students use the Internet re-
sources to search for visual images and auditory materials associated with their 
poems (See Appendix 2, 3, 4), as well as PowerPoint to present their findings. As 
a result, students develop their imagination; they can understand the language, 

https://youtu.be/hY2S4ESeizE
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figures of speech, the lyrical hero’s emotional experience and the theme of the 
poem better.
After that the students work individually on the analysis of their poem using the 
skills gained in the previous lessons and confidently present their outcome in the 
classroom.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
Worksheets, newspaper and magazine short articles, scissors, glue, colour paper, 
Internet resources (images, audio files), PowerPoint presentation, overhead pro-
jector.

Appendix 1
Worksheet - Cut-up Technique to Make a Dadaist Poem
Work like Dadaists and write a poem Nothing
A French poet Tristan Tzara  describes cut-up technique in the Dada Manifesto: 
“To make a dadaist poem. Take a newspaper. Take some scissors. Choose from 
this paper an article of the length you want to make your poem. Cut out the 
article. /Next/ carefully/ cut/ out/ each/ of/ the/ words/ that/ makes/ up/ 

this/ article/ and/ put/ 
them/ all/ in/ a/ bag. 
Shake gently. Next take 
out each cutting one after 
the other. Copy consci-
entiously in the order in 
which they left the bag. The 
poem will resemble you. 
And there you are – an in-
finitely original author of 
charming sensibility, even 
though unappreciated by 
the vulgar herd. 
Dada  or Dada-
ism was an art move-
ment of the Europe-
an avant-garde in the early 
20th century.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tristan_Tzara
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art_movement
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avant-garde
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Appendix 2
Slides of a Student Valerija Jablonska’s PowerPoint Presentation  on the Analysis 
of a Poem In the Evening by Māra Zālīte.

Māra Zālīte Vakar

Es durvīs iestājos.
Jūs varat mani apsveikt –
es esmu iestājusies durvīs. 
Jau rokturis tur uzticīgi manu roku. 
Es durvīs iestājos un skatos,
vai ir visi.
Vai ir mans sievas gods,
vai bērni smiekli,
kas rīt atkal būs vajadzīgi smiešanai,
vai ogle pavārdā ir nomodā,
vai mājas gariņi pa savām vietām.
Es durvīs iestājos un skatos,
vai ir visi.
Vai ieraugs abrā,
auseklīts pie debess,
vai tēvutēvu piemiņa,
vai skaidrais prāts, 
un vai ir mīlestība pārnākusi mājās.
Es durvīs iestājos –
vai visi,
vai ir visi vakarā.
Jā, visi vakarā. 
Ir visi vakarā.

Es kļūstu durvis.

Visual Associations

  

Aural Associations 

Colour Associations

Red love coming home
Yellow the moon, a fire, symbolizes joy
Green symbolizes peace and harmony
White symbolizes purity, peace,
 happiness, joy

Burning firewood
Child’s laughter
Opening a door
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Appendix 3
Slides of a Student Valerija Jablonska’s PowerPoint Presentation 
on the Analysis of a Poem In the Evening by Māra Zālīte.
Māra Zālīte Es neesmu burve

Es neesmu burve, 
Es tikai mācos, 
Man tā vēl īsti 
Noburt nav nācies,
 
Bet naktīs, kad skumjas 
Kā pūces smejas, 
Man gribas, lai nātres 
Kļūst orhidejas,
 
Un rītos, kad gaisma 
Kā pelēka seja, 
Man gribas, lai akmeņi 
Aizpūko vējā,

Un dienās, kad mākoņi Nēsā dzeju, 
Man gribas, lai debesis Papīrā lejas, 
  
Bet vakaros, taureņi skropstāmgarām 
Kad ugunī iekšā dejo, Es dzirdu – jā 
– skumjas atkal Kā pūces smejas. Es 
neesmu burve, Es tikko mācīties sāku,  
Tik daudz es gribētu noburt, Man 
neiznāk.

 

Aural Associations

Color Associations

Black night
Green nettle
Violet orchids
Grey light as a gray face, stones
Orange fire
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Appendix 4
Slides of a Student Julija Jacina’s PowerPoint Presentation 
on the Analysis of a Poem I Am Not A Witch  by Māra Zālīte.
Māra Zālīte Esmu tukša kā… 

Esmu tukša kā… Nav ar ko salīdzināt. 
Nekas nav tik tukšs kā es.
Tukšu un vieglu vējš mani paceļ, Kur 
grib, tur, ak, arī nes. Tās nav bārkstis pie 
lakata mana, Saknes.
Saknes, sīksaknītes notrūkušās, Bet īstās 
tur zemē, pie veļiem.  Tukša un viegla 
es klīstu Pa pasaules plašajiem ceļiem. 
Liecos un sienu, es zinu, kas trūkst, 
Liecos un sienu, bet saknes vēl trūkst, 
Kāds negrib, ka sienu, un vaļā raisa, Un 
vējš mani tukšu rauj atkal gaisā. Bet nu 
jau es zinu, ka bojā iešu, Pārcirstās saknes 
ja nesasiešu.
Bet vēl mani vējš, Kur grib, tur nes. Esmu 
tukša kā… Nav ar ko salīdzināt. Nekas 
nav tik tukšs kā es. 

Visual Associations

Color Associations
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Tutorial sheet T 12

 
TASK-BASED LEARNING
(TBL) LESSON
Favourite Celebrations in Britain & Latvia

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Daugavpils 3. vidusskola

NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 11

AGE OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 13-14

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Task-based Learning (TBL) approach.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRATEGY
SETTING Classroom

GOALS
The objective of such lesson is to complete the task using appropriate language 
to communicate ideas effectively. Task-based learning activities are organized 
around tasks instead of around language items. During the lesson there is a se-
quence of different types of task that generate free language use and produce an 
outcome that can be shared with others.
Three stages of the TBL lesson include the pre-task, task cycle and the language focus.
1. During the first stage students are familiarized with the topic, situation or 

problem to be solved. Students understand the task instructions due to the 
highlighted words and phrases, which can be provided by the teacher after 
introducing the topic.

2. During the second stage students complete the task working in pairs or small 
groups. Accuracy is not so important at this stage; communication is the major 
focus. Students decide for themselves how to present their conclusions to the 
class while the teacher only monitors the groups and may take notes of typical 
errors or students’ needs.

3. The TBL lesson is focused on language and forms during the last, analysis 
and practice, stage. This stage includes reflection, task and language feedback 
and repetition. While reflecting on the task students consider what they have 
learned and improved during the task completion. The teacher provides ques-
tions and prompts for discussion and gives feedback on how successful stu-
dents were and what they have achieved together with students.

https://youtu.be/jYGZXFM5xAA
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TBL is learner-centered and meets students’ needs giving them opportunity to 
use all possible language resources in authentic communicative situations en-
couraging learners’ autonomy. Teachers can use this approach in mixed ability 
classes where both weak and strong students can perform the task successfully 
according to their language level, with different accuracy in the same communi-
cation situation and find out their individual needs.

MATERIALS AND TOOLS
Worksheets, the Internet (https://getkahoot.com/ways-to-play; https://padlet.
com/my/dashboard), tablets for every student, PowerPoint presentation, over-
head projector, pictures on holidays cut into pieces.

Appendix 1
Jigsaw Cooperative Learning Technique on Reading
Cooperation is working together to accomplish shared goals.  Within cooperative 
situations, individuals seek outcomes that are beneficial to themselves and ben-
eficial to all other group members. Cooperative learning is the instructional use 
of small groups so that students work together to maximize their own and each 
other’s learning.  
Students work in groups of three. Each student must read a different text on the 
same topic and complete their part of the chart to help them remember their text. 
Then students tell their partners about their story, and listen to the other ones. 
With this strategy, each student in the group serves as a piece of the topic’s puzzle 
and when they work together as a whole, they create the complete jigsaw puzzle.
Just as in a jigsaw puzzle, each piece - each student’s part - is essential for the 
completion and full understanding of the final product. If each student’s part 
is essential, then each student is essential; and that is precisely what makes this 
strategy so effective.
As a refinement, students are given questions to quiz about different articles.

Jigsaw reading is a great way to introduce speaking into a reading lesson. It pro-
vides a real opportunity for genuine communication.
Kahoot! is a free game-based learning platform that makes it fun to learn – any 
subject, in any language, on any device. Kahoots are fun learning games made 
from a series of multiple choice questions. Kahoots are best played in a group 
setting, like a classroom. Players answer on their own devices, while games are 
displayed on a shared screen to unite the lesson – creating a “campfire moment” 
– encouraging players to look up.
Padlet is a digital canvas to create beautiful projects that are easy to share and 
collaborate on. 
It works like a piece of paper. You are given an empty page - a padlet - and you 
can put whatever you like on it. Drag in a video, record an interview, snap a sel-
fie, write your own text posts or upload some documents. You can make it even 
more beautiful by choosing custom wallpapers and themes. Padlet is different 
from other blogging tools and inspiration boards because it’s flexible. Create a 
grocery list, a Venn diagram, a discussion board, a group greeting card, a port-

https://getkahoot.com/ways-to-play
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folio, or a business plan, all in one app. Used by teachers, students, profession-
als, and individuals of all ages, all around the world, padlets can be selectively 
shared and edited among multiple contributors. 

Appendix 2 Revision Activities

   
   turn left  turn right

 1. The birth of Jesus is remembered Christmas Halloween
  on this day

 2. On this day people bring Christmas Guy Fawkes
  a big log in for a fireplace  Night
 

 3. Kids make different wreaths  Halloween Christmas
  for this day

 4. Most families go to the theatre Christmas Guy Fawkes
  to see Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella  Night
  or Snow White and Seven Dwarfs

The Travel Game.
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Appendix 3 Jigsaw Reading

HALLOWEEN
In Medieval times, 31st October was a time 
to remember the souls of the dead who 
were supposed to come and revisit their 
homes. 
Nowadays, children go from house to 
house dressed up as witches, ghosts and 
monsters, asking for sweets or money and 
saying ‘Trick or treat’. They mean that if 
people don’t give them anything, they will 
play a trick on them.
On Halloween children also attend  costume parties, where their favourite game 
is apple bobbing or dunking in which the participants must use only their teeth 
to remove an apple from the basin with water. There are carving pumpkins  com-
petitions. Kids are fond of visiting haunted attractions, telling scary stories and 
watching horror films too.

GUY FAWKES NIGHT
In Britain, 5th November commemorates 
the day that Guy Fawkes was executed in 
1605 for trying to blow up the Houses of 
Parliament and kill James I of England.
Before Guy Fawkes Night itself, children 
make ‘guys’, figures of Guy Fawkes. Earli-
er children used to take their home-made 
Guys onto the streets and ask for ‘a penny 
for the Guy’ to collect money to buy fire-
works. Now you have to be over 18 to buy them. On 5th November, kids put their 
Guys on top of large bonfires and then burn them. 
Families light fireworks as they stand around a small bonfire in their gardens 
and eat sausages and filled with butter and cheese potatoes cooked on the fire. 
Spectators watch magnificent fireworks displays which fill the sky around the 
country 

CHRISTMAS  DAY
The birth of Christ is remembered on 25th 
December. Christians go to church and 
pray. Before Christmas carols are sung to 
collect money for charity.
Many people like to decorate their hous-
es with evergreens. Beautiful wreaths 
on front doors help to feel holiday spirit. 
People put decorations on Christmas trees 
and prepare presents and cards.  The “yule 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halloween_costume
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_bobbing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pumpkin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haunted_attraction_(simulated)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_films_set_around_Halloween
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log” is often placed in or near the fireplace. On Christmas Eve children tradition-
ally hang up their stockings for Father Christmas to fill with presents. The family 
has roast turkey with potatoes and other vegetables and Christmas pudding for 
the big dinner. 
Most families go to the theatre at Christmas. They go to see Sleeping Beauty, Cin-
derella or Snow White and Seven Dwarfs.

Appendice 4
1. Work in groups of 3.
Each student must read about a different celebration and complete that part of 
the chart. Then tell the two other students about the text you read. Listen to the 
other students and complete the chart.

 Halloween Christmas Day Guy Fawkes Night

Date of Celebration?

Reason for Celebration?

Special Food?

Special Activities?

2. Write about your favourite tradition in your country or family.
Think about
• the date of celebration
• reason for celebration
• special food or clothes
• special activities

Appendix 5
https://create.kahoot.it

Quiz sulle festività britanniche
1. When did children use to collect money in the street for fireworks?
2. When do kids dress up and go trick-or-treating?
3. When do people eat roast turkey and special pudding for a big dinner?
4. Which holiday is the game ‘bobbing for apples’ typical for?
5. When do people eat sausages and potatoes cooked on the fire?
6. When do people go to church to pray and sing carols to raise money for charity?
7. When do people have pumpkin-carving contests
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Tutorial sheet T 13

 
POETRY AND PROSE 

RECITATION COMPETITION
Jingle Bells 2016

NAME OF INSTITUTION
J. Pilsudski Daugavpils State Polish Gymnasium in cooperation with Daugavpils 
City Education Department

NUMBER OF PUPILS 19 students from 13 Daugavpils Schools.

AGE OF PUPILS 1st - 4th grade students (7-10 year olds).

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY USED
Poetry and Prose Expressive Reading/Reciting

SETTING
Decorated Hall according to the chosen holiday Christmas, sweet tables for 
students, teachers and parents around the decorated stage, jury table

REGULATIONS OF THE COMPETITION
The participation is voluntary. The participants (the1st - 4th grade students) select 
poems or passages of prose of any writer in English on the theme Holidays (Christ-
mas, New Year, St. Valentine’s Day, Easter, All Fools’ Day, Halloween, Mother’s 
Day, etc.). No more than two participants can recite one piece of literature. Each 
school can submit only 1-2 entries per competition. The time limit for the presen-
tation is a maximum of 3 minutes. Themed costumes are welcome at the event.

GOALS
• To raise primary students’ motivation and interest in learning English;
• to provide an opportunity for students to read/recite before an audience;
• to hear a wide variety of poetry;
• to encourage expressive oral reading;
• to teach poetry reading techniques.

DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPETITION
19 students from 13 Daugavpils Primary Schools, their teachers and parents gath-
er in J. Pilsudski Daugavpils State Polish Gymnasium on December 8th 2016 for 
an annual recitation competition “Jingle Bells”. Students recite in front of judges 
including Daugavpils City Education Department English language methodolo-

https://youtu.be/kB2D3cex414
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gist Ilona Ustinova, the USA Information Center coordinator Natālija Oševerova, 
Polish Gymnasium teacher Teresa Bjala and 12th grader Dana Ivanova. 
The presentations are judged on specific quality criteria (See Appendix 2). The 
students are divided into four age groups: 1st graders, 2nd graders, 3rd graders and 
4th graders. Each group is judged and awarded separately. In addition to watch-
ing fellow competitors recite, students enjoy playing games with Santa Clause, 
listening to Christmas songs, watching a drama performance about Rudolf and 
drinking tea with their teachers and parents. At the end of the event, all partic-
ipants receive their diplomas for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place (See Appendix 3) and 
sweet prizes from Santa Clause.

MATERIAL AND TOOLS
Overhead projector, screen, microphone stand.
There are some great tools on the web for teachers gathering resources to use 
with their students:
http://www.kidsworldfun.com/kidspoems/
http://www.poetry4kids.com/
http://storyit.com/Classics/JustPoems/
http://www.poetry4kids.com/lessons/how-to-recite-a-poem-like-an-expert/
http://www.poetryoutloud.org/poems-and-performance/tips-on-reciting
http://www.poetryoutloud.org/teaching-resources/teacher-preparation

Appendix 1 - Guidelines for preparation
The following guidelines should help in the choice of poems and preparation for 
expressive reading/ reciting.
• Make sure the poem is age appropriate.
• Make sure the poem is on the given theme.
• Start with humorous poems that rhyme.
• Make sure pupils understand the message. If a student does not understand 

the text, neither will the audience.
• Make sure they can pronounce all the words correctly.
• Poems must be memorized. Share these memorization tips with your students:

- Rewrite the poem by hand several times. Each time, try to write more and 
more of it from memory.

- Read the poem aloud before going to sleep at night, and repeat it when wak-
ing up.

- Carry around a copy of the poem. You’ll find several moments throughout 
the day to reread or recite it.

- Practice the poem by saying it to family and friends.
• Model recitation skills in the classroom:

- Develop a list of bad habits that take away from a performance, such as in-
audible volume, speaking too quickly or slowly, monotone, nervous body 
language, etc.

- Then develop a list of elements of a successful recitation, such as sufficient 
volume, an appropriate speed with the proper pauses, voice inflection, evi-
dence of understanding, etc.

http://www.kidsworldfun.com/kidspoems/
http://www.poetry4kids.com/
http://storyit.com/Classics/JustPoems/
http://www.poetry4kids.com/lessons/how-to-recite-a-poem-like-an-expert/
http://www.poetryoutloud.org/poems-and-performance/tips-on-reciting
http://www.poetryoutloud.org/teaching-resources/teacher-preparation
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- Play portions of the audio and the videos as further examples.
- Recite poems yourself - this is a powerful way to show students how it can be 

done.
- Allow class time for students to practice their poems. Peers can offer con-

structive criticism, using the contest and evaluation criteria as a guide.
• It helps if the poem lends itself to an expressive presentation. 

- Put on a play. If a poem tells a small story, you can perform it in much the 
same way that you can perform a play. You can create sets and props and 
wear costumes. Make it a drama! Or a comedy! Or a musical! 

- Rap the poem. Some poems have a rhythm built into the words and are suit-
able for rapping.

- Look for the voice of the poem and speak in that voice. Think of what the 
person might sound like and let your students try to speak in their voice.

• Announce the title, name of a poet and then pause before commencing.
• Finish the recitation, pause to let the poem settle over the audience, then walk 

away.

Appendix 2 - Recitation Judging Scale

CRITERIA  1 2 3

 1.  Eye contact  Eye contact with
Stage Eye No eye with some all segments
presence Contact contact people of audience

 2.   Natural,
 Body Little body Some natural effective body
 Language language body language language 
  no gestures and gestures and gestures

 3. Monotone and Effective inflection Effective inflection
interpretation Understanding little awareness with an attempt with appropriate
  of impact of words to emphasize emphasis
   appropriately 

 4. Accuracy minimal or  no errors
memory precisione several errors or minor errors 
 accuratezza prompting required 

difficulty 5.
of piece Poem/prose easy vocabulary,  average vocabulary,  challenging 
  themes, length themes, length vocabulary, 
    themes, length
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TUTORIAL  SHEETS/Slovakia
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Tutorial sheet T 14

 
INSERT

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Želiarska 4 Primary School and Kindergarten, Košice

DESCRIPTION
The framework for critical thinking EUR and the method insert
EUR is an abbreviation derived from Evocation, Understanding and Reflection. 
They can be understood as three stages of the lesson or learning process.
• Evocation – what do the students already know about the topic?
• Understanding - students are looking for information related to their assump-

tions and predictions
• Reflection - what have the students found out? 

insert (Interactive Notating System for Effective Reading and Thinking) in the frame-
work EUR
• Evocation e.g. by brainstorming
• Understanding by INSERT: students read a text and they mark the text using 4 

marks:
√ I know it 
+ It is new for me 
- I know it differently
? I would like to know more about it

• Reflection: Students draw a chart with four columns and they fill it with marked 
information 

https://youtu.be/I7GNvdvLAkU
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CONTEXT
insert can be used in any lesson requiring reading comprehension of an inform-
ative text.

AGE OF PUPILS
5th class: 10-11 / 6th class: 11-12 / 7th class: 12-13 / 8th class: 13-14 / 9th class: 14-15

setting Classroom

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES Brainstorming, insert

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
• for introduction: objects for demonstration (e.g. objects, models...)
• for brainstorming: board and markers
• for insert: informative texts - one copy for each student 
• for drawing a chart: blank sheets of (recycled) paper, pen or pencil.

RATES OF EXECUTION
insert can be used any time during the school year when reading comprehen-
sion of an informative text is required. 

ACTIVITY

Stages of Duration Method Organizational Description
the learning   INSERT form of activities

 process
1. introduction 5 min. dialogue frontal  the teacher with
    teaching the pupils’ help
    explains the topic
    and the reasons for it
2. evocation 5 min. brainstorming frontal pupils come to 
   teaching the board and write  
    down words   
    connected
    with the topic
3. understanding 15 min. INSERT individual the teacher explains
   work the method, pupils   
    read silently
    their texts and mark
    them with a pencil
4. reflection 10 min. drawing individual pupils fill in a chart
  a chart work with 4 types of 
    information
5. conclusion 10 min. presentation frontal  pupils read some 
   teaching information
    from their charts
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FINAL PRODUCT
A chart with pupils‘ notes and the ability of pupils to read with more compre-
hension.

eVents
• A course for teachers about reading comprehension mentioning INSERT was 

held by doc. RNDr. Katarína Kimáková, CSc. from Pavol Jozef Šafárik Univer-
sity in Košice in autumn 2015. 

• During the short-term joint staff training event in Croatia in November 2015, 
insert was presented by our school to the other teachers of project partners.

• On a project day about Textile, insert was practiced by pupils. We tried to 
choose such a topic for a project day that would include not only reading and 
writing, but also environmental education. Now we focus on green procure-
ment in the Eco-school, which means to use eco-friendly products and organic 
food. Textile is eco-friendly, when it’s made of natural materials as a product of 
organic agriculture, we need to buy less, use it longer and recycle it. In the past, 
people made textile from natural materials (wool, linen, cotton, hemp) in win-
ter time, because in summer they were busy with other seasonal agricultural 
work, during this time people told stories. 

• A short tutorial video was made about insert.

THEORETICAL REFERENCES
The insert  method was first mentioned by Joseph L Vaughan and Thomas H. 
Estes in their book Reading and Reasoning Beyond the Primary Grades from 
1986. Recently it is taught at universities as part of the Didactics course in Slova-
kia.

REFERENCES
Harausová, H., 2011. Ako aktivizujúco vyučovať odborné předměty. Bratislava: MPC 2011.
Testi informativi da diversi enciclopedie.
Kimáková, K., Dunayová, D., Luczyová, P. 2001. Inovačné metódy vo vyučovaní prírodopisu a biològie. 

Prešov: Metodické centrum. 76 s. ISBN 80-8045-240-7.
Turek, I., 2005. Inovácie v didaktike. Bratislava: MPC, 2005. ISBN 80-8052- 230-8.
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Tutorial sheet T 15

 
READING CLUB

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Želiarska 4 Primary School and Kindergarten, Košice.

DESCRIPTION
The framework for critical thinking EUR 
EUR is an abbreviation derived from Evocation, Understanding and Reflection. 
They can be understood as three stages of the lesson or learning process.
• Evocation – what do the students already know about the topic?
• Understanding - students are looking for information related to their assump-

tions and predictions
• Reflection - what have the students found out? 

Reading club in the framework EUR
• Evocation e.g. by Rounds: pupils sit in a circle or at their desks. Each pupil says 

one word connected to the chosen topic. Pupils respond one by one in order, for 
example the first to respond can be a pupil in the front row sitting on the right 
and the last the one in the last row sitting on the left. 

• Understanding by Reading Club: pupils are given different roles, which they 
accomplish after silent reading a chosen text: 
- quotations seeker – looks for interesting quotations from the text or from oth-

er sources
- explorer – looks for more information about a topic from different sources 
- curious person – thinks of interesting questions related to the text 
- word seeker - looks for not clear or interesting words
- illustrator – draws or paints pictures about the text

• Reflection: pupils present their roles. 

CONTEXT
Reading Club can be used in any lesson requiring reading comprehension 
of an informative text.

AGE OF PUPILS
5th class: 10 - 11 / 6th class: 11 - 12 / 7th class: 12 - 13 / 8th class: 13 - 14 / 9th class: 
14 - 15.

https://youtu.be/jt9f8i-oEek
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SETTING ICT room or Language classroom.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES Rounds, Reading Club.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
• for Reading Club: informative texts about a chosen topic - one copy for each 

pupil, ICT with internet, blank sheets of (recycled) paper, pen or pencil, co-
loured pencils for an illustrator, other books or encyclopaedia if available

• for conclusion: objects for demonstration (e.g. objects, models...)

RATES OF EXECUTION
Reading Club can be used any time during the school year when reading compre-
hension of an informative text is required. We applied this method also during 
a project day about Textile in winter 2016. 

ACTIVITY

FINAL PRODUCT
A collection of information and pictures about a chosen topic and the student’ 
ability in using different sources including ICT and factual books.

EVENTS
On a project day about Textile, Reading Club was practiced by pupils. We tried 

Stages of Duration Method Organizational Description
the learning   READING form of activities

 process  CLUB
1. introduction 5 min. dialogue frontal  the teacher explains 
    teaching with the help of
    pupils the topic
    and the reasons for it
2. evocation 5 min. rounds frontal each pupil say one 
   teaching word connected  
    to the topic one  
    by one in order
3. understanding 20 min. READING group work the teacher explains
  CLUB (roles:  the method, assists   
  quotations   pupils to create five 
  seeker,   groups, each group
  explorer,   chooses its role, 
  curious person,  pupils read silently
  word seeker,  their texts and
  illustrator)  accomplish their roles
4. reflection 10 min. presentation frontal  pupils present
   teaching their roles
5. conclusion 5 min. demonstration frontal  pupils observe 
   teaching objects connected
    to the topic
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to choose such a topic for a project day that would include not only reading and 
writing, but also environmental education. Now we focus on green procurement 
in the Eco-school, which means to use eco-friendly products and organic food. 
Textile is eco-friendly, when it’s made of natural materials as a product of organic 
agriculture, we need to buy less, use it longer and recycle it. In the past, people 
made textile from natural materials (wool, linen, cotton, hemp) in winter time, 
because in summer they were busy with other seasonal agricultural work, during 
this time people told stories.
A short tutorial video was made about Reading Club.

REFERENCES
Dictionaries.
Informative texts from different encyclopaedia and Internet.
Turek, I., Inovácie v didaktike. Bratislava: MPC, 2005. ISBN 80-8052- 230-8.
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Tutorial sheet T 16

 
WORK WITH QUOTATIONS

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Želiarska 4 Primary School and Kindergarten, Košice.

DESCRIPTION
Work with Quotations – first pupils read quotations prepared by the teacher (si-
lently or loudly one by one). If the quotations are in English, translation is often 
needed. 
Then pupils search for similar quotations about a chosen topic, in our case about 
reading, creative writing, dramatisation, art, creativity and about education in 
general in their mother tongue or in English with the help of ict and internet. 
Also books with quotations can be used if available.
Pupils write down the best quotation. We used, for this phase, an eco-friendly 
wooden pencil with no signs on it and cd markers of different colours. Pupils 
wrote short quotations on this pencil with cd markers.
Finally pupils share their quotations by reading them to the others. In our lesson 
each pupil chose a piece of paper with the name of another pupil from the class. 
At the end of the lesson each pupil gave his pencil with a quotation to the chosen 
pupil as a gift.

CONTEXT
Work with Quotations can be used in lessons where we want to motivate stu-
dents about a certain topic. We need to check first if there are enough quotations 
about our topic.

AGE OF PUPILS
5th class: 10-11 / 6th class: 11-12 / 7th class: 12-13 / 8th class: 13-14 / 9th class: 14-15

SETTING ICT room or Language classroom.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Work with Quotations, reading and writing.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
• For introduction: objects for demonstration (e.g. books with quotations if avail-

able);

https://youtu.be/JANxTP5eL8o
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• for reading quotations: sheets of paper with quotations or quotations presented 
on an interactive board (the second option is more eco-friendly, because paper 
is saved);

• for searching quotations: ict with internet, books with quotation if available;
• for writing down quotations: eco-friendly wooden pencils for each pupil, cd 

markers of different colours.

RATES OF EXECUTION
Work with Quotations can be used any time during the school year when we 
want to motivate our students or with advanced classes who proceed quicker 
than others. 

ACTIVITY

Stages of Duration Method Organizational Description
the learning   Work with form of activities

 process  Quotations
1. introduction 5 min. reading frontal  pupils read the
   quotations teaching or quotations prepared
   individual work by the teacher
2. evocation 10 min. rounds frontal each pupil says one 
   teaching word connected   
   to the topic one  to the topic  
    by one in order

3. understanding 15 min. searching for  individual pupils search for 
  quotations work similar quotations  
  (about reading,   in their mother tongue
  creative writing,    or in English with 
  dramatisation,   the help of ICT 
  art, creativity and  and internet
  about education  
  in general)  

4. reflection 5 min. writing down  individual pupils write down
  quotations an work the best short
  eco-friendly  quotations
  wooden pencil
5. conclusion 10 min. sharing frontal  pupils read their 
  quotations teaching quotations to the
    others, each pupil gave
    his pencil to another pupil
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An eco-friendly wooden pencil with a quotation on it that can serve as a gift and 
carries strong and motivating ideas

EVENTS
• Class lesson was a good place to work with quotations, because students can 

get to know each other better.
• A short tutorial video was made about Work with Quotations. 
• Water Day was also an ideal time for searching quotations about eco-friendly 

topics.

THEORETICAL REFERENCES
Everybody can notice, that young people like quotations because they wear 
T-shirts and other pieces of clothes with different signs and thoughts on them. 
Sometimes they are powerful positive ideas, other times they can be rude and 
harsh signs. According to these observations we invented Work with Quotations. 

REFERENCES
Books with quotations, quotations on the internet.
Dictionaries.
Podolan, M., Kniha citátov. Bratislava: Marenčin PT, 2014. ISBN 978-80-8114-438-7.
Turek, I., Inovácie v didaktike. Bratislava: MPC, 2005. ISBN 80-8052- 230-8.
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Tutorial sheet T 17

 
ACROSTIC

NAME OF INSTITUTION
Želiarska 4 Primary School and Kindergarten, Košice.

DESCRIPTION
Acrostic is a poem in which the first letter, syllable or word of each line, read from 
top to bottom, form a word, a group of words or a sentence. The most famous 
and common form of acrostic is the right acrostic in which we read a name from 
top to bottom (which may be a first name or surname). Students can write down 
feelings, characteristics using adjectives to the name or create a story about a 
fairy tale character.

CONTEXT
Acrostic can be used in language lessons (mother tongue or foreign language) 
to develop pupils‘ creative writing skills but also in other lessons to activate stu-
dents and reflect their knowledge. 

https://youtu.be/JFCLKcNsEgY
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AGE OF PUPILS
5th class: 10-11 / 6th class: 11-12 / 7th class: 12-13 / 8th class: 13-14 / 9th class: 14-15.

SETTING
Classroom, two lessons (2x45 minutes) are needed.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Creating acrostics with the help of dictionaries (printed books or online dictio-
naries) and its artistic design.

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
• for introduction: pictures with examples of acrostic (can be presented with the 

help of ICT) for demonstration
• for designing acrostics: sheets of paper, pencil, dictionaries (printed books or 

online dictionaries)
• for drawing acrostics: cotton bags, T-shirts, scarves, caps, textile markers.

RATES OF EXECUTION
Acrostics can be used any time during the school year when we want to enhance 
pupils‘ creative writing skills. It is also an activating method and suitable during 
the reflection/practise and application stage for example to sum up the topic. 

aCTIVITY

Stages of Duration Method Organizational Description
the learning   Acrostic form of activities

 process  
1. introduction 10 min. explanation frontal  the teacher explains the
    warm-up  demonstration teaching method and demonstrates
    rewiew    examples of work
2. evocation 20 min. designing individual or pupils design acrostics 
    motivation  Acrostic group work with a pencil on a paper 
    using dictionaries
3. understanding 40 min. drawing   individual or pupils draw acrostics 
    presentation  Acrostic group work on textile   
    (cotton bags, T-shirts, 
     scarves, caps)
    with textile markers
4. reflection 10 min. sharing Acrostic  frontal teaching pupils present
    practice and    their work
    application    to each other
5. conclusion 10 min. evaluation frontal  the teacher and 
    evaluation   teaching pupils evaluate
    the lessons
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FINAL PRODUCT
Cotton bags, T-shirts, scarves, caps or cards with Acrostic.

EVENTS
• Night at School was one of the first events when we used Acrostic.
• On Project day Acrostics was introduced and practiced with most students.
• A short tutorial video was made about Acrostic. 
• During Art lessons finishing work was done.

THEORETICAL REFERENCES
Acrostic is a poem/method well known even in antique literature. People those 
days believed that it had magical possessions. Throughout history, authors de-
veloped various forms of this poem.

REFERENCES
Dictionaries (printed books or online dictionaries).
Pictures with examples of acrostic.
Šándorová, V., Metódy a formy práce podporujúce kritické myslenie žiakov. Bratislava: MPC 2013.



161NAME OF INSTITUTION
Želiarska 4 Primary School and Kindergarten, Košice.

DESCRIPTION
At the most basic level, a Cinquain is a five line poem or stanza. The poem has 
one topic and the details describe the topic’s actions and feelings.
Line 1 -  one word for the topic (subject or noun)
Line 2 -  2 words that describe your topic (adjectives) 
Line 3 -  3 words that describe the actions relating to your topic (action verbs)
Line 4 - 4 words that describe the feelings relating to your topic in one sentence
Line 5 - synonym of line 1 or a word that sums it up.

CONTEXT
Cinquain can be used in language lessons (mother tongue or foreign language) 
to develop pupils‘ creative writing skills but also in other lessons to activate stu-
dents and reflect their knowledge.

AGE OF PUPILS
5th class: 10-11 / 6th class: 11-12 / 7th class: 
12-13 / 8th class: 13-14 / 9th class: 14-15.

SETTING Classroom.

METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES
Creating Cinquains with the help of dic-
tionaries (printed books or online dictio-
naries, thesaurus).

TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS
• For introduction: poems or books for demonstration;
• for brainstorming: whiteboard and markers;
• for explanation: examples of Cinquain presented via interactive board or in 

another way;
• for Cinquain: paper or exercise book, pen (thesaurus and dictionaries are op-

tional).

Tutorial sheet  T 18

 
CINQUAIN

https://youtu.be/s8OJ_mGSc3o
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RATES OF EXECUTION 
Cinquain can be used any time during the school year when we want to enhance 
pupils‘ creative writing skills. It is also an activating method and suitable during 
the reflection/practise and application stage for example to sum up the topic. 

ACTIVITY

FINAL PRODUCT
Cinquain poems were later presented on cotton bags, T-shirts, scarves, caps or cards.
 
EVENTS
• Slovak and English lessons were the first places where pupils were acquainted 

with Cinquain.
• A short tutorial video was made about Cinquain. 
• On Water day, cotton bags, T-shirts, scarves, caps were decorated with Cinquain 

using textile markers. It’s a good way to show the pupils‘ work to parents and a 
wider audience.

• During Art lessons finishing work was done.

THEORETICAL REFERENCES
A cinquain is a five-line poem that was invented by Adelaide Crapsey. She was an 
American poet who took her inspiration from Japanese haiku and tanka. A col-
lection of poems, titled Verse, was published in 1915 and included 28 Cinquains.

Stages of Duration Method Organizational Description
the learning   Organizational form of activities

 process  form
1. introduction/ 10 min. dialogue frontal  the teacher talks
 warm-up/review  quotations teaching about how to write 
    poems in general
2. evocation/ 5 min. brainstorming frontal pupils collect ideas related
    motivation   teaching and to a chosen topic they  
   individual or are planning to write
   group work a poem about
3. understanding 15 min. explanation individual the teacher explains how
/ presentation  and Cinquain work to write an easy form   
     of poem called
    Cinquain, pupils try 
    to write a Cinquain with
    of the teacher’s help
4. reflection 10 min. sharing Cinquain frontal pupils present their work
/ practice and   teaching to each other
application     
5. conclusion 5 min. discussion frontal  the teacher and pupils  
/ evaluation   teaching evaluate the lesson

REFERENCES
Dictionaries (printed books or online dictionaries).
Pictures with examples of Cinquain.
Šándorová, V., Metódy a formy práce podporujúce kritické myslenie žiakov. Bratislava: MPC 2013.
Turek, I., 2005. Inovácie v didaktike. Bratislava: MPC, 2005. ISBN 80-8052- 230-8.
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Tutorial sheet T 19

 
THE DRAMATIZATION AS
A DIDACTIC RESOURCE

NAME OF INSTITUTION IES Palomares
NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 32

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL ESTRATEGY USED
The dramatization as a didactic resource
The students will read an expositive text and then they  will do a dramatization as a 
way of reading comprenhension.
Methodology They should change an expositive text into a  drama by means of  
cooperative work. The result should:
• Be creative and original
• Explain the expositive text by using a dramatization technique.
In dramatization, with the original sense of “doing”, the important thing is not the 
final result but the process. The students with an other classmates try out the pro-
blems and find the solutions by means of  action.
Dramatization stimulates the comprehension of the text since the  student is asked to 
transform it into  a different one and to  express it in another comunicative  format.

DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY
Theorical  Base
Dramatization gives advantage to the interdisciplinary work of different subjects:
• oral and written language, musical, body, psychomotor language that  will help 

us to practice the 4 basics skills;
• listening, speaking, reading and writing, with the main goal of communicating 

each other.

Objectives
• To favor critical thinking.
• To increase self-confidence.
• To improve oral language fluency.
• To work on  reading comprehension.

Materials and tools
• Expositive text.
• Cooperative work strategies.
• Digital  tools: digital whiteboard, computers, video camera, video-editing pro-

gram “Camtasia”.

https://youtu.be/3gH-tEWmP0A
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Tutorial sheet T 20

 
THE EXPRESSIVE READING

NAME OF INSTITUTION IES Palomares
NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 30

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL ESTRATEGY USED
The expressive reading
The expressive reading has as main objective to reproduce with our voice and body 
lenaguage, all the expressiveness of a text: the emotions that the autor has exposed 
in him, the images it contains, the textura of words, the cadence of a story or the 
variations of intensity of a reflection, etc. In addition to the emphatic reading of li-
terary texts, includes reading any type of text according to norms of expressiveness 
determined by the content, the form and the proper gender of the speech.

DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY
Starting point
To perform this activity has been necessary:
- continuity. The class begins with 10 minutes of reading;
- educate the listening. Consider the dual productive and receptive side of rea-

ding;
- systems. Always follow the same pattern: activities before, during and after re-

ading;
- teacher’s dynamizing paper.

Objetives
Expressive reading activities in Secondary are necessary because they have a 
double dimension: functional and aesthetic. Aesthetic Dimension: Reading ser-
ves first and foremost to bring students and students to that lodic and aesthetic 
component of language whose enjoyment forms the basis of the reading hobby 
and literary education itself. 
Functional dimension: We must not forget also its contribution to the development 
of discursive competence - insofar as it improves the capacities of: reading com-
prehension, listening, oral expression, integration of different codes in the elabo-
ration of messages. 
With this strategy we want to work:
• reading fluency and efficiency through work on pauses, punctuation marks, 

intonation, vocalization, etc.

https://youtu.be/9j7UP_9VCXw
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ting them with their own experiences.
• The practice of new communicative possibilities combining different codes.
• The capture and enjoyment of effects derived from the stylistic exploitation of 

the language.
• The awareness of the seduction that the spoken word and human voice exert 

in people since childhood and the repercussions that this has in different areas.
• The valuation of the personal, social and geographical elements that are 

reflected in our way of speaking (and reading) as an essential part of our indi-
vidual and collective identities, thus promoting respect for all varieties of use.

• The development of creativity and affectivity.
 
MATERIALS AND TOOLS 
• Bank of texts.
• Digital board.
• Recording studio: chroma.
• Digital editing program: camtasia. 
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Tutorial sheet T 21

 
THE VIDEO AS A

DIDACTIC RESOURCE.
YOUTUBE IN THE CLASS

NAME OF INSTITUTION IES Palomares
NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 32

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL ESTRATEGY USED
The video as a didactic resource. Youtube in the class
The incorporation of technology of information and communication to education 
is an essential basis for the next generations for the optimal development of its 
technological and communicative competencies.
The skills of visual learning, teach to the students to clarify their thoughts, to 
process, organise and prioritize new information.
With this technique we strengthen comprehension because the students are able of 
reproduce with their own words, what they have learnt.
The students feel that they are the leading role of their own learning.

DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY
Starting point/ Base
The video as a didactic resource presents a series of characteristics, such as its 
ease of management, that allow it to be present in different moments of the edu-
cational process: as a means of observation, as a means of expression, as a means 
of self-learning and as a means of helping teaching.

Objetives
To make of video an independent-learning tool with which the student can mas-
ter some knowledge that can be used as:
• curricular complement;
• self-teaching.

Material y Tools
• Readings, textbooks.
• Computers.
• Digital editing programs: movie maker, camtasia, vivavideo.

https://youtu.be/kahh7TwU73M
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Tutorial sheet  T 22

 
CREATIVE WRITING

NAME OF INSTITUTION IES Palomares
NUMBER OF PUPILS AND STUDENTS 1° eso / 1° eso

DEFINITION OF THE METHODOLOGICAL ESTRATEGY USED
Creative writing
We can introduce creative writing to our students at classroom using a lot of 
different ways, with this we expect that students have the right to look the world 
with other points of view. 
Through  creative writing we hope to develop students literacy skills. We get it 
playing with tales, remaking with other characters, transforming in other tale or 
dismantling it. Everything is thought like a play.  

DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY
Starting point/ Base
Objetives
• Give shape to inspiration.
• Encourage the writing skills through activities, techniques and  ways to get a 

own stile.
• Promote activities with games in which students get to experiment with the 

language.
• Give a big valor to the  reading, because is a important part of the writing pro-

cess.

Instructional materials and tools
• A set of readings in different ways.
• Digital tools: computers, digital blackboard. 

https://youtu.be/mKkCJRBjTFE
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PROMOTION OF READING 
AND CREATIVE WRITING: 

DIGITAL TOOLS
by Francesca Acerbo / Simona Di Salvatore / Marina Pantalone
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The promotion of reading needs different digital tools that simplify the acquisition 
of media skills of the students (e-book, apps, narrative videogames etc.) and that 
allow you to integrate traditional forms of reading into other ways of learning. 
Through these supports the students experiment complex storytelling forms, that 
offer different access points, according to the preferences and goals of each single 
reader, open reading training, that privilege now linear now hypertext, alternating 
how it’s possible to understand learning the digital applications, the listening of 
the text out loud, the playing experience and interaction with animation contents, 
leaving sometimes in second place, the only narrative learning. 

The still unfinished reflection of quality indications about this new digital sto-
rytelling can focus on the research of a difficult transformation that is made up of 
technical factors, linked by accessibility and utilization and stylistic aspects like the 
efficient interaction between story and animation, the aesthetic care of literal and 
figurative text, the originality of sound effects, the capacity of surprising and “en-
chanting”: aspects that defined the outlines of a reading experience “increased”, 
not connectable with the traditional practice but in any way able to give to the 
reader/viewer an active, questioning, explorative role in front of new textual proj-
ects, in an efficient influence between play and narrative dimension that can open 
up and valorize all the resources of reading like a set of critical, generative, collab-
orative practices, able to live ecologically and support each other. 

If the convergence of the different ways of decoding, could theoretically strength-
en the appreciation of the text and sophisticate the experience in the pleasure of 
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reading, in the game of relations and mutual resonances between different codes, 
requires anyway, urgently to overcome the old prejudice that it’s a natural hybrid-
ization and that the imagines are in a certain way self-learning. 

In particular, if they seem reasonable the perplexities regarding digital reading, 
that risk in the future to marginalize brain capabilities improved by reading, like 
the profound comprehension and the analytical capacity, the scientific emergen-
cies of recent years tend to reassure on a central aspect: it’s true that physiology 
and reading experience are changing favoring skimming, the speed in the choice 
of information, the rapid research of the key-words; however the comparison be-
tween the traditional reading and the digital reading, can bring equivalent results 
if you overcome the illusion that a good capacity of printed reading automatically 
translates into a good screen reading. This last, needs, instead, to reach deep read-
ing levels, longer times, different ability to pay attention, to self-monitoring and 
self-control in the process of selection and planning - reading - in your own text: 
abilities that must be educated trough a specific training. 

In this section there are some web sites and Apps selected in each country of the 
project, aimed both at exploring the students in new ways of reading and narra-
tion, as well as the continuous teachers training: web sites that help the compari-
son between experiences and educational realities different from their own, enrich 
the bibliographic baggage with up-to-date editorial suggestions open up school 
space to networking initiatives with the national territory, stimulating cooperation 
in quality promotion projects.
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CROATIA 
https://www.mindtools.com/

The site presents efficient strategies to come out in to the world of work. In 
particular in the voice relative to “learning skills (reading more efficiently)” 
you can find indications for a faster reading and various reading strategies as 
well as many educational tools for learning.

http://digital-storytime.com/
It’s a website that collects a series of digital reading subdivided by language 
and age groups; some are free, others payable.

Total Boox
It’s a free application, also for a mobile, for the classification and consultation 
of an e-book, a digital library through which you can enter in any moment 
and with fast downloads to the contents.

ITALY
https://insegnantiduepuntozero.wordpress.com/
http://teacherstwopointzero:wordpress.com

It’s an online group made up of teachers, executives, University students and 
parents, it’s a place where you can share with experiences and ideas about in-
novative didactics, educational strategies supported by the new technologies, 
with Apps and tools and the chance for teachers interested in using digital 
training.

http://hamelin.net
It’s a cultural Association that connects the cultural promotion and the ped-
agogical vocation, working in particular way with children and teenagers 
through the literature, comics, picture and cinema. In the heart of Hamelin’s 
activities, there are stories, considered as a means of survival, growth and 
discovery of reality. The association arises from the belief that reading is a fun-
damental act that leads to a search for self-sense and for the world around us. 
Hamelin organizes reading trainings and comics workshops for schools, con-
ferences and refresher courses for teachers, librarians, and parents, shows and 
educational projects. It also deals with the national reading project “Xanadu. 
Community of stubborn readers”, the magazine Hamelin. “Stories, figures, 
pedagogy” and BilBOlbul international comics Festival.

http://francescomusolino.com/stoleggendo/
It’s a profile born on twitter to stimulate reading, created by the reporter Fran-
cesco Musolino to collect quotations gotten from favorite books. Reporters, 
publishers and booksellers can make quotations from the books they love, 
using Twitter. For three days each one, every #readerguest handles the ac-
count @Stoleggendo (@I’m reading) and he is free to range over, with his own 
tweets, every kind of author and literary type without limits of time and no-
toriety (someone has already promised to twitter passages in the original lan-

SITOGRAPHY AND READING APPLICATIONS

https://www.mindtools.com/
http://digital-storytime.com/
https://insegnantiduepuntozero.wordpress.com/
http://hamelin.net
http://francescomusolino.com/stoleggendo/
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guage). From fantasy to fairy tales, from storytelling to theater, from illustrat-
ed books to contemporary novels until the last editorial case….on @Stoleg-
gendo (@I’mreading) each #readerguest will take possession of the account 
giving its own personal line. Also each #readerguest will decide if twittering 
quotations freely during the day otherwise in a specific time, thus creating 
an event in the event. Authors and reporters converging on a page – as a 
#readerguest but also as a “follower” – can really create a virtual audience of 
readers/users, producing a sharing wave effect of the quotations. But @Sto-
leggendo (@I’mreading) will have reached its purpose if each page follower 
will actively participate, not only twittering again but also quoting from their 
beloved books. 

http://www.adottalautore.it/
http://www.adopt the author.it

It is a reading promotion website that stems from the idea that everyone, 
children and teenagers, love stories, tales, pictures, photos of which books 
are rich. This training wants to stimulate change, showing a new approach 
that highlights the strong free and playful nature of reading. The project is 
based on the idea of meeting the author, recognized on the national territo-
ry, in a constant line of exchanges and knowledge, of activities and readings 
aloud, sees children united together, teenagers, parents, teachers, librarians 
and booksellers. The library and the bookshop open to become a family-sized 
spaces, a reality where the school is a valorizing element of the project, but 
also a first, privileged means towards families. A reality supported and val-
ued by the public authority in the awareness of the value and the importance 
of the project. The project extends the network of libraries, bookshops, schools 
and families involved, making possible surprising rich contact between dif-
ferent places in the territory. And it is through this contact that “Adopt the 
author” designs a new map, in the same way, concrete and ideal, where au-
thors, children, families, teachers, librarians, booksellers, but also publishers, 
illustrators and artists meet together to make every moment of the year a spe-
cial time to promote reading time, a living experience of reading as a game. 

http://www.andersen.it/
It’s the website of the magazine, “Andersen”, the more known and wide-
spread Italian monthly magazine that informs promotion policy for children’s 
literature and new publications for children and teenagers. The magazine is a 
point of reference and comparison for teachers, librarians, educators, writers, 
illustrators and editors. In every number of the magazine – you can find – as 
well as many news headlines for the most interesting new publications for 
children – stories, training and new literature trends, illustrations and child-
hood culture, with a journalistic slant that invites reflection and deepening to 
an audience not specialized in the field. 

https://lettoedetto.wordpress.com/
http://readandsaid.wordpress.com/

The blog is inspired by “7 de Saber” (thirst for knowledge &/or seven knowl-
edge), a collection of interviews in the blog created by Esther Surinach of the 
library device of the department of Girona (Barcelona/Catalonia) which with 

http://www.adottalautore.it/
http://www.andersen.it/
https://lettoedetto.wordpress.com/
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the project of “Books and Company” reading groups, joins in the network 70 
libraries that aim “to read for the pleasure of reading”, sharing experiences, 
information and promoting reading. The goal of “Read and said” is extremely 
simple: we try to stimulate the interest in reading for those who usually don’t 
go to libraries or don’t read books with publication of interviews  of known 
and not well known people in the world of art, writing, music, journalism and 
general culture who are willing to play the role of “culture catalysts”.

http://www.fattoriadellalegalita.it/progettipermanenti/biblioteca-della-legalita
http://www.legalityfarm.it/permanentprojects/legality-library

The website was born to spread the culture of legality and justice among 
young generations through the reading promotion, in the belief that stories 
and figures play a fundamental role in the reality comprehension and that 
are indispensable tools for building an outline that puts the civic sense in the 
heart of everything. The Legality library is a collection of texts suitable for 
young readers (8-15), including storytelling, essay, comics, illustrated books. 

http://sistema-bibliotecario.provincia.roma.it/news/biblioteche-del-mondo-
progetto-interculturale-di-promozione-della-lettura-nei-comuni-di-anzio-b 
http://librarian-system.district.rome.it/news/librarians-of-the-world-
intercultural-project-promotion-reading-municipality-of-Anzio-b

The website provides cultural activities that can support integration between 
different cultures and identify in civic libraries, places of strategic importance 
for the promotion of intercultural policies and the development of social and 
cultural networks that supports the meeting and exchange with and among 
immigrants in the provincial territory. Eight civic libraries of as many munici-
palities in Rome province have become World Libraries and will have a strong 
and particular intercultural aspect. The network of the World Libraries offers 
to all the citizens, of every age, a rich program of initiatives about topics relat-
ed to meeting with and among cultures, peoples, lifestyles, traditions, food, 
costumes. Who arrives and who is born in a foreign country has a home to tell, 
to listen, to read in their language, to keep contacts with their original culture 
and to get to know better about the country where they live. The material 
supports include different types: contemporary narrative, classics and best-
sellers in different languages, “Bridge books”, bilingual texts to know each 
other better, writing and immigration stories, fairy tales, legends and tales for 
children and teenagers.

http://www.mamamo.it/
It’s a website that spreads digital contents and reviews of Apps and educa-
tional videogames for kids and teens. The selection privileges the aspects re-
lated to the content, to the quality of graphics and gameplay. On this site, for 
example, you can consult a very useful rulebook for parents, teachers and cul-
tural operators, to navigate the enormous online store’s sea, to read articles on 
e-book distribution, to up-date on researches and surveys on the relationship 
between children and new technologies. 

https://www.milkbook.it/
It’s a site that offers a wide and accurate selection of quality books and Apps 
for children, teens and parents. Just to these last it is referred “Generation 

http://www.fattoriadellalegalita.it/progettipermanenti/biblioteca-della-legalita    http://www.legalityfarm.it/permanentprojects/legality-library
http://www.fattoriadellalegalita.it/progettipermanenti/biblioteca-della-legalita    http://www.legalityfarm.it/permanentprojects/legality-library
http://librarian-system.district.rome.it/news/librarians-of-the-world-intercultural-project-promotion-reading-municipality-of-Anzio-b
http://librarian-system.district.rome.it/news/librarians-of-the-world-intercultural-project-promotion-reading-municipality-of-Anzio-b
http://www.mamamo.it/
https://www.milkbook.it/
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Readers”, a downloadable online course that gives ideas and stimulus to help 
children become future readers. 

https://blog.mlol.it/
Media Library On Line is the first Italian network of public libraries for the 
digital lending. Up until today the libraries involved are more than 5.000 in 
19 Italian regions and 8 in foreign countries. To use Media Library online, 
it is necessary to be registered in one of the libraries involved. Through the 
portal you can freely consult the digital collection of your personal library: 
e-book, music, films, newspapers , databank, online training (e-learning), im-
age archives and more. In particular, mlol Blog offers the possibility to follow 
online training courses. 

www.progettoinvitro.it
www. invitroproject.it

“In vitro” is an experimental project to promote reading by Cepell.  Involves 
kids/teens from the age of six, focusing on operating tools, such as the gift of 
books and the formation of a professional figure, the promoter of reading. The 
focus of the project lies in the effort to activate the involvement of the territory 
and its resources.

LATVIA 
https://learningapps.org/ 

It’s an App that supports the educational training and learning through small 
interactive forms. The existing forms can be put directly into educational con-
tents, but also created or modified by the users themselves online. The end is 
to collect the reusable forms and make them available to everyone. The forms 
(called App.) do not therefore include a specific board or an educational con-
crete scenery, but it limits exclusively to the interactive part. So the forms in 
themselves don’t represent a complete teaching unit, but must be applied to a 
corresponding teaching scenery. 

SLOVAKIA
http://vcelickyprvaci.webnode.sk/nase-vyucovanie/tvorive-citanie/

It’s the website of a Slovak school that gets ideas from the story tales and it 
develops them in a creative way with presentations, videos and animations.

http://www.pastelka.sk/hotpotatoes/Citaniesporozumenim2/cvicenie.htm
http://www.pastelka.sk/hotpotatoes/citanie_sporozumenim3/cvicenie.htm

It’s a website designed for all children that promotes the storytelling compre-
hension through games, stories, coloring books and more.

www.librivox.org  
 The site offers downloading and reading audiobooks for students of an ad-

vanced level.
www.oskole.sk  
 The site offers plots for a reading diary.
www.youtube.com   
 It offers the possibility to read by using the subtitles.

https://blog.mlol.it/
http://www.progettoinvitro.it
https://learningapps.org/
http://vcelickyprvaci.webnode.sk/nase-vyucovanie/tvorive-citanie/
http://www.librivox.org/
http://www.oskole.sk/
http://www.youtube.com/
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www.oxford.sk  
 This site offers material in English.
www.gabajova.eu  
 The site provides teachers with useful material and information on websites 

and portals.
http://www.juko56.dobrosoft.sk/rozpravky1.htm 
 On this site there are many classic fairy tales and stories for children.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.bookshelf   
 It is a simple and engaging app that teaches how to read in English.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.normex.

visualreadingenginapp 
 It is an app that uses the “visual reading” method to develop reading skills in 

children  with special educational  needs.

SPAIN
www.edebe.com

It’s the web site of the editorial group Edebe, containing a personal space, 
customer area and shopping online with specific pages for the educational 
sector subdivided by school orders and age groups. The literature is offered 
in various languages. It gives complete, curricular contents, a new method of 
teaching and digital contents learning; proposes personalized itineraries that 
facilitate attention to diversities and also a monitoring and evaluation of the 
student progress. The text book in digital form is shown on digital whiteboard 
using the editor key. 

www.ernestinaespadas.blogspot.com
It’s the Spanish school partner teachers blog with various contents to better 
point out the reading arguments. It proposes commented literary text, a virtu-
al theater hall, the cinema in the classroom, a library and specific pages about 
expressive reading.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0E-LfE6KO_w&list=PLwtM692UofCk_
r3UsOittH

The web platform, also in App version, that allows video sharing. The users 
can vote and comment on the contents. Specifically it can be useful for re-
search and for the use of audiobooks.

www.elpais.es
www.diariodesevilla.es
www.elmundo.es

On this site there are web pages of daily papers and magazines to use as a 
support to the didactics.

http://www.oxford.sk/
http://www.gabajova.eu/
http://www.juko56.dobrosoft.sk/rozpravky1.htm
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=air.bookshelf
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.normex.visualreadingenginapp
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.normex.visualreadingenginapp
http://www.edebe.com/
http://www.ernestinaespadas.blogspot.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0E-LfE6KO_w&list=PLwtM692UofCk_r3UsOittH
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0E-LfE6KO_w&list=PLwtM692UofCk_r3UsOittH
http://www.elpais.es/
http://www.diariodesevilla.es/
http://www.elmundo.es/
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SITOGRAPHY AND  WRITING APPLICATIONS

CROATIA 
http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/

This site permits to create comics in an easy and amusing way. It provides an 
intuitive interface with which you can just realize your own comic by creating 
characters, settings, balloons and so on. At the end it will be possible to print 
the strip or to send it via e-mail. It is an efficient  free solution to create  comic 
strips also for non-experts.

ITALY
https://insegnantiduepuntozero.wordpress.com/
https://teacherstwopointzero.wordpress.com/

An on line community composed by teachers, headmasters, university students 
and parents interacts, as a place of experience and idea sharing with regard to 
innovative didactics, didactic methodologies supported by the new technolo-
gies, with the presence of app, tools and the formation possibility for teachers 
that are interested in the digital use in the didactics.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.toontastic&hl=it
By the Toontastic 3D App it is possible to draw, to liven up and to tell about 
the own cartoons. It is easy like a game. It is only necessary to move characters 
around the video, to tell a story and Toontastic records the voice, animations 
and memorizes all of it on the own device like a 3D video. Toontastic is a pow-
erful and playful tool to create interstellar adventures, video game drawings, 
album with family photo, or something else that can be possible to imagine! 
Characters can be created also with the addition of personal photos, besides it is 
possible to import musical tracks.

www.toondoo.com
This web site permits to create comic strips and/or comics books by the use of 
pre-established settings and characters, by the creation of own characters , im-
porting personal files, previous free record. The published book can be viewed 
by the entire community or by especially chosen people.

LATVIA
http://www.knovio.com/
This website creates multimedia contents for different aims, including also the 
learning, with numerous applications as the video or audio addition to the 
slides. Narrations can be created on the slides through the use of webcam and 
microphone. The sharing is possible with other users. Presentations are print-
able on youtube, vimeo, slideshare and so on.

SLOVAKIA 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.Luxury.Girl.Text.

Images&hl=sk

http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/
https://insegnantiduepuntozero.wordpress.com/
https://insegnantiduepuntozero.wordpress.com       https://teacherstwopointzero.wordpress.com/
http://www.knovio.com/
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 The Android App permits to add text , watermarks, stamps and stickers to pho-
tos. It is free and permits to share it with social network.

http://rexik.zoznam.sk/
 It is a collection of  App containing games, fairy tales video, books to be colored 

and a forum section , for learning and having fun.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.Luxury.Girl.Text.Images  
 It’s an app that lets  you  edit photos by adding text, watermarks and images.
www.gabajova.eu
 The site proides teachers with useful material and information on websites 

and portals.
http://www.fifik.sk/hrave-ucenie-vesele-slovicka  
 The site offers an overview of books, publications, events and literary com-

petitions for children.

SPAIN
www.pixton.com

It’s a website that uses comic strip and creativity power in order to stimulate a 
learning support. It is useful for teachers and pupils in class, as a writing tool 
visible to everybody. It has got a reserved and personalized environment and is 
adapted to curricular standard.

www.storyjumper.com
It’s a website useful to create some books online that can be flicked through, 
with the possibility to introduce pictures. It is particularly suitable for children 
but also for teachers and parents. It has got a free standard layout. It is also pos-
sible to use a professional one by incurring a cost.

www.powtoon.com
It’s a website able to realize captivating presentations and video online with 
the help of nice animations. It is a tool created as alternative to the traditional 
power point, of which the traditional ease of use remains. It enables creativi-
ty as the user decides which elements to introduce on every slide (texts, pic-
tures, charts, callout, animation, voice ) and especially when he wants objects 
appeared thanks to a time line with its intuitive operation. Pictures and musical 
tracks may be imported. It is a good way for presenting lessons.

www.audacity.es
Free audio processing software. It supports formats as wav, aiff, mp3. It permits 
to cut off the audio file, delete silences and add fading in/out. It permits to ap-
ply filters and a contrast audio analyzer optimizes file quality control. Projects 
may be exported to formats as ogg, wav, mp3.

www.iespalomares.blogspot.com
It’s the blog of the Spanish school partner, there are also digital school textbooks 
inside.

www.paloma-mensajera.weebly.com
It’s the magazine of the Spanish school partner.

http://rexik.zoznam.sk/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.Luxury.Girl.Text.Images
http://www.gabajova.eu/
http://www.fifik.sk/hrave-ucenie-vesele-slovicka
http://www.pixton.com
http://www.storyjumper.com
http://www.powtoon.com
http://www.audacity.es
http://www.iespalomares.blogspot.com
http://www.paloma-mensajera.weebly.com
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READING AND WRITING APP

Padlet
Web Paper or “ Virtual Wall”: two definitions that fit well with Padlet, an app for 
PCs, tablets and smartphones that only need a quick and easy recording to be used. 
Once you enter our account, clicking the icon at the top on the right “+”, a new wall 
will open, that is a virtual one on which you can put virtual post-it which can con-
tains text as well as links, images, video, maps and documents of various kinds, via 
a double-click. It can therefore be used to note down ideas or digital content about 
a topic (such as a virtual block note) or to assemble a multimedia lesson, to create a 
brainstorming or a cooperative learning activity, for writing a story in a collabora-
tive way using texts and images. Via the “privacy “ option, each wall that we create 
can only be visible to us, or to others, and in the latter case, we can choose whether 
to give visitors the opportunity to view or even write something. For more security 
you can also check out the “moderate post” option so posts, before they appear on 
the dashboard, need moderator approval (so we or who we want to name moder-
ator). There are many ways to make our virtual wall more pleasant or more suited 
to our needs: we can set the background, enter a title, a description, a miniature, 
change the structure; we can also share it with the most well-known social media 
(facebook, twitter, pinterest, linkedin, google+, tumblr) and export it as pdf, png, 
excell or csv. In our personal home page we can choose instead to visualize, via the 
top bar: the dashboard, that shows A snapshot of all the latest and greatest, that is a 
snapshot of your latest and best pads.
On youtube there are many tutorials about Padlet, both in English and in Italian 
ones.

Adobe Spark
It’s an integrated web and mobile for free that allows everyone, especially pupils 
and teachers, to whom Adobe Spark Edu Guide has been dedicated for creating sim-
ple but well-structured  digital narratives. It supports three expressive modes:
• Spark Post, with which it is possible to create social graphics in few minutes. 

You can add text to your photo, transform it with layouts, color palettes, typing 
styles, photo filters and can be shared via e-mail, Facebook, Istagram and Twitter;

• Spark Page, with which it is possible to join text and images in order to create 
web stories;

• Spark Video is the tool that offers the most interesting educational opportunities. 
It adds text to images and photos by adding a narrator voice or soundtrack. In 
a matter of minutes, a text and some drawings can be transformed into a digital 
narrative using the available tools.

Adobe Spark has proved to be an invaluable tool in the classroom. Indeed, hundreds 
of thousands of students and their teachers use these applications every day, learn-
ing fun and in an interactive way. Here are some examples of didactic use:
- Language games
- Vocabulary enhancement
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- Ryming games
- Second Language Acquisition
- Creative Storytelling 
- Book reviews
- Gallery
- Reports about educational trips and travels
- Events presentations 
- Pupil’s Portfolio
- Newsletter in class.

Quizlet
Quizlet is an online learning tool that offers effective interactive tools to learn: from 
primary school to university you can use it to study foreign languages, geogra-
phy, science, grammar or any other subject. It creates learning sets with flashcards, 
games and exercises of various types; personal sets can be created or you can choose 
to use a set made by others, if it responds to arising needs. This type of approach 
is particularly effective where it is necessary to act on pupils’ motivation and can 
be used to consolidate knowledge of textual typologies, narrative characteristics, 
narrative or poetic text elements, or after reading a book in order to reinforce the 
knowledge of characters and plot.

Betwyll
Betwyll is an app that allows you to read, comment them and play inside together 
with other readers, using the literature method for social reading . You choose a 
book, propose it to a community, start reading and commenting it together with 
short messages of up to 140 characters. It is considered by many teachers as an 
effective tool to counteract the disadvantage of teenagers, especially boys, towards 
reading. 

BooktoBook App
It’s an app that lets you discover all the book’s novelties, the bookseller’s tips and 
rankings. In a few taps, you can wander between hundreds of titles based on your 
preferences or original reading paths that are articulated on the most different top-
ics: from sports to love, from economy to music. Behind every book there is a story, 
made of notes about the author, videos, comments and reviews. You can also see a 
calendar of events to know when and where to meet your favorite authors.

Cityteller
It is an application with a geo-location system able to report on the map the places 
described by the authors in their texts; it also offers the possibility to define the 
view range and use interest filters. The app, that is available on App Store and Goo-
gle Play and is downloadable free, was created as a tool useful to move around and 
discover the Italian territory by relying on maps linked to literary quotes. In that 
way by walking in Milan for example, you can find that a well-known novel was 
set up in that road and read what happened there, among the pages of that book.
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CREATIVE WRITING SOFTWARE

Scratch
It’s a software that lets to create stories, games and animations and share them, 
developing creativity and capability to work in a collaborative way. It is a project of 
Lifelong Kindergarten Group of MIT Media Lab. It is available in a completely free 
way. Inside there is ScratchEd, an online community where educators and teach-
ers can share experiences, exchange resources, ask questions and find people with 
their own interests; teachers can create account for classes or pupils groups and 
so manage projects. ScratchEd is developed and supported by Harvard Graduate 
School of Education. 

CBook
It’s a web application for reading, exploring, analyzing and enriching texts indi-
vidually or collaboratively. The application can be used by teachers and students 
of different school orders. Presentation videos are in the YouTube channel “Scuola e 
Digital Humanities”. (School and Digital Humanities)
CBook contains HTML digital editions, that is annotated hypertexts, and uses in-
teractive tools such as online geographic maps, character’s social network graphs, 
manual annotation tools and text enrichment, a semantic search engine.
CBook permits the integral text reading or a part of it and an interaction with the 
analyzed work, offering the possibility to operate about the narrative structure, 
characters, settings, graphs of relationships between the characters, that is the main 
narrative elements.
In addition to work exploration and text linguistic analysis , the tool permits to pu-
pils and teachers to add annotations and new contributions (resources and details).
Therefore the C-Book App responds to a teaching-learning method that puts the 
learner at the center in knowledge  co-construction and know-how and in the dig-
ital and language skills development.



In the current society of information characterized by the constant innovation of digital 
technologies and by the continuous changes in the working world, to guarantee to all 
European citizens the acquisition of an adequate literacy represents an urgent goal, on 
the one hand because the digitalization entails a more and more widespread use of the 
written word in social, civic and economic interaction, on the other hand because the 
increase of mobility and migratory phenomena imply the ability to “inhabit” a wide 
range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds. The function of the quality of teaching and 
teacher training is central in a “literary environment” that wants to promote, with the 
alliance of all educational institutions of the territory, the pleasure of reading and writing, 
integrating traditional and new skills of literacy which are required for a conscious and 
critical access to the context of contemporary communication.
Be Happy 2 Read & Write kit, the product of the cooperative work of the European 
partners of the Erasmus Plus “Flip & Movie” Project, wants to provide a flexible, and 
certainly not exhaustive, repertoire of material for theoretical deepening and innovative 
teaching strategies that can be used by teachers of all schooling cycles. So the teachers 
can compare their daily work in class with the objectives and the findings in the teaching 
of reading and writing: the consolidation of the motivation, the premature development 
and the progressive refinement of the competences of comprehension and interpretation, 
the activation of a stimulating pedagogical climate, the valorization of the links among 
the languages, the constructive comparison with the possibilities offered by digital 
technologies. 
Therefore the repertoire proposes, after a suitable introduction on the emerging issues 
from the European debate and on pedagogical peculiarities favoured in the experience 
of the schools involved, an operative section made up of clear and synthetic cards 
concerning individual activities on the basis of some essential quality indicators: the 
integration of an analogic and digital language, the cooperative dimension of paths, the 
interdisciplinarity, the inclusive value of the activities, the generative relation between 
reading and writing, the use of several textual appliances and original media supports.
Some of the most interesting didactic proposals are accompanied by video-tutorials not 
only with the purpose to describe clearly articulation and organization, but also to 
highlight the transferability of the strategies and creative processes.
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